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JERROLD HAS TAKEN THE
MYSTERY OUT OF

MASTER ANTENNA TV
Now, you don't have to worry

about decibels or any other
theory. Just pick out one of the
Universal Systems shown in the
Jerrold Instant MATV Guide,
install it and you have an
excellent system.
If you can deliver good TV
signals to one set from one
antenna, you can easily install
any system in this guide.
Complete with actual
Layouts, Bills of Materials and
Installation Tips.
Send for your Jerrold
INSTANT MATV Guide today.

IT'S FREE!
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 350, 200 WITMER ROAD. HORSHAM. PA.19044
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HOME OFFICE-INDIANA:
PIS ELECTRONICS. INC
P.O. BOX 272
BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401
TEL. 812, 824-9331

ELECTRONICS, INC.
t

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC.

P.0 BOX 41354

also available in...

SACRAMENTO. CALIF. 95841

1EL. 916. 4826220
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC.

Th,11IntirTh9 DA.

P.0 BOX 5794
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105
TEL. 714. 280-7070
COLORADO:

X rArtIPAI nTV

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P 0 BOX 672
ARVADA. COLO. 80001
TEL

EllYMPCAll nPniA

MB (Mang

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O.BOX 7923
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 32210
TEL. 904, 389-9952
LOUISIANA:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
2914 WYTCHWOOD DR.

METAIRIE. LA. 70033

TEL 504, 8852349
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MARYLAND:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
1105 SPRING ST.

SILVER SPRINGS. MD. 20910

TEL. 301, 5650025
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MASSACHUSETTS:

PIS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.0 BOX 3189
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103

AaJRCA
VUX

TEL 413. 734-2737
MINNESOTA:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
815 WEST LAKE ST.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55408
TEL 612, 824-2333
KANSAS -MISSOURI:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

3116 MERRIAM LNE
KANSAS CITY. KANS. 66106
TEL 913. 831-1222

$995

stryotitoo...

303. 423-7080

PLUM:

NEW YORK CITY:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC.
158 MARKET ST.
E PATERSON, NJ. 07407

TEL 201, 7916380
NEW TERM:

get Tad

PTS ELECTRONICS. INC.
158 MARKET ST.
E
PATERSON. NJ 07407

hr. Service!

TEL

201. 791.6380

OHIO:

ALL PTS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. (NO FRANCHISES!) and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington, Indiana. Only this way can we
guarantee the same quality-PRECISION TUNER SERVICE-that made PTS the leader in this field.

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
5682 STATE RD.
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44134
TEE

216, 845.4480

OKLAHOMA:

PTS ELECTRONICS. INC.

P O. BOX 60566

PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a
(80 pages of tuner blow-ups, tuner -antenna coil -and shaft replacement guides available for $1.00).

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. 73106

TEL. 405. 947-2013
OREGON:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 13096

WE OFFER MORE. SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US. WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST.

PORTLAND, OR. 97213

TEL. 503, 282.9636

TRUSTWORTHY.

PENNSYLVANIA:

YOU AND US-A TRUE PARTNERSHIP.
Color Black & White Transistor

Tubes Varactor Detent UHF

Ttttt
.4

4
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All Makes

ELECTRONICS, INC.

iS

recommended by more TV manufacturers
and overhauls more tuners than all other
tuner services combined!

for finer, faster,

VHF, UHF or FM
UV -COMBO

IF-SUBCHASSIS

$ 9.95
16.95
12.50

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.
(Dealer net!)
over 4000 exact tuner replacements available for $14.95 up
(new or rebuilt)

PIS ELECTRONICS, INC.
PO. BOX 16856
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19142
TEL. 215, 724-0999
PENNSYLVANIA:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
257 RIVERVIEW AVE. W.
P.O. BOX 4130
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202
TEL. 412, 761.7648
TEXAS:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 7332
LONGVIEW. TEX. 75601

TEL. 214, 7534334
TEXAS:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 26616
HOUSTON, TEX. 77032
TEL 713, 644.6793

Send faulty unit with tubes, shields and all broken parts to .1
... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service
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PHILLIP DAHLEN, CET
Editor
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minn. 55802

VOLUME 95 NUMBER 8

Joseph Zauhar, our Managing Editor, is shown on this month's cover working in our newly

remodeled electronics lab. More details concerning this lab are included in the article
beginning on page 29.

(218) 727-8511

ALFRED A. MENEGUS
Publisher
757 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 572-4839
TOM GRENEY
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(312) 467-0670

CHUCK CUMMINGS
Ad Space South/West
613 North O'Connor
Irving, Texas 75060

INNOCENT SERVICE DEALER ARRESTED
None of us are safe when consumer groups and government officials set out to prove
fraud in electronic servicing.

TRANSISTOR IF COUPLING CIRCUITS

Lambert Huneault helps simplify these basic circuits so that we can service them
more efficiently.

40

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT INTERMITTENTS
A.

A. Kleeger offers some basic tips that can greatly reduce the amount of time

required for servicing this most troub:esome type of malfunction.

42

SIMPLE TECHNIQUE MAKES INVENTORY FORECASTING EASIER
Raymond Herzog offers some relatively simple equations that can be used to determine how many parts to order.

(214) 253-8678

KEN JORDAN
DONALD D. HOUSTON
1901 West 8th Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90057

OUR ELECTRONIC'S LAB

Come have a look at the facilities in which we prepare many of your feature articles.

GENE BAILEY
Manager, Reader Services

CHICAGO OFFICE
43 East Ohio Street
Chicago, III. 60611

CAUTION PAYS OFF IN CUSTOMER DISPUTES

44

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT
Reviewing specifications for Conway's Model 639 Multitestset.

(213) 483-8530

CHARLES S. HARRISON
CY JOBSON
57 Post Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94104
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COLORFAX: Tips for easier color -TV set repair.
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"Contrast is best:'

"Brightness is best:'

We think Sylvania ChroMatrixTM gives the best of both.
Brightness is great if you don't have to lose contrast.
And contrast is great if you don't have to pay for it with a dimmer
picture.
At GTE Sylvania, we think the best replacement tube is the one
that gives you just the right balance of both.

That's why we developed the ChroMatrix line using a jet black
dark surround and Sylvania bright phosphors.
Our design uses the black surround to get both brightness and
contrast. And it also helps to maintain a uniform brightness across the
entire face of the tube.
As replacement tubes for many of the color sets now coming out
of warranty, ChroMatrix is a line that's hard to beat.
And you can get them now in all large -screen sizes from 19" to
25" diagonal including the popular 23- diagonal size.

Using the replacement line that gives the best of both worlds
might make customers think that you're the best serviceman in this
one.

Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154.

cad SYLVANIA
AUGUST 1973
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EDITORIAL
Now or Never!
If you are like
me, then by now
you have heard so
very much
concerning the
proposed NEA/

Should the merger of NEA and NATESA

mean the formation of but one giant
association that could rule the industry
with an iron, uncompromising hand, or
simply become indifferent to the needs
of the industry, then your editor would
also oppose merger. However, even with
merger, the new association would not
remain alone to serve the industry.

NATESA Merger

that with each
new development
there is a desire
to simply lean
back and groan,
"No, now what!"
Just about all publications have given
this subject coverage; and my good
friend Larry Steckler, CET, Editor of
RADIO -ELECTRONICS, advises me that

this month he too is writing an editorial
in support of merger.
At least everyone seems agreed on
one thing ... if merger is not achieved
by this August, it will never be achieved.
Although there could be a later
regrouping of scattered parts, there
will never again be an effort by both
national associations for merger. And
thus, there is the relief in knowing that
this is the very last issue of

Your editor is also of the opinion
that those in NEA who might hope that
without merger NATESA will crumblewith NEA picking up the pieces-could
be sadly mistaken. He is personally
acquainted with some of the more
rebellious members of NATESA, and

be so concerned with this subject.
No, not everyone does want merger!
spoke with one NEA elected
representative recently at a meeting
in Chicago who will vote for merger only
because that is what the vast majority
of the members in his local group want.
But, if it were up to him alone, there
wouldn't be merger. Instead, there
would be both a strong NEA and a strong
I

territory!") He is typical of those that
are of the belief that two competing
associations can do more for the
average electronic technician or service
dealer than one large complacent
association.
Some of the members of NEA fail to
see why they should even bother to
make any changes for the sake of
merger, when, if there is no merger,
NATESA will "simply crumble and join
NEA."

And then, some members of NATESA
feel that Frank Moch (who has given
many years of dedicated service) is
professionally endangered should there
be merger. And thus out of loyalty to
him, they oppose merger.
6

;

publication will give that association
increased coverage. (It has even been
rumored that should merger not be
complete, NARDA will be at this month's
Joint Convention in Kansas City to see
what it can do about picking up the
pieces.)

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER to

NATESA. (And he lives in "NATESA

Too many have forgotten NARDA
(National Appliance & Radio -TV Dealers
Assn.) which is becoming increasingly
concerned with electronic servicing.
And with merger, future issues of our

many of them have far too much pride
in the basic concepts of their current
association to consider such a move. In
fact, this attitude by a few in NEA has
actually alienated many such members
of NATESA.

Neither does your editor look toward
merger as a means of getting rid of
Dick Glass (Executive Vice President of
NEA) or Frank Moch (Executive Director
of NATESA), but rather as a tool to
permit both capable individuals to work
with equal stature in their differing
specialties-both men being given far
greater support than would be possible
with separate associations.
Some might say, "Yes, but can we
afford to employ two full-time executives
and their staffs-with separate offices
in Indianapolis and Chicago?" What
kind of money are we talking about?
According to that which was
presented at the last Joint Merger
Meeting (see pages 14 and 16), Frank
Moch expects a salary equal to that paid
Dick Glass (the merger committee
having agreed to a figure of $18,000
yearly), plus another $18,000 to cover
expenses and office staff (we assume
the same figure as would be required

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, AUGUST 1973

for running the Indianapolis office), plus
$10,000 for the purchase of SCOPE. This
means that the total first year's expense
for the new association (excluding those
incurred by elected officers for travel)
would be $72,000. This figure would
drop to $62,000 the second year,
assuming salaries and related expenses
remained unchanged.
This figure may be too high. With
merger it should be possible to cut
expenses rather than having to increase
them. At least members should not have
to expect to pay greater dues as a
result of a consolidation of efforts. This
matter will certainly be investigated at
the Joint Convention.
Morris L. Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F. has
been stressing the importance of having
time set aside by both associations for
the most important activity at the
convention-to decide whether or not
there is to be merger now! He is
requesting that time be set aside for the
Joint Merger Committee to present its
case to the entire industry, with both
associations sitting together at a
meeting starting at 1:30 p.m. in the
Crown Center, Kansas City, Mo. on Friday,
August 24, 1973. Following this joint
meeting, the two national associations
are requested to conduct, as soon as
possible, separate convention meetings
at different times so that the Joint
Merger Committee can be called in to
clarify points in question. (He stresses
the importance in eliminating any
possible program conflicts, so that even
the wives may be in attendance.)
Thus voting should be accomplished
in time for an announcement at the
Saturday night banquet that merger has
failed with honor, or succeeded with
honor and great celebration.
Whether or not we as electronic
technicians or service dealers wish
merger, we should certainly attend this
convention to see that we do know the
issues, and that our conclusions are
effectively represented in votes!
If it is simply impossible to attend,
then we should see that those entitled
to cast our proxy vote are committed
to vote whatever way we specify!

Here's everything you'd expect
from a high-priced portable VOM.
Except a high price.
The VOM is one of the
most important tools in your

kit-but you needn't pay high
prices to get the features and
quality you want. Like the highpriced units, the B & K model
120P VOM has features like a
front-resettable overload
protection circuit, preventing

damage to the instrument and
components should an
overload occur.
The 120P is more accurate

than you'd expect - 20,000
ohms/volt sensitivity on DC,
with 2% accuracy. Plus a total

of 35 ranges, measuring DC
volts and current with 0.25
volt and 50µA low -range
scales; AC RMS volts, output
volts, and decibels; and ohms
That makes it one of the most
versatile test units ever
designed. But it's also one of

the most rugged-its meter
movement is a taut -band,
self -shielding annular type, to
withstand damage from shock
or vibration.
You'll also appreciate the
120P's easy -access battery and
fuse compartment complete

with extra fuse; and the handy
TRANSIT position on the
range switch.
All considered, the B & K
120P VOM gives you more
accuracy, reliability, and
versatil;ty for your money than
any other battery -powered
portable VOM. And that's just
what you'd expect from B & K.
Contact your distributor
for complete information. Or
write Dynascan Corporation.

$7995

Hi2 Very good equipment at a very good price.
Product of Dynascan Corporation /1801 W Belle Plaine Ave Chicago. III 60613

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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mately 1500 appliance service calls
weekly. Appliance technicians make
as much as 'TV technicians and they

LETTERS

You'll win new
customers

should unionize.
The licensed airline techs are unionized. Audio or convention sound techs

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

with

do as well or better than electricians.
City garbage men have a pension plan.

Unless corporate employed, what do
the TV techs have to go along with

SK 3122.

Social Security?

No More Dues from Me

Because it's the fast, easy way to
put premium performance in over

J. PERKINSON

In regards to merger: I don't think

either Dick Glass or Frank Moch

2,800 different sockets. And that's
the best way to give better service
and get more customers.
Try it and see. Contact your RCA

realize the consequences of not having a peaceable merger. Both organizations will lose thousands of members.

Distributor today. Ask him, too,
for the new RCA SK Replacement
Guide SPG-202N. It cross-references the entire SK line of 156
devices to replace over 51,000 foreign and domestic types.
RCAI Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

I

know many independents will

drop out and I am only paying dues in
both organizations up to August this

year. Look at all the state organizations like Virginia who have declared
they will only join a new organization

next year. A new single national

is

wanted by probably 90 percent of the
technicians as evidenced by the standing vote at last year's convention.

RealElectronic

Components

The merger has to be finalized in
the next few months with no damage
to the income of Frank and his office,
as he has given many, many years to
our cause.

There is no reason why both men
can't continue in the new organization in the areas in which they excell.
Dues can be raised somewhat to compensate both executives equally. It
could be a great new association and
only the next few months will prove
this true or false.
ROY W. RANDALL, CET

It Finally Happened
The following is a letter that we received typed upon a full -page Kennedy and Cohen newspaper ad for a
new "top American brand 9 -in. diagonal black and white portable TV"
at $39.00. Ed.

I told an old timer technician retiring back in 1965 that foreign dumping would bring TV's down to $29.95
for B&W sets and $39.95 for small
color sets. With inflation, I thought it
impossible.

With full manufacturing automation and foreign dumping, I don't see
much future for consumer electronic
technicians who may know 100 percent or 50 percent of a technical system.

The American dream of getting
rich off a small shop is a joke. With
the electricians and plumbers making
$20,000 annually, the consumer electronic technicians should have unionized long ago. Especially, in the large
cities.

The outfit below makes approxi8
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Disagrees Concerning News
and Article

I have waited a long time to write
this letter concerning articles published in ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER. I may be one of thousands of

technicians who believe that being a
C.E.T. is not the apathy of the television, radio servicing trade.

But getting back to articles published in said magazine, I would like
to see a lot more articles about servicing rather than industry news about
NEA, NATESA, or ISCET of which
your magazine has spent considerable
time publishing.

One article in particular in May
"Tuner Cover
Booby Traps," the author Bob Cook,
CET, explains how to identify stan1973's issue titled:

dard Koolsman tuners by these Criteria:

"green bar channel strips with adjustable contacts."

Not all channel strips are green,
they are also beige.
While the factory adjusted contacts

can be adjusted, the author fails to
point out that they should never be
adjusted by technicians for fear of de tuning and oscillation, and breakage.
While the author is only illustrating
these points, some technicians could
be led to believe that they can be adjusted to cure a poorly cleaned tuner.
Why not try having one issue concerning servicing problems only, and

see what results you get from your
readers.
FREDERICK P. HALL, JR.

We make it a policy to print all responsible letters received, whether or
not they agree with what we are doing.

We will soon be conducting a survey of a random sampling of our read-

ership concerning this matter. However, based on the correspondence
received,

the

vast majority of our

readers agree with what we are doing.
The article by Bob Cook, CET, was

concerned only with fitting tuner covers and made no reference to bending

or adjusting unrelated parts within
the tuner. Some technicians make oth-

er adjustments, others do not, based
on how well they are equipped (both
with equipment and skill) for aligning
tuners. Ed.

READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

For Sale
I have for sale an RCA scope
Model WO -505A; Jud Williams Transistor Curve Tracer Model A and other

used test equipment in good condition.
WILLIAM D. SHEVTCHUK

One Lois Ave.

END OF THE
REPLACEMENT
TRANSISTOR
NIGHTMARE
just 47 transistors replace

Clifton, N.J. 07014

over 22,500 O.E.M. part numbers.
I have almost a complete color -TV
picture tube rebuilding plant for sale.
Equipment is industrial grade and
reasonably priced.
JOHN STANIS

P.O. Box 284
Sierra Vista, Ariz. 85635

Finding the right replacement transistor has been a real
toughie for most service technicians. Over 22,500 existing part
numbers have made life difficult. Now, they can be replaced

with just 24 small -signal, 18 power, and 5 field effect transistors. You can get any or all of the 'Fantastic 47' on the selfservice Semiconductor Q -Mart at your Sprague distributor's.
While you're there, pick up a free copy of the 48 -page K-500
Semiconductor Replacement Manual. Or . . write to Sprague
Products Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 02147.
.

I have Sams Photofacts, numbers
587 through 875 for sale.
RICHARD L. Moss

C3 -MART

506 S. Oak
Pana, III. 62557

MEM Ondien
alhe as Ild

I have for sale Sams Photofacts
from approximately No. 100 through

d

1000.

ROBERT A. DEVRIES

642 Robertson Rd.
So. Elgin, III. 60177
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I have some Sams Photofacts from
one through 971, plus TSM, CB, and
TR manuals for sale.
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Ross J. HANSEN
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West
112 South
Preston, Idaho 83263
1
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I would like to exchange 117 Sams

Photofacts 93 through 400 for an
Analyst, or FM Stereo Generator, or
any equipment I don't have now. I
will sell separate for $1.50 each.
KENNER RADIO & TV

6030 Tourraine Dr.
Newark, Calif.

..........

.............................
................................
................................

................................
................................
.................................

Schematic Wanted
I am interested in obtaining Tekfax
schematics from December 1970 to
January 1971. Schematics No. 607
through 1334.

SPRAGUE

FRANTZ DESIR

120 Berkeley Place

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
.

.

. for more detain circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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Warning: Independent Bookkeepers
have determined that ordering any
TV reception products without talk-

ing to your Winegard distributor

about his fall deal will be detrimental
to your profits.

%V WINEGARD

TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Winegard Company -3000 Kirkwood Street-Burlington, Iowa 52601

10
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

FOR MORE NEW PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 52

WIRELESS MICROPHONE 700
Transmits voice and music through any FM tuner

A new FCC approved FM wireless electret microphone, Model
WM-10, is designed to transmit voice and music through any
FM radio or tuner. It is designed to be tuned to any frequency
between 88MHz and 108MHz, requires a standard 9v battery,
reportedly can transmit over a maximum range of 100 ft, and
weighs 21/2 lb without the batteries. A short insulated wire
that hangs from behind the unit acts as the antenna. EVGame.

DIAMOND -NEEDLE LOCK 701
Offers greater showroom protection

A new protection device for diamond needles while on
display in stereo phonographs is called the diamond -needle lock.
It is said to be constructed of heavy durable plastic with a
multi -combination key lock. Of universal design for fitting most
tone arms without special tools, it is said to stop the costly loss
of diamond needles while making the turntable ready for
immediate demonstrations. Se -Kure Controls.

FIRE DETECTOR 702
Activates alarm before smoke and flame start

The B6-001 Ionization Detector is selfcontained and can reportedly detect invisible
combustion gases before smoke and flame start.
The sensing element is said to be an ion
chamber in a circuit that monitors the chamber
current. Combustion product particles entering
the chamber are said to unbalance the circuit
and sound the alarm. It reportedly comes
with complete instructions, can be installed
on the ceiling with two screws, measures 7 in.
square, has its own self-contained power
source and a 110dB sounder.
AUGUST 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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Introducing
the Solid State
of Workman.
Where the
living is easy.
Workman's new WEP semiconductor line is, to say the least,
uncomplicated.
Our packaging does a lot of work for you:
Cross- referenced to all major lines right on the face
of the card. Easy -reading model number and description.
Blister -packed to protect what you're paying for.
The back of the card makes life easier too
-basing diagram, full specs with symbol and ratings.
Sm. Not f.3lt

km" LOO MIS
SOU 4.
0

WEP 53027

WEP 53027

SYLVANIA
IR

EC6181

LioVITO

MOTOROLA

TRS6
MALLORY

HEP 53021,
S3028, S3029,
3030

tOoATTIO

Pt"
PN P

MEDIUM POWER

SILICON TRANSISTOR

Packaging on
Workman's WEP Semiconductors tells you all

you need to knowcross referencing,
specs, basing diagram,
symbol and ratings.

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
Chart etacissic

Rating

SVCS()
Collector- elna Net Valtag SVC 00
Eisitter.114 Voltage
OV't BO

35

Unit
Vac

35

V IIC

4

Vile

Coll..... Convert
Taal Disaipetian
Sall-signal Cirtriff Fraq.,

IC

1.5

PD

I

Amp*
Mans
Mhs

Current Gain (bate)

kle

Symbols

Collector 5... Veinal,*

fr

SO

110 Typical

Complete cross refisroneid of all
WEP Iovices with JEDC sod

anofetorors nowbors, ovailsbl
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WEP semiconductors are all fully warranteed
so you can relax about that.
About 200 WEP numbers give you one -for -one

replacement against competitive numbers and our complete
cross referencing enables them to replace up to 1000 numbers
in other lines.
And when the big names fail you, Workman is waiting
right there with off -the -shelf delivery.
In fact, that's pretty much the story on all Workman
components: Uncomplicated.
In times like these, who needs complications?

Workman.
Your first second resource
for replacement components.
Workman Electronic Products, Inc. Box 3828, Sarasota. Florida 33578 A subsidiary of I PNI Tech-iology. Inc.
. .

. for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Additional Articles of Agreement
For Presentation to NATESA/NEA
The Joint Merger Committee has noted that the following articles of agreement were inadvertently omitted from
those originally presented and printed on page 22. Ed.
ArbeIn A4
Ioniser agreed that

!no .000riatoons in linnt isnyentton will tinder contn.n aramithls eke. oaken for the nen consolidated
menthershtp or talker, of Inc old ...socialism. rNAII SA and NI AI and the Pag Prendenn of
a.mmtatton from the
the,
NA I I SA and NI A .hall mete man alai itro caption until the 914 hoard Intuited, meeting
Article Al
It ts agrrad that due, will he on an annual hag, pa,ahle in advance after the Membership Meeting Contems', except that those

athInted ,rasignnon, nhIch collect dur on a month!, or ginned, Ivya ma, nest to pay Meg dum to the national araonation on
the tame ham * 45 dm grace period than he allowed.

MAU AA

Ne norther agree 10 1III concept of holding the first annual conte00111 of NI SITA in lianati to celebrate.
Article ACV

Me agme that the proposal, for consolidation package he pre

tad

.11

the Kama, my Member., %leen, amt an, role that

nog, prevent a nionber.to vote on ratificanon 01 the artisk, ot agreement he impended Whatrman ot
the 10.1 Mermr t oninuttem make the presentation

NMI IV

iso +err, that dm contract, of the eteeioive vie prendenta he for one tear with a 1111011 110111re 011(011111011On for crow

Article kill
c agree that the fife, vane rule concept 01 SEA'. young procedure be adopted by the rim assoctation

New Association Formed
To Serve Greater Minneapolis
A new electronic association called MESDA (the Metro
Electronic Service Dealers Association of Greater Minneapolis) was recently formed with five shops represented.
Elected as officers were Harold Haskovitz of H & H TV,
president; Bill Maryland of Orbit TV, vice president; John
Hemack of North East TV, secretary; and Sherm Kvasnik
of Sherm's TV, treasurer.
At their last reported meeting, held on May 22nd at a
local restaurant, approximately 35 shops were represented.
Already they have begun fighting a state registration

bill which they consider very harmful to legitimate TN
shops.

Mr. Bruner stated that Global Television plans for
additional expansion of its facilities in the future. "The natural extension of this new program service in different time
zones can be accomplished using satellite and microwave
facilities, inter -connecting regional transmitters in other
provinces," he said.

TV Set Deliveries Halted
Due to Possible Shock Hazard
RCA Consumer Electronics has announced that it has

directed its distributors to stop delivery of Models ES 385W and ES-385WR 17 -in. (diagonal) portable color -TV
sets because of a possible shock hazard.

RCA has directed distributors to instruct their dealers
to freeze deliveries of their stocks and advise all purchasers of these models to keep their sets unplugged until
further notice.

RCA said that during a required routine laboratory
check, electrical energy sufficient to cause shock had been
measured on the ACM/AFT buttons of a sample of the previous day's production.
Analysis indicated that one of the two types of ACM/AFT
switches used in these models can transmit electrical energy
sufficient to cause a 110v shock in the event the set is connected to the electrical receptacle in such a manner as to
defeat the purpose of the polarized plug with which these
models are equipped.

A correction for the potential problem has been developed, RCA said, and will be implemented as soon as
possible at RCA's expense.

Preliminary Official Minutes of Joint
NATESA-NEA Merger Committee
The Mint Merger Committee Meeting wat called to order by terupoory chairman. ferry Hall. at 9
a m on Sigurd., morning
4. 197 1 De NVA 1111111S1111e. had regorged that Mr H.Il chatr be mining until the area al 01 Mr. Finnehurgh. who wax om
I

Mat

able to antra in Si I ow. until m
mg
After a brief opening moment by the Chair. he recognued Mr Browne. nho magma,. ntvontlett ht (Anther. that M
Oar.
11,011 2110
ortell he amoonted to mere and stork up Bs Law, to he presented to the full l ismmittee later on in thra meeting Mo.
non carried unanimously

Mr Correll nat introduced to the committee and tuggetted that he he allotted to peens a prepared "Ankles of Agreement" for
Ry.l.m.A. that *mold form the hags al the new 15,1 am IN attack, of agreement were then Presented point by point mth the
followmg armn bang taken h, the Commatee
Due to kgal requirement,. it win suggested that the non, "Comolulation- he used mood of -Merger."
Anick I. Sec.
and ice 2 were approved a, proposed
Arnck I. Sec I Ca, approrad watt the addition that the final SINS svoll he taken al the ( onvennon.
Ankle II. I vim agreed that the name of the organimnon shall be the National Fleelrontc Service Dealers Association NTSDA I.
Anicle III was *mined ac proposed.
Anick IV. Sec.
nas approved with the striking of the words, -generally Mond ma home"
Ankle IV. Sec 2 and See 1 were wormed ac proposed
Anode IV. Sec. 4 wa, approved with the addition of a motion by Gaither, seconded by Dunk. that "All present members who
are Instructora shall be accepted as .vloe member, igondfather clause, and that any future members
rhos calegor, must he apI

1

Canadian TV Network Offers
Another First in Service
The first phase of Canada's new Global Television Network is being designed to serve more than seven million
people in Southern Ontario. To start this system, three
VHF transmitters and six antenna systems valued at
$780,000 are included in an order received by RCA Limited, Canada.

Global Television is establishing a grid of TV transmitter facilities strategically located for overlapping coverage of most major Southern Ontario urban centers, as well
as broadcast service to less dense areas. The transmitters
and Global's new studio complex in Toronto will be interconnected by a two-way microwave system, and stations
in the network all will carry the same programming.
Al A. Bruner, Global's president and chief executive officer, said special provisions are being made to overcome

interference from other stations in fringe areas. Atomic
clock standards will be installed in the VHF transmitters
to implement a technique known as "very precise frequency offset." This technique reduces interference by as much
as five times by weaving the unwanted signal into the desired one, he said.

Transmitters in the system will be automated and remotely controlled, obviating the need for an operating staff
at each site. Roving crews will maintain the grid.
The transmission system is scheduled for testing by the
end of November with January 1, 1974 as the on -air date.
14
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I

proved Irathe board."

Article V wit approved wall the changing of the word., -State Araociation- to -State Rotunda, "
Anode VI was approved with the changing 01 the stordIng -Stale Assorting, to -State Boundary" and -Board of (iovernon"
to "Home of Represent...1 "
T10 in...mg recessed for lunch at 1! 25. hosted by the Finney
De meeting reconvened at I 40 pm and 1,1,
orikr by the Chairman. M I Finnehurgh. nho node 111e follostang
comment, Deg...titan apolog, for having to arrive late for Me morning 1{1,1011 fill
arrraed at 9 511 a en
FM Chairman re.
marked that tra should to to solve all problem, of merger. that we should succeed rah JIgnit isr lad with dignity. that many people
are looking at the merger committee rahsupercrimal attitude. 0.10 1114111 reasons. but that toe 1101110 proceed with the Inn for
nhich we were appointed to do
Article VIE Sec I and Sec 2 were approved Is proposed, with the changing of Om "BOW of Loternort- to the "Home of
Representatives" and "'Angora (rarnintitee" to "F ractative Council."
Ankle VII. Sec 1 stat changed to mad, 'Me further agree that the Deoinve framed thould he binned to hand count an
and wt. ' el the inengtert prevent and voting allotted to veto such action of the I- tengire Oune.11 tthik smut, into the agenda
of the nen meeting of the Executive Cosine. and if vetoed the teconsl lone. It 1. Men referred to the Home or Reprentative,"
Article VIII. See I arid Sec
+ smart... tom upon clung., -I secume committee to 1 1101111. Council "
approved
Ankle VIII, Sec. T. approved by unanomout yore hy adding Me letter I"" to chief. maktng 11 L' hteft." and changing "Lwow, Committee" lo "Eteconve Council "
Ankle IX. Sec. I. Sec. 2 and Sec I were approved by unanimous vote. upon changing I raeutite Comm..- to "Eneculite
Courktl."
Ankle IX. Sec. 4 *at changed to read. "We further agree Thal each association affiliated with the new national araoctanon un.
der charter shall he remonuhk for the collection of all duet live lb. national Astoria., It to, appraised unanonoutly.
1

Article X nm approved with the changing of 11% .onls -80.10 Ill Governor, to -liouve of Reprmentatives" and -TAmintve
Committee- to "Fractal,. Council It was approved by a unanimous vote.
Ankle Xl. Sec. twat approved by unanomous vole
I

Ankle XI, Sec 2 W.11 apprused wall one abgention 1 Mem,

Ankle XII was approved unanimoutly with the ,out
of another ism. sal"To Represent "
Anick XIII Sea gsprosed IS *Mien by unantinout vole.
neck XIV. Sec
approved. won the Inking of the Iwo wore. "(ant Convention" in lane 1. by a unantmous WIC
Article XIV, Sec 2 was changed to read. '0
agree that the 2 I Mo astonationt tn tong convention will under c
I rpm the mount member., or Olken 01 Faro,
mon assembly elect Ono, for the common and nen conundated
until the firm hoard meeting." The article
SOC1.11101, The Pal president of NA1LSA and SEA shall terve in ...dram,
to, approved wan one &ranging tote (...ther
It remelt dull
Ordera
Africk XV ws changed to read. The rule, commned in the current cdteton 01 Rohe., Rulm
govern gut new moconon mall cams to which they are applicahk and when they are not oncomigent with the By.limos .nil
1

1

err.

any special rules of order that the association
of Me proposes, "Ankle% of Agreement." Correll and Hannon were commended for their effort In
Th. completed Ihe
wmking up the proporalt
caucus Inc the follontng raiment and report
Prior to recess foe the &mod.. night dinner. It ws agreed that hoth groups
on Owns at the nest bonnet,
l+,.mblem. I 11 Office.. where and ttho. 1 4 1 Incorporanon. where. etc
The Two lob laracatoont. in; Legal Requirement
One Vole for Each 50 Men....
The meeting to, callal to order at 10 15 pm by Chairman Finnehurgh The wren CAUCUS iltIM were fawned on by the comfollows.
molee chairmen 'Ronne and
Ragulate reported that the NAM -SA Committee agreed on the wren point,
inblem. The committee
1 Dm The commoner recommends Mat duet he paid annually. In advance. after convennon i

Ill

1

1

I

1

recommend, that an embkin committer he 01.111.1 and that the comm.. try lo include poring, 01 hoth pining entblenis.
mike. The committee recommend, that the mo oflket he kept as is. each smh hit gag. In connecnon wall !hit. Mr Moth's
statement IS 111V.h.11 he would espect from the new ammonon nut read at follows. IIIh and It1tro I..e nntnne en, stn 1111
henet
phoe, .111 I. ,,nol000l I 91.1111 env, equal 111101 1:1 I would r Etter, u 110W Me three tear ...or, III I ...old
tnearort In I 9110111
Offirer 141 I woggle, 4,1 equal pertonol rotnnentatton (II I
.91.11 ow.. to those ot the other
1,A. the two/ ot about $10,001 lhlr .111
Me pan troop .VA/ESA
noon, 1,, on allot."... to 1111, an opera., erpernet ot
1

q OPE 11 to be phased ost, I
11/ 11111Ie1. otoplicv pottave. rent. heat. Itvh, phone, too,. entertainment. en 101
111,
teronnotton
Incorpitral.n The NA1 ISA committee recommends that the associatton
1,1 lob (Amok-mons The committee recommends that v.e um the CO clattificanon, a,
in.rpooted on Waqungton
were not diming.. dm to lack 01 me.
drann up and approved at dm Slemphit merger meeting I aucti, points 161 and
41rec nith the idea 01 ang a year, dues in ad.
Mr. 'Ronne reported for the NI A I am mottee and soled that NI A
tame After much dosciiratona the tollowing mown, nere nude by Shan. seconded by 1)0,110. that -slum he on an annual ham
ramble in advance alter the ratmentoon. etcept that thme affiliated lIwsumin, which collect slum on a monthl, or quarterly ham
momay elect to pay thetr due, to the nominal on the 11110 ham !here Mall he allowed a mannium 45 day grace period "
tion carried with one dissenttng vote (Wens)_
would 1'1,1'1 $1110101 in

continued on page 16

EXCEPT TUBES 8 TRANSISTORS
ONE YE

PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

REPLAC

411lit

Universal Replacement Tuner $9.75

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC. for this purpose.
All

shafts have a maximum length

of 101/2" which can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series
450mA. or 600mA.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included,
tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvis:ors
are charged extra. This price does not

cover mutilated tuners.
Fast efficient service at our conveniently located service centers.

Cjstomized tuners are available at
a cost of only $15.95; (with trade-in $12.95)

Send in your original tuner for com-

All tuners ultrasonically cleaned, re-

parison purposes.

paired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY SUPERVIStO TUNER SERVIC

Backed by the largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S. - Sarkes l anzan. Inc.
HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA

ISC
WATCH US GROW

ILLINOIS
INDIANA
INDIANA
KEN1 UCKY

MISSOURI
NEW JERSEY
OHIO
OHIO
OHIO
OREGON
TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE
TEXAS

VIRGINIA

.

Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Tucson, Arizona 85787
North Hollywood Calif. 91601
Burlingame, California 94010
Modesto, California 95351
Tampa, Florida 33606
Atlanta, Georgia 30310
Chicago, Illinois 60621
Indiana 46323
Hamm
Indiana 46204
India,
Kentucky 40208
Louis,
Missouri 63132
St. La..
Jersey Cit; New Jersey 07307
Ohio 45216
Ohio 44109
Ohio 43624
Oregon 97210
Tennessee 37743
Tennessee 38114
Texas 75228

.Cincinn-,+
Cleves

Toiet
Port].
Green
Memp

Dalla
Not+,

Virginia 23502

537 S. Walnut
1528 S. Sixth St.
10654 Magnolia Blvd.
1324 Marten Rd.
123 Phoenix Avenue

.

1505 Cyp-ess St. ...
938 Gordon St., S.W. ..
741 W. 55th St. ....
6833 Grand Ave.
817 N. Pennsylvania St.
2920 Taylor Blvd.
10530 Page Avenue
547.49 Tminele Ave.
7450 Vine St.
4597 Pearl Road
119 N. Erie St.
1732 N.M. 25th Avenue
1215 Snapps Ferry Rd.
1703 Lamar Avenue
11540 Garland Road
4538 E. Princess Anne Rd.

FOR INFORMATION ON FRANCHISES CONTACT HEADQUARTERS

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

Tel: 812-332-7251
Tel: 602-791-9243
Tel: 213-769-2720
Tel: 415-347-5728
Tel: 209-521-8051
Tel: 813-253-0324
Tel: 404-758-2232
Tel: 312-873-5555-6-7
Tel: 219-845-2676
Tel: 317-632-3493
Tel: 502-634-3334
Tel: 314-429-0633
Tel: 201-792-3730
Tel: 513-821-5080
Tel: 216-741-2314
Tel: 419-243-6733
Tel: 503-222-9059
Tel: 615-639-8451
Tel: 901-278-4484
Tel: 214-327-8413
Tel: 703-855-2518

MCC COLOR ANTENNAS

NEWS."
continued from page 14

ti
`THROUGH:
Higher Profit

Mr Browne stated that the NEA Committer recommend, that the "OM VOlf for each 50 members" tar now bong used in NEAP
he included in the new .OW.01.10011 This a a voting procedure Mal :MOO, each regninal nee President to cot one lote lot up to
and for each 50 member, on controversial arms at the quarterly board ...in's
mint proposal per.
Shaw, that the c omniotteer acknowkdgo recenst of Moth's
A nimion
made hy Gotha. sec
made
taining to minicamera requirements. and that It be taken under submission and entered Imo the minutes The motion carried by

aunammo.vme

Sales Captivating
Packaging

seconded by Gaither that the proposal suffinated by Glass also he acknowledged by the committee and that a
Moron
he taken unskr suhnunoon and :mord Imo the minutes After much dactimion. oncluding the reading of Glares proposal by Browne.
Jewropoon. dated Na. M.
them.onwas ...drawn. and motion was then mole by Hall. seconded by Browne, that the
1972, as requested by the merger committee Iron, Glass. ha. been receive) and entered ...the minutes Morton carried la .1 kin.mi.

Na. fix secret. was not (inn a copy of Glass proposal 1

MOUI VOW

Excellent Quality
Full Range Of Models

M0000 by Hall, seconded by Browne. that this committee re -affirm the ph descriptions as appromd a the Memphis meeting
Mau. carried with one dissenting vole I Wein)
Macon by Browne. seconded by Dona.. that the merger committee shall serve as the interim impknwnting advisory committee. Linnl the first quarterls hoard meeting Moron carroed unanomourly
Mo. by Browne. seconded by Hall. that Mach and Glass continue in their present capacity and nlary, unto! such time ar
the Executive Councol al Ilw new associatoon cm prepare contracts MeancantedIan three dasentong vow, IKOM. (WM.,
Gaither/
Motion by Shaw. seconded by (brow. that this commonet recommends that each Laminar Vice President be pod a salary of
SI MEMO annually Carried unani notary

Motion by Browne, seconded by Donne. that the 50 late rule concept be adopted In the new Assoc...non Mown turned
Macon by Browne, seconded by Gaither, that the committee endorse the concept of holding the OtO year ,onttenhon as a cele-

Matron on Haw.. M00011 earned *oh one abstention tGornian)
Mr Clothe, volunteered to prepare projected budget for the new association.
Moron by Donne, secorwkd by Gonne, that this committee commotion Correll to author the Bela. and try to fit the
of agreement wall the proposed By -Laws submttted by Harrison Motion carried 1011e Of))
anMotion MBrowne. rmonaled by Shaw. that the committee recommend to both associatoons that Ow merger committee package
proposal be presented at the membership convention in Kansas Coy and that any ink that might impede such raldkation be sus.
pendol Motton Ca rrrr d to ney Weiss)
Due to departure of levy Hal Thad to catch a plane) President I co Shumason appointed Mr Otto Hook to temporarily fill
position

Motion by Browne. seconded by Weis. that the Chairman of the loint ( o

I Fonnehurghl make the presentation of the

comolodatoo n package to the monhershat bodies Carrol with a unanornota vote

Motion by Browne. seconded by Won. that th a committee recommend Ma went accommodation he attempted for Mocha per.
tonal mkt. rn SCOPE. Maganne. and that a committee composed of Weiss and Gaither be appointed to negotiate the proposal.
Carried unanimously
one
Motion by Horak, seconded by Itagulak. that this committee recommends that the Executae Vat Presidents he hired by

year contract orb a 911 do notice of terminatain for ca. Motion coned with one dissenting sow (Couch)
The meeting of the pent merger committee adporned at 3.30 p.m Sunday afternoon. May 20. 1973.
Submitted by
LeRoy Ragsdak. Secretary

Articles of Agreement
I Pray to previously rated changes by Joint Merger Committee)

ARTICLE I

Acceptance Procedure

We. of the merging commu ter. redwing that there n more than one trade association representing the Electronic Dealer
Industry. realtring there is on effect costly duraicatoon of efforts and anise. and realizing that the Electron.. Strom Dealer Industry
ha. an unonolleal front which reduces the thrust and position of the Electronic Dealer Industry, therefore we wish to form Ankles
of Agreement tor the possible yonsol.d.on of the 1.1, am industry associates, once one. the Natoonal Electronic Association. Inc
anal the National Alliance Cl lekviston Electronic Ser.. Associations
We lumber agree that alter the final acceptance of these Anodes by this commottee that they .11 he ratified by both
Sec
canting assoctationy' monItership. manuring 1/2 affirmative vow by each anootinon voting membership in good standing.
U.S. Mail returned to an independent address chosen
See I. We limber agree that the above proem shall be xcomplished
by this Committee. vying each membership 30 day, to ratify or reject these proposed Anal°, of consolidation and it a member
ship faits to respond within Ill day, such vote .111 be considered .11 an affirmative answer
See I.

The Nat. Notion.

ARTICLE: II
See

We agree that the name of Ow proposed consolidated assoctation is to be the United Electronic Strom A0f0C1411011

I

ARTICLE III. °rear...eon lype
We further aver that the new corporation shall be founded as a hairiness league under Article 501.. of the U S Internal

Sec. I

Revenue Code o

ARTICLE IV.

non.profil associaloon.
Membership

So. I. We agree that such membership classified at "actove" shall he deemed 4, noenolier representing a firm or entity which
engaged in the sate. wroce and ...Hatton of consumer ekctronoc equipment. generally found in a home.
We further agree that the actose members shall bc fully licensed or registered which leterl applies to ha held of endeavor
Sec. I.
We further agree than an acne member shall have lull voting privileges a. well as the privilege sal holding Nanonal Office
Sec 3
We loather agree to torn. other clandicatoon, or membership with limited voting roghts of technician,. partners, oink..
Sec a
instruct.. not representing a firm. limited to holding office within thea own entity
ARTICLE V. State Assoctation Entity
whole
We agree that the new association shall indeed recognoe existing MAC association, a,
Sec
right to S.C.. classify thew internal membershop. their rights to
We further agree that such state amcciatoons .11 have
See
hold internal office and lo conduct their internal ham.. and affair,
ember., within their state boundary
We Ioniser agree that such st. assocoanom will have the exclusove rights to
Sec
Sec 4
We loather agree that such state association, shall have the right to incorporate or to he oncorporated In 4 nonprofit asso.
I

1

Sion

We further agree that such sow associations through article, of sponsorship or artalea of agreement may effectuate a
charter which can in part or whole affiliate themselves with the national dOOCIJO00 A* an autonmnous entity or subsaltary of the
5

corn...0n

par
Sec.ent 6.

We further agree that llw new national association shall not ulterior wish the internal pot., baniness affairs of

a

nate association entity. unless meted
ARTI('I.E VI Government
Sec.

We agree that the govern., body of this new consolidated ...non shell he it, active members. in good standing

I

voting through a reproentatove so selected by the affiliated state associations.
Sec. 2
We holier agree that the body of representativo shall he called the Bard of Governor, with each representative being
called governor.
Sec 3
We funher agree that such 1 governing body shall consist of all governor, of affiliated state associations. the Regional
Vim Presoak.. entity or division representatives who may cast a vole equal to the JflOf mernbcnhip withon hos prisdation when
a poll vote Is calkd
Sec 4
We further agree that this body. Board of Governors. shall have full corporate power,. while on assembly, sub,et to the
By -Law, and or ( onffitutiom Articles of Incorporation and such other laws that may allet fin tar exempt status a, a nonprofit
associabon

ARTICLE VIE

Business and Affairs

We funhcr agree to forma committee from the Board of Governors called the Executive Committee or Council, who
won consist of Vice Prevalent, representing region, 01 ape.' entity divisions, and special entity membership. Presoak, Pau PresiSec.

I

dent. Secretary, Treasurer

We further agree that the Flammove Committee shall have lull powers of run., the routine Namo, and affairs of the
assoctation. ruffiect to the right, and ratificatoon or refection by the Board of Cloernors while in session
Sec 3
We lusher agree that the Executive Committer should he limited .4 hand count sute. and with
or more ot the mem.
hen present allowed to veto such action of the 1 -acetone Committee while on session into the agenda of the nest meeting of the
See

2.

Board of Governors

ARTICLE VIII.
See. I
Sec
2.
Sec 3.

Executive Staff
We agree that a paid Face itoe staff of employees a, commensable with the Association's allao shall be afforded
We further agree that the I en Staff shall beunder stroct superviston and control ol the Executive r onunittee
We further agree that the Executove Committee shall be responsihk for the hiring and firing of the Earcutive Staff

ARTICLE IX.

Does and ACOVIOM

I. We agree that the af Wolk" and dues 01 the new asocialan shall he conducted and utilized (or the benefit of all members
and the industry as a whole andsn lor the benefit of any particular memher or entity
Sec.
We further agree that the emaciation :toady shall be fOanced by dues. andNar gratin payable by the membenhip fixed
by their classification within the By.I.4.
Sec
We further agree that Ilse new assoctation's income may he suPPlemented by such other inc.. as the asueiafion may
occur from any other source which does not affect its tax oempt status and may he approved by the Laccadive Committee
Sec

1

4.
We funlwr agree that each mate association affiliated with the new national amosiation under charter shall be responsible
for the collection of all due, for the national association
Sec

ARTICLE X

The National Presodent

I. We ogre that the National President shall preside as Chairman of the Bain) of Ciosernors. Chairman of the 1- wecutove
Committee. speak and represent the Electronic Industry as a whole and escrow such kakohip and control as necessary to pro.
mote the policies and programs of the new national association.
Sec

ARTICLE XI Comm..
So I. We agree that there shall he such standing canmntm an may be commensurable with the /11,0C1.1600, need,

We funlwr agree that the following standing committees shall tic included in the new amatation I
Consumer and Public
2.
AdVerlieng and Marketing Committee. 1, Research and Deiclopment Committee. dal Lt., and
Stanffiards Committee. 151 Apprenticeship and Manpower Development ( ornonittee. 161 hlueition
training and Ill held
Sec

I

Relations ( annottwe.

SC/WOOS &Dent Committee

ARTI('LF XII
Sec

I

Corporate OhNctives and P.P..
We agree that the offiectivo and purpose of the new corporal.nn shall he

III to provide
2) to promote
1)) to develop
14) to inform

(5) Cousin
(6) to furnish
ARTICLE XIII. Voting

GEM

GC

PELEcTRoNics
4s1rr...C'otMa.

1E) to cooperate

III

to adopt

19I to research
(101 to speak for

III) mInternetale

We do agree that the Sow Representative, Of each other representatives of Its active menobership shall eat such poll
vOtes of which they represent. while in the activity of young for the National Officers
Sec. I

ARTICLE XIV

I
We agree to fulfill the e
g pint convention plan, between the III two Naltonal Associate, NEA and NATESA.
the will of con...slalom.
whereby it and only if the membership Edification arc in order and a they of
We loather agree that the III two associations on pint convention roll under comm. assembly elect officers for Ow cone
Sec 2
mon and new consolidated associatoon front th, ebRing menthersh, or ollket. or both assoc.....
AR I IC 1.1. XV. Parlinsentary Authority
Ilse rules contained on the meant eJoion of Robert-, Roll, ol Order, nerd, revised. shell govern thin new abocholon in
Sec I
all cases to *Inch they are artrhe.thic and when they are not inconsistent with thew Commotion and By.Laws and any special
rules of over the associatoon may adopt

Sec.

GC ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, NC.
61101 U.S.A.

continued on page 22
... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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We're making it our business to make your business easier.

We'd like to share
this SDA award with you.
You've helped us earn it.

r

1

When GE embarked on a program to make its televisions as

SW1711;&1311.171"

serviceable as possible, we began by
calling in a panel of independent
service experts. We requested suggestions from 2000 service shops in
Serviceability DESIGN Award
all parts of the country. We asked you
GENERAL ELECTRIC
to tell us what you were looking for.
And we listened. Last year we
u -1+187x; 26 ma chassis
received this NEA Serviceability
Design Award on three new solid
state chassis. All got over a 90%
NEA serviceability rating.
L ---CUT OUT And, all three chassis have special design features for "tough dog" service. The "U" and "J" chassis
have replaceable main circuit boards. The fully mocular "M"
chassis gives you the choice of either replacing the module or
replacing parts on it. And our portables open like a book for greater
accessibility.
And that's only part of the story. We're expanding parts distribution through independent parts distributors. We're also expanding
our system of no -charge direct phone lines to regional parts centers.
At GE we're going to continue doing everything we can to
make your business easier. One of the things we're sure to do is keep
listening to you.
For more information or help in servicing GE TV, call collect,
or write "Dutch" Meyer, GE Television Receiver Products Dept.,
Portsmouth, Va. 23705.
(804) 484-3521.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
I:71

SDA

AUGUST 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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An Extraordinary Offer
0

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain
OF
THESE

ANY3

" yours for only

UNIQUE
BOOKS

... with Trial
(Combined List Price $37.85) Club Membership
promptly, for we've reserved only a

May we send you your choice of

any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a

Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club?

Here are quality hardbound

vol-

umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.
These handsome, hardbound books

are indicative of the many other fine

. . .

.

.

if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership application card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK

Revised Second Edition
completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.
A

Regular List Price $7.95

offerings made to Members .. . impor-

tant books to read and keep .

limited number of books for new Members.

SPECIAL FREE BONUS

vol-

umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only

those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of important new books . books vital to
your continued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex.

.

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

the FREE monthly Club News.
about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book

I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of

in

guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable

at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway .
without the substantial savings offered through Club

the books shown (combined values up
to $37.85) for only 995 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club

Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

Thus, you are among the first to know

.

.

Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this
.

unique offer

SEND NO MONEY!

is appealing,

to

To start your Membership on these

attractive terms, simply fill out and

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days

and your Trial Members'.ip will be
cancelled without cost o obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
Simplified TY Trouble Diagnosis

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Servicing the New Modular Color TY

Receivers (Two Giant Volumes)
List Price $15.95; Club Price $7.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
4 -Channel Stereo-From Source to Sound
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Complete Minibike Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

125 Typical Electronic Circuits Analyzed

& Repaired
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price 59.95; Club Price $6.95
Handbook of IC Circuit Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Passive Equalizer Design Data
List Price $19.95; Club Price $12.95
Basic Audio Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Music Instrument

Amplifiers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Repair Small Gas Engines

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Hi-Fi Stereo/Quad Principles & Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Refrigeration
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Using Electronic Testers for Automotive
Tune -Up

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Kwik-Fix TY Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Basic Electronics Course
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Marine Electronics Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder
Repairs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

act

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments
Here's an, opportunity to close whatever

11:rury TEST
INSTRUMENTS

gaps there are in
your ability to use
modern,
up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically to save

you time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's common-sense approach
to using the right instruments,
thereby
getting the most out
of yisir investment in test gear.
You'll improve your ability to use an

Servicing Transistor Equipment
Here is a systematic
guide to the servicing of transistor radio, television, tape,
and
high-fidelity
equipment. with em-

color bar generator.
generators.
vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine. square -wave
generators. The author also has included a description of his "curve

oscilloscope,

tracer." With this simple scope attachment. you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistorseven ICs-in or out of the circuit.
256 pps., over 230 illus. Hardbound.

List Prise $7.95 Order No. 577

Basic Electronics Problems
Solved

Here are easy sten-

how transistors are tested, and fault
diagnosis. A separate chapter is devoted to the portable transistor receiver, with a step-by-step description of operation and repair. Alignment and fault-finding details are
discussed. A final chapter
gives practical advice on noticing repairs. 160 pps, 6 x 9", 78 illus., 6
troubleshooting charts. Hardbound.

amply

List Prise $7.95 Order No. 294

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits
Contains 124 exam-

problems in a convenient one -stop source
dealing with both
solid-state and tube type circuits. The
content not only Presents a detailed explanation of each
point, but also provides

many

examples on how to
work out problems. Then. to firmly
the information in your mind,
there are numerous example problems for you to solve; answers to
these are included in one Appendix.
and worked out solutions in another.
Covers

DC

circuits.

AC

circuits.

powers of ten, semiconductors, power
supplies, and receiver circuits. A fin-

al chapter shows how to use a slide
rule to speed calculations. 192 pps.,
over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 530

i,,,ji,ok

numerous worked out
tables and charts which give you direct answers so you don't even have
to use a formula. Here is an all -in one reference to the data for DC and
AC circuits, vacuum tubes, transistors, antennas and transmission lines.
measurements, and all the conversion
factors, abbreviations. equivalents
and mathematical data for electronics. 256 pps. Hundreds of tables,
charts, illustrations and formulas.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 118

104 Simple One -Tube Projects

A collection of use-

ful. easy -to -build con SSW

wiz
RUNTS

struction projects for

technicians, experimenters. hams, and
hobbyists. Now you
can put those idle
tubes and components to work with
this vast, one -of -its
kind assortment of
unique electronic circuits.
Included in
this convenient selec-

sic t. ,t instruments, ham gadgets. receivers, power supplies. DX
aids, wireless nukes, tube rejuvenat

tors. electronic games, eavesdroppers.
stereo and hi -fl devices, and literally
dozens more. None use more than
one tube! Few will cast more than
$5. Astute technicians and hobbyists will find many gadgets adaptable
to specific needs. 192 pps. Hardbound.

List Price $6.95 Order No. 486

fingertips, this carefully planned reference source of tried and tested circuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the answer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits
both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build, 416 pps.. 19 big sec.

practicality.
section is included with each group

of circuits, thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other than
those selected as examples. This is
a collection of practical circuits
which have wide application. Each
circuit description includes data concerning any unique design or operational data. Hundreds of illustrations

and diagrams. 448 pps., 6" x 9".
Hardbound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. G-30

Modern Radio Repair
Techniques
up-to-date

service

**pair Nochnlquo,

List Price $17.95

1'1

1,ONICS

communications, radar, electronic instrumentation. broadcasting, industrial electronics. etc. It provides full.
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors.
acoustic feedback, alpha particles,
beat oscillator, final anode, electrostatic lens, nonlinear resistance. etc.).

420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. 300

Japanese Monochrome TV
Service Manual
'Phis brand-new, all -

Circuit Consultant's Casebook
A practical guide of
value to anyone involved in any phase

of circuit design work
-from theory to
actual
breadboard
performance. Written
for the circuit de-

signer who encounters difficulties either
in conceiving a suitable circuit configu-

ration to meet a required

specification

obtaining optimum performance from a newly designed circuit.
Part I is devoted to basic design
problems, and includes a wealth of
or in

actual examples. Part 2 deals with
ways of meeting specific requirements

not readily achieved by standard circuit. In certain cases a simple modification to a standard circuit configuration is shown to be sufficient;
in others a novel approach is given.
224 pps., 114 illus. Hardbound.

List Price $9.95 Order No. 288

forms The over 25

= large waveform
pho-0
tos have
.

lected

circuit
in

and

alignment

instructions,

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2
here's more of the
Jack Darr wisdom
(and wit!) in book

Installing & Servicing
Electronic Protective Systems
Here's everything you
need to know to
break into this challenging field! Covers

the installation and

servicing of virtually
every electronic fire
and theft security
system, tells how to
estimate costs, and
contains data on
how to build your

Over 160
photos and illustrabusiness.

tions, including complete schematic
diagrams of many protective devices.
Discusses sensing and detecting
methods, then covers specific typeselectromechanical. photoelectric, ultrasonic, microwave, proximity, audio
and visual, seismic, vibration and
stress intrusion systems, night viewing devices, vehicular, etc. Federal
Crime Insurance regulations, glossary,

and list of manufacturers and suppliers. 256 pps. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 605

Solid -State Circuit
Troubleshooting Guide

Here's a brand-new

form-a valuable collection of timely ser-

approach to under-

standing and troubleshooting all types of
solid-state
circuits.
This unique book

vice hints and trou-

ble solutions covering
monocolor
and
chrome TV, radio,
stereo, idiotic% recorders, CB gear, etc.
Discusses the "engineering" servicing
approach. efficiency.

old bow a technician may condition
his thinking to produce more in a
given time period. Like the first volume, the content was selected on the
basis of usefulness to the average
technician, covering a wide range Of
electronics devices. Each of the 10
chapters covers a general category of
interest, and in each the subject matter is arranged in logical order to
enable you to find what you need
quickly. Provides a wealth of information. 176 nos., numerous illus.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No, 566

breakdowns.

List Prime $7.95 Order No. 616

the past three years

has 24 full-size schematic diagrams.
The text provides service information
on 47 additional chassis similar to
those shown in the foldout section.
212 .pps., 81,4" x 1 1 ".
List Price 57.95 Order No. 602

col-

the text tell you how to make

black -and -white model sold in the U.S.
and Canada during

and parts lists. The foldout section

been

through inScope settings

tensive study of TV

each waveform viewable. Shows what
normal waveforms should look like
and also what happens under various
component fault conditions. In each
case the author explains the abnormality in the waveform and
points out the component causing
the trouble. 256 pps., 250 waveform photos and 20 schematic diagrams. Hardbound.

Panasonic, and Sharp

ment

was created to help
you find and cure
TV troubles of all

-

tains all the data you
need to repair virtually every Hitachi.

(1969-71) . In this
one compact volume.
you have all the basic information needed to service 75
specific models. Included are fullsize schematic diagrams, PC board
layout drawings and photos, adjust-

This truly unique
photo -text guidebook
by Forest H. Belt
kinds
through
proper
interprets[Ion of scope wave -

iii -one schematic -servicing manual con-

matics for 12 popu-

260 pps.. 170 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 580

/low to Interpret
Tr Wovelo4nts

with electronics. This
dictionary of electronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across an your everyday reading .. from
alpha
particles
through zoom lens
.
.
defines the
.

including AM.
auto
FM,
stereo,
.
multiband
plus complete 36page foldout sche-

Includes shortcut methods of troubleshooting, plus general test techniques. Covers receiver circuits and
fundamentals of circuit operation.

How to Interpret TV Waveforms

volume
extremely
useful in whatever

terms you need and use most often,
including those found in radio, TV,

one
420 -page

in

List Prise $9.95 Order No. 601

connection you have

ers,

ed so that seasoned technicians can
gain from the numerous troubleshooting tips, and beginners, with a
few hours study, can begin to turn
out profitable work in a short time.

receivers
GIANT

volume. Includes brand-new circuits
using transistors and IC's. Thoroughly explains TV signals, broadcasting,
color, how circuits operate (including monochrome circuits) , antenna
systems. alignment techniques, troubleshooting tips, CATV systems,
and foreign TV, with details on PAL
and SELAM systems. Includes study
questions and answers. 420 pps.,
over 300 illus., 24 TV trouble
pictures in full color. Hardbound.

You'll find this huge
11111,110 In

modern radio receiv-

lar brand -name sets.
Reveals many simple
shortcuts to making
radio repair a profitable side or main
line of business. Material is present-

Order No. T.101

Dictionary of Electronics

II and

I,s_ -

.

tions. over 600 illus. 8% " x 11".

data on all types of

Mabee Iodic

.

to know about TV

ap-

plication. Now you
can have, at your

The broad range of

Electronics Data Handbook:
New 2nd Edition
This brand-new, t

pletely updated and
greatly enlarged edition of an industry
classic now saves you
even more tinie in
quickly finding the
electronics data you
need! Now 50 % larger than the earlier
edition, it includes
just about any formula you want-plus

ity and practical

oscillators.
plifiers.
logic and switching
circuits, power supplies, and various
circuits.
nonlinear

circuits included were
and
of application
A
design philosophy

beginner, and a useful reference for the
experienced. Author
Stan Prentiss covers
everything you need

13

book, ' now contain-

of functions, selected
from thousands on
the basis of original-

of

selected on the basis

ever popular circuit
designer
"cook-

ing over 000 proven
circuits, for all types

tional data for am-

actual

fix

ors%

standard
circuits.
transistor
complete with operaples

by-step solutions to
many basic electronics

course on
color TV receiver
basics (including B
& W) serves as a
vital text for the
to -follow

New Fourth Edition
larged edition of the

-A brand-new. en-

transistors, their op-

erating
principles,
characteristics, and
circuitry. The author has fully covered how transistors are connected in a circuit,

Basic Color Television Course
This complete, easy -

Handbook

phasis on speedy
trouble
diagnosis.
Chapters
describe
semiconductors
and

111

alignment

Electronic Circuit Design

discusses
types of

various
solid-state

devices - diodes,

transistors, field effect transistors, integrated devices, and
silicon
controlled
A.
rectifiers-w"h emphasis on how these devices work in
circuits you're most likely to encounter, and how to pinpoint a
faulty component in minutes. The

loaded with schematic diagrams of typical circuits and practical suggestions on how to troubleshoot and repair them. Many "service thinking" charts are included.
224 pps., over 150 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 607
book is
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RCA'S NEW
SELECTA- CHANNEL
ANTENNA ROTATOR
IS ENGINEERED

TO SELL!
Here's an antenna rotator that you can be sure will deliver
top performance for your customers-and it sells at a popular price! Just check these buyer -directed features our
engineers have designed into this precise, efficient unit:

Transparent "direct select" control knob for "tuning"
ease and accurate selection of antenna location.

Moving direction indicator light is synchronized every
3 degrees to show exact position of antenna at all times.

Variable "end -of -rotation" stop permits customized installation to suit local conditions.

Sturdy IMPACT** plastic control case.

Electrical current used only during rotation.
Quick -connect pressure terminals and pre -assembled
mounting clamps (no protruding studs that can snag
lead wire) mean fast, easy, money -saving installation.

Plus all the usual top quality features you expect in an
RCA rotator-lightweight aluminum drive unit housing,
cushioned feet on control console, locking mast clamps
with teeth, extended three year warranty (see warranty
card for complete details).

Attractive beige control cabinet blends with any decor.

Improved heavy-duty precision worm gear drives antenna mast for strong turning force, and locks it in
position to prevent "windmIlling."
No annoying "click -clack" sound. Operates quietly.

Heavy-duty high -torque motor provides fast turning action . .. complete 360° rotation in less than a minute.

RCA's Selecta-Channel antenna rotator passed continu-

ous operation lab tests without burn out or over heating-tougher usage than the consumer will give it. It's
your customers' best buy in rotators and that means it's
your best buy too. See your RCA Rotator distributor today, or contact RCA Parts and Acces-

sories, P.O. Box 100, Deptford, New lie
Jersey 08096.

... for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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Quick
Permanent
Repairs with
Confidence.
The D67 ends troubleshooting
guesswork in complex TV and

audio circuits-at a low price.
TV and audio equipment servicing
is outdistancing the capabilities of
older test instruments. Also, greater
use of electronics in consumer
products (pocket calculators,
microwave ovens, digital clocks,
home intruder alarms, etc.) is
opening up new service
opportunities. Telequipment offers
you the high performance you need
in a low-cost scope for this new

service business.

If you don't require delayed sweep but need

aual trace at 25 MHz, here's another economical, quality scope-the D66. Troubleshooting consumer digital products such as
mini -calculators is made easier by using

dual trace. Also a "SUM" mode with normal invert capability makes it possible to look at

small signals in the presence of common
mode noise-such as power supply hum.

This simple to use. dual trace, 10 MHz D54
gives you low-cost, dependable performance
in

a wide variety of applications. Like all

Telequ,pment scopes, it is light weight, easy

to carry and is backed by Tektronix' warranty and reputation for quality. Students
shown ae testing amplifier Circuit by meas-

uring the gain between input and output
signals.

The D67 combines dual -trace,
delayed sweep, and 25 MHz
bandwidth, at a very low price.
Non -delayed sweep scopes just
can't compete with the D67's
delayed sweep measurement
flexibility. It allows quick, accurate
troubleshooting of IF tuning and
color bandpass problems. You can
also see fast circuit conditions after
relatively long time delays.
Dual -trace waveforms displayed
on a bright CRT are essential for
servicing TV and high quality audio
systems, where time and phase
relationships between signals are
critical. Whatever the consumer's
electronic service problem, 25 MHz
is probably all the bandwidth you
will need.
Telequipment products are
marketed and supported in the U.S.
through the Tektronix network of 52
Field Offices and 35 Service Centers.
Telequipment prices range from
$245 to $1495. For a Telequipment
catalog, and a reprint of the ET/D
review of the D67, write: Tektronix,
Inc., Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon
97005.

TELEQUIPMENT

<0>

TEKTRONIX
coromtttod to

lcCnic.l acllnc

C

.. for more details cirde 126 on Reader Service Card
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Caution Pays Off
in Customer Disputes
The easiest of all times to lose a shop's good

customer is when some difference has arisen in his
relationship with one's business. Such an incident
can happen despite all the safeguards
by Ernest W. Fair
that may have been erected.

understandings and further difficulties.

Handle every customer dispute as
a separate problem. Permitting what

one has learned in handling a previous customer dispute to prejudge
the current one's motives or intent
can be most misleading.
Definite guide lines and procedures develop, of course, for handling these customer disputes. It is
safest to follow these but never so

rigidly that there is no room for
specific application in reaching a
satisfactory solution to the problem.
Never conclude that the particu-

lar problem is so great that it
How well customer disputes are

many dual meanings. Also many

handled often determines whether or
not that individual's future business

words are harsh and tend to aggravate rather than soothe the person

remains with one's firm. The procedures offered below, outlining pre-

cautionary steps to follow at such a
time, will lessen the possibility of
loss of that customer's business.
Studiously avoid any direct challenge to the customer's position with
respect to the matter or point under
dispute. Such a procedure only
makes it more difficult for that individual to enter into a compromise on
the problem or to ever see where he
may be wrong.
The direct challenge is always the
first step which comes to mind even

where the shop could possibly be

toward whom they are directed.

Even an innocent statement, under the circumstances which will be
present during such occasions of dis-

pute with customers, may be misinterpreted and thereby create additional resentment on the part of that
individual.

Get the customer into an area of
privacy as quickly as the problem

becomes apparent. He is always
much more reasonable there than
where he must defend his position in

front of other customers or even
employees of the shop.

dispute, and makes retention of his

Man-to-man discussions can be
more personal and to the point than
those in which others are present as
a listening audience. Reasonable
concessions come much easier under
the former conditions than the latter.
Avoid forming a conclusion as to

goodwill more and more difficult.

the customer's intent or motives.

on the wrong side of the element of
dispute. Any such confrontation always makes the customer more determined than ever not to give-and-

take in reaching a solution to the
Keep everything at low key no
matter how excited that customer
may be at the time. Your own calmness will soon diminish his built-up
tensions and permit more reasonable
handling of the problem.
"Low key" always offers an ap-

proach to more reasonableness in
handling disputes. It also keeps the
element of emotion out of the effort
to reach understanding. That is
most necessary for arrival at a position which will be completely acceptable to both the shop and to the
customer.

Choose every single word that
you are using with the utmost care.
Words are always tricky things. The
English language is loaded with
26
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Give him every break for sincerity
and honesty in his position.
Such conclusions also erect barriers which make the solution to the
dispute much more difficult to discover. It is all too easy for one to
quickly classify situations into categories which one has found most
prevelant in the past.
Speak slowly and softly with what

you say to that customer regardless
of youth or age, sex, community position or value as a continuing customer of the shop.
Less misunderstanding is possible
if this

is done rather than using

rapidly spoken words uttered at high
emotional levels. That type of conversation always lends itself to mis-
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better to risk losing that customer's
business than to make any conces-

sions. No shop can ever afford to
lose customers one at a time.
There is always the easy solution
to a customer dispute. Besides the
obvious disadvantages, as a policy

it also tends to grow upon itself.
Soon one will find handling customer disputes easier and easier by

just letting the shop lose their patronage.
Let the customer speak freely and
at length. Be a good listener regard-

less of what the customer is saying
or how much your own resentment
is rising at the mistakes he may be
making insofar as truth in the matter is concerned.
The more the customer says in the

first moments of the contact, the
lower and lower his personal tensions will drop. The more "steam"
he blows off without interruption or

argument, the easier it will be to
reach a satisfactory solution to the
dispute.

Ask the customer what he feels
should be the solution to the problem before coming up with one of
your own. Usually what the average
customer will propose will be far

less costly to the shop than what
would have been offered.

Customers always tend to make
demands high when they are speaking in generalities. When it comes
down to specifics, however, the attitude generally changes a great deal.
This approach also gives the customer a sense of participation in the

mutual arrival at a good decision.
That sense of participation generally

produces a much more reasonable
attitude on his part.
continued on page 57

We've expanded our replacement guide
to over 75,0 00 listings.
That's 34,000 more than our last ECG'
Semiconductor Replacement Guide. And
more replacements than you'll find in any

40.92
"t%.1,,

221.45
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other guide.
We've also made our new ECG 212E guide
more useful by including our industrial re placement types so you can locate commercial
components with the same ease as consumer
components.
You'll also find more imported types listed
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Both the ECG 212E guide and the ECG
replacement semiconductors are available at
your local Sylvania distributor.
And we've made sure that the parts are just

p
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A

After all, when you work hard to produce
the biggest and the best replacement guide,
you also work hard to make sure the parts are
available when needed.
Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First
Ave., Waltham, Mass. 02154
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Capture the

TRUE COLOR...
41111

4110*
MODEL F -89-C

NHFUHFF/14

FOR: Extremely weak VHF signal areas.
Extremely weak UHF signal areas

54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $102.95
OHM) List Price: $109.20

CX-F-89-C (75

MODEL F -88-C
FOR: Very weak VHF signal areas.
Extremely weak UHF signal areas

47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $79.95
OHM) List Price: $86.20

CX-F-88-C (75

MODEL F -86-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.
Weak UHF signal areas.

27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $46.95
OHM) List Price: $53.20

MODEL F -87-C

CX-F-86-C (75

MODEL F -85-C

Designed for: Weak VHF signal areas.
Very weak UHF signal areas.

FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.
Moderate UHF signal areas.

33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM List Price: $59.95

21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

MODEL CX-F-87-C (75 OHM) List Price: $66.20

List Price: $39.95
OHM) List Price: $46.20

CX-F -85-C (75

All VHF -UHF -FM models complete with behind the set Signal Splitter.

with a new

FINCO'80 Series

COLOR SPECTRUM TV ANTENNA
NHF-F/1/1

MODEL F -84-V
FOR: Extremely weak signal areas.

34 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $89.95
OHM) List Price: $98.30

CX-F-84-V (75

FOR: Very weak signal areas.

28 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $72.95
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM) List Price: $81.30

MODEL F -81-V
FOR: Moderate signal areas.

MODEL F -82-V

14 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $35.95
OHM) List Price: $44.30

Designed for: Weak signal areas.

CX-F-81-V (75

20 Elements VHF -FM List Price: $49.95
MODEL CX-F-82-V (75 OHM) List Price: $58.30

THE FINNEY COMPANY

Write for Catalog No. 20-658 Dept. No. ETD 8-73

3 WEST INTERSTATE STREE,
BE4

DFORD, OHIO 44146 / (216)T 232-6161

... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Our Electronic's Lab
by Phillip Dahlen

A glimpse at the facilities in which many
of our articles are prepared
A few of our newer readers have
had the mistaken notion that the
editors of this publication sit off in
little offices high up in some ivory
tower and either just review articles

state association banquet functions.
Such travel offers an excellent opportunity for a first-hand exchange
of ideas.

But what about when we are in

written by experts in the field or

the office on the job?

dream up some theory unrelated to
any actual contact with the industry
that we serve-an assumption considered absurd by those better acquainted with our publication.
Joe Zauhar, our Managing Editor,
has his own shop and spends much
of his free time repairing consumer

recently been remodeled for even
more effective use. It is in this lab
that we examine the circuitry described in our bylined original articles. So welcome, take a look
around. It's nice having you visit.

electronic products. Your editor,
who does have an electronics back-

ground, spends a great deal of time
visiting with electronic technicians
and service dealers across the country, occasionally even speaking at

Portion of the nearly 19 -ft long bench shared by your two editors. Another work area with table
is also provided in the lab should it be required.
AUGUS

Our electronic's lab, shown in
color on this month's cover, has just

(Those interested in what the rest of

the Duluth facilities look like might
refer back to the audio -application
article beginning on page 46 of the
January 1973 issue.)
continued on next page

In the closet at the left end of the bench are
two circuit breakers that are used for turning
OFF all power to the bench at night. This
closet will also serve for hanging test leads.
1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, DEALER
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LAB

...

continued from page 29

Still further to the left of the bench there is extra space for
our files and a much -used dictionary. (The door at the right
connects to the hallway, while the door at the left connects
to the Editor's office.)

The Managing Editor's office has a good view of Lake
Superior to his right, while also allowing him to observe equipment functioning
on the bench at his left.

The TV antenna on the roof of our building is within line -of sight with the transmitters at the top of the hill, thus permitting excellent reception.
(The antenna almost needs to be tipped upward so that it laces the towers.) Tests indicate that a dun
55dB (0.56v) unamplified video RF
signal is delivered on all available channels to the distribution rack.

30
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An additional work a3a is provided for the overflow that
won'. fit on the main ben:h. Above the filing cabinet is an
encicsec rack. It is designed for receiving TV signals from
either the roof or a CATY system, and distributing any combination of signals to each of the four MATV-type outlets
located of the main bench. Cables from the rack to the roof
perrrit comparing aotNinas or rotating one antenna remotely
for :valuation. (Fu.'ure cvticles will cover this feature in
more detail.)

In addition to ancther filing cabinet and bookcases, the Editor's office contains
desk) holding some of the test instruments supplied by
shelves (in front of
manufactu-ers.

With our building
located high above
Lake Superior, there

is virtually nothing
to cause reflections
to the rear of the
antenna. (Note the
huge ore carrier and
the excursion ship

in the right of
the picture.)
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Report submitted by New York Testing Laboratories, Inc.
:LIENT:

MATERIAL:
YOUR ORDER NO.:
SUBMITTED FOR:

Innocent
Service
Dealer
Arrested
by Phillip Dahlen

DA charges shop owner

with petty larceny for
allegedly not replacing

IX resistor!
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Lab. No. K-39,046
Suffolk County District Attorney's Office
1 East Main Street
Bayshore, New York 11706
Att: Detective A. Goldschmidt
Two (2) G.E. Television Sets
Pending
Evaluation Tests

An engineering evaluation of television sets fur the Suffolk County
District Attorney's Office was performed.
Two (new) Black & White Portable Television Sets, manufactured by the
General Electric Co., were purchased by the Suffolk County District
Attorney's Office and supplied to New York Testing Laboratories, Inc. for
the Evaluation Test Program.
Identification of Television Sets:
1. G.E. Portable TV, Model WM507SEB-2, S/N 5T3L11044 (Marked 1B)
2. G.E. Portable TV, Model WM506SVY-2, S/N 5V1G05165 (Marked 1W)
The submitted TV sets were thoroughly inspected and tested. The set:.
were checked for proper operation of all accessible controls as follows:
the volume control and tuner were inspected for noisy operation; the
picture was inspected for linearity and a strong video signal which couli
readily be adjusted with the Brightness and Contrast controls.
The TV sets were then electrically inspected and a set of initial
data was recorded (Appendix 1). The tubes were checked (Hickok 539C Tube
Tester) and specific voltage levels measured. The tubes and major
components were marked with a dye, detectable only under Black Light.
A fault was then introduced into the audio section of Set 1W (S/N
5V1G05165). The original 17BF11 tube was replaced with one that was
artificially aged. The transconductance of the tube as measured and
recorded (Appendix 1). The beam power section of the tube was faulty but
the tube exhibited no shorts.
This fault exhibited the following characteristics:
The TV Set had no sound.
The video, brightness, etc., were all functioning properly.
On June 17, 1971 (at 11:30 AM), the TV Set was picked up by the
Suffolk County District Attorney's Office and delivered to a TV repair
shop.

On June 21, 1971 (at 12:30 PM), the TV Set (1W) was returned to NYTL
with the repair ticket (Appendix 2) for evaluation. The TV set was
thoroughly inspected and the data was compared to the initial data
recorded. The results of the evaluation are as follows:
The set was found to be in good working order. The faulty 17BF11 had
been replaced and returned. In addition, a 1 Meg. resistor which was said
to have been replaced was tested and found to be good. The areas around
the following 1 Meg. resistors in the set were inspected: R208, R211,
R214, R259, R251, R252. However, it does not appear obvious that a
resistor was replaced.
It is noted on the bill for the repair that the following service was
performed:
Cleaned & lubed tuner
Checked all tubes
Replaced tube & resistor
Set up vertical parameters'
Considering the original condition of the set, there was no purpose
for any of the above services, except for testing and replacement of the
17BF11 tube.
We certify that this report is a true report
of evaluation of this material.
Respectfully submitted,
NEW YORK TESTING LABORATORIES, INC.
G. J. Harvey
Managing Director

On November 17, 1971 Alex Sabosto, who operates A & M Elec-

ger printed and charged with petit

tronics

verse publicity was harming his

in

Westhampton

Beach,

N.Y., was arrested, fingerprinted,
mugged and charged with petty larceny, a misdemeanor carrying a
maximum penalty of three months in

jail or a $500 fine.

larceny. While awaiting trial the ad-

business. He said that he couldn't
believe the D.A., since he ran an
honest business.
"This was the first time I met Mr.

cerning the incident in Long Island's

Sabosto. For three days it bothered
me. He said he was honest . . . he
was sincere . . . how could I help

largest newspaper, NEWSDAY, which

him?

There was a large writeup conran the headlines "TV Repair Bills
Out of Line: DA". In a blanket assault of our profession, the article

began by telling about the Greek
philosopher Diogenes who spent his

life looking for an honest man but

never found one; and then compared this to the efforts of two detectives working for the Suffolk District Attorney, who wandered

through the country with portable
TV sets looking for an honest TV
repair shop.
The article went on to say that of
the 11 shops visited, only one shop
charged a "fair" price and seven of
the shops, according to District Attorney Aspland, "charged for work
which was not done or charged for

parts that were not replaced." All
seven of the accused were listed in
the article by name and address, including Mr. Sabosto.
Henry Wawryck, owner of Henry's Radio and TV shop and President of the Television & Electronics
Service Association of Nassau County, reports what then occurred:
"In November of 1972 I was the

guest of Phil Holt, President of
TESA of Suffolk County. At this
meeting, Alex Sabosto of A & M
Electronics got up and asked for
help. His was one of the 11 shops
caught in the DA's entrapment. His
voice was sincere and a little broken
when he told of being arrested, fin-

"The following week I attended
an EASAC Meeting in Albany, N.Y.
Mr. Sabosto's case was brought up.
The EASAC lawyer, Bill McCarthy,
summed up the details, said it made
interesting reading and that Mr. Sabosto should be helped.
"That was on a Sunday. On Mon-

day my association, TESA of Nassau County, had its meeting. As
President, I asked the membership
if they would allow me to help Mr.
Sabosto. They agreed. The Association is incorporated, I am not.
"On December 3, 1972 I called

Mr. Sabosto, told him who I was
and asked him if he had any help.
He said that he had some promises,
but his lawyer, Robert Diedolf, felt
they were not qualified. I asked him
if he had replaced the 1 meg. resistor in question. He told me that

"Late Friday afternoon, January
12, 1973, Mr. Diedolf's secretary
phoned my shop. I was out, but re-

turned the call on Saturday and
spoke with Mr. Diedolf. He told me
to be at the Riverhead Court at 8:30
a.m. on Monday, January 15, 1973.
He told me that the TV set in question would be in court for me to examine before the trial.

"This was the start of the Long
Island Railroad strike and the expressway was full of cars. The
Riverhead Court was about an
hour's drive from my home in
Hicksville. I then met Alex, his law-

yer, and his repair man. I asked
where the other defense witnesses
were. No one else was present. We
were then called into court.
"The New York Testing Labora-

tories, Inc. had two engineers that
carried in the TV set as evidence.
Mr. Diedolf advised me to examine

the TV set, and I asked the engineers to remove the back of the S2
General Electric TV set.
"They brought out tools suitable

for the removal of spark plugs in
automobiles. I asked them if they
wanted proper tools to remove the

back and antenna leads (these

his repairman had replaced it and

were the engineers who evaluated
this set to indict. Mr. Sabosto), and

returned the old one to the customer. I also asked if I could see the TV

they said yes.

set in question. I advised Alex that
if the set showed evidence of the re-

back.

sistor being in place, I would be in a
position to help him. If he hadn't replaced it, he would get hurt.
"A few minutes later Mr. Diedolf

mediately saw that a resistor was

phoned me. We spoke of the case.
He said that he felt my help would
be significant to the outcome of the
case. He said that he would push the

case and for me to be ready in 24
hours after his call to testify.

"I had to help them remove the
"Upon exposing the chassis I imchanged. Upon seeing this I signaled

to Mr. Diedolf to go out into the
hall, where I advised him that a resistor had been changed and that I
would testify on Mr. Sabosto's behalf."

The following are direct quotes
from the official court transcript of
Henry Wawryck's testimony:
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ARRESTED

...

you call them. protrude through the hole, do they not?
A Right.
IL And then I take it they are soldered by some process?
A They're usually bent.
IL And then what happens?
A Then all your components arc put into this board and this conveyor
is timed, eight seconds or how many seconds it takes to put, and these
are all moved down, and it goes down to the end. And there is a solvent
pot and this thing dips just sufficiently that these ends touch .nto the
solvent. and then it goes into lower steps sufficiently and everything is
soldered at once When the board is made, the only pans they want
soldered on would be exposed. The parts they skull want soltfrred on
they have a solution, some sort of a solution that solder won't stick to it.

continued from page 33

N. Do you have with you, sir, a chassis, an S2 chassis?

A A duplicate of this.
IL Which is a duplicate of the set we have here?
A. Yes.
L That has not been altered in any way?
A. It is a virgin set; never been repaired.
N. I ask you to look at it, sir.
A. Yes

1,4 sealed cardboard box it handed to witness and is opened up by
witness.)

A Don't worry about the pieces. This is P duplicate of the set in gun lion. It is an S2 chassis. Incidentally, this chassis has been made way
back in 1955, 1956. Except they changed one tube in sound, otherwise
it is the same set- Otherwise durability is the only thing they modified.
O. Demonstrate for an with that device what you just told us about.
the soldering of the protruding wires as to these resistors.

DIRECT EXAMINATION IT MR. RIEDOLE
0.

sir e.dwpck, what is your line of work, sir?

& I'm in radio and television repair.
t How long have you been in Radio and television repair'
& Thirty-six years.
N. When you say you arc in television and radio repair, will you tell the
Coon exactly what you mean by that?
A. I have a small shop in Hicksville, been there all my life. and I repair and maintain home radios, home televisions and auto radios.
0. Did you have any formal training in this line of work prior to your
entrance into business?
A. I started when you had battery radios, and then I had some training
with the Navy in the second war, and then I attended periodic seminars
that manufacturers give, different leading manufacturers, seminars on

new products.

t Arc you associated with any organization or organizations?
Yes.

a. Of people who are involved in this line of work?
A. Yes. I'm a former president of the Radio Television Guild. I am
presently the president of TFSA, Television Serviceman's Association of
Nassau County.

I. Arc you here today at my request?
A. Yes.

IL Mr. Wawryck, based on your thirty-six years of experience and
president of that organizanon, have you become familiar with the operation of a radio and TV repair shops wherein a flat labor charge is charged
to the public?

fl'ute's wands by counteil table.)

A The resistor in question is this point and this point. Now, the intensity of these two is the shiniest. the same as the rest of them.
COURT REPORTER: Your Honor, I can't heat be witness.
Q. If you will, can you show to the Court the configurations of the
solder that form when it is done in the manner which you described in

mass manufacturing? And if you can, use the glass if that would be helpful.
& Where the green stuff is. solder doesn't stick. These parts are pod

traded down the conveyor line and dropped down individually. This is
the resistor in question, and other resistors similar to it. All the parts are
on there and they're moving and then they're dipped into the solder and
they're soldered simultaneously.
O. Is there a configuration that one obtain, because of the dippirg and
gravity pulling on the solder?

A The solder has the tendency to go to the lowest point. So if :his is
soldered in this position, solder has a tendency to bulge out to the ends.
If they are sundered this direction. solder has a tendency to go down.
Except when the man pulls the solder out, he has a tendency to pull it
.

shops do it because sometimes you re limited as to what the customer
wants to repair, and we may not know the extent of time involved. Now,
if the customer wants a minimum job on it, we can't afford to spend a lot
So we have to come to some arbitrary figure on labor. Material we never get, because you never get two sets alike with the same
material bud.
O. Is 5111.00 a reasonable flat labor charge?

A Very reasonable, when you ctmsider RCA gels fifteen and change
just for one service call.
L Now, in your line of work, in the past thirty-six years, have you become familiar with the mass manufacture of punted circuit boards?
A. Very much so. I visited plants. I have watched them make sets.
used to do warranty work, and they would have production mistakes and
errors, and they would invite me down to see how they made the sets and
how they corrected the problems.
0. And I take it during this thirty-six years you yourself have examined
and repaired countless circuits, printed circuits and television sets?
A Yes.
L Are you familiar with resistors as they are used in television sets?
A Very much so.
N. May I ask you this question: Based upon all your expetience, in
your opinion, can a resistor be replaced in a television set without leaving any telltale indications that it has indeed been replaced?
1

In other words, can a skilled technician replace a resistor without
someone observing or being able to observe it has been replaced?
A No, there will be telltale evidence.
t And I ask you what you look for to determine whether a resistor has
been replaced if that is something you were called upon to do?

A Number one, the solder which we use, which is usually sixty percent lead and forty percent tin, oxidizes very fast. When you take a fresh
solder joint now and solder, it's going to be much shinier in appearance
than something that was soldered six months ago or a year ago, because
the oxidation process takes pretty fast. especially in this climate with the
salts and everything, the surrounding area, we get a high percentage of
oxidation.
So, you'rc saying, sir, that a more newly soldered connection is discernible because it is less oxidized?

A It would be much shinier in appearance.
t Is there anything else that you, as a skilled technician, might look
for to determine whether or not a resistor has been replaced. let's say,
in a television set?
A Yes. Factories buy resistors from resistor manufacturers, and in fact

all of these sets are automated ... by that I mean the pans are not put
in by hand. The resisters am put in by machines. They are put in an
assembly line that looks like a train. And they come preformed. precut
at the source of manufacture. We buy resistors for general replacement.
We don't know how long they have to be. So the leads arc standarifized
and they usually are, I would say, two and a quarter inches long. So. we
can cut these to any size we sec fit. Sonic places you need a longer one
Some cases a shorter one. Some you have to have bent in that fashion so
as to fit it in the holes in the board. When this piccc comes down from a

niveyor slant abose, it tits right into the holes of the board. In most
caws, there are two little hammers on the bodes that will bend this under the board sir that this piece doesn't fall out of place before it goes
down to the assembly line to be soldered.
Now, we have a problem sometimes in taking these out. When we
solder, and the old resistor is buried in the solder, we can't find the ends
of it. I usually use a knife when the solder is soft. You can't do it when
the wilder is hard. And you have to bend that end up to be perpendicular
10 the hole in order to pull it out You can't leave your heat on too long
because it will ruin the printed circuit. It will start to curl because the
printed circuit is a thin foil that is edged onto the insulated hoard or the
printed board. They call it printed. It's actually a plated process.
Now, an unskilled man. if he uses a too heavy an iron, will automatically peel that. We get sets in the shop and we call them butchers.

L Let me interrupt you and get you hack to this process of automated
manufacturing.
When thew resistors arc dropped down into the hole, these ends, a,

I

TIM COURT: Perhaps we'd better go down to the table and do this so

to cone.
for example. if this was reheated
Where there is a IN of solder
now, this pile of solder would flatten out and spread to the full area of

A Yes. Some shops do it. As a matter of fact, the majority of the
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A Now, this resistor in question is R259 And it is ...
that everyone can see it.

.

.

the shininess where it is tin. The shininess is called tin. Where there is a
lot of solder, it tends to stick and fall downwards because solder is heavy.
O. Also, Mr. Wawryck, can you demonstrate by this device the nature
of the ends of the wires that protrude through these holes on this net
which we have before us?
A You sec the spacing of this particular resistor in here is bent into a

"U " Now, thew corners are bent symmetrically on the machine. We
would take them and bend them with a pair of pliers that look like
tweezers. To replace it ... and it is hard for a human being to make two
ends dead center. When they set up a jig in a factory to bend these things.
they set it up to bend the ... to bend it dead center. Sometimes we get it

to one side or to another. The chances of getting it dead center is very
slim. As long as it is neat, that's all.
IL What about the very ends?
A. They're sheared in the factory so the ends would be just as if it were
cut off straight with a knife. We use diagonal pliers, which I have a pair
up there. which have a tendency to make a point....
TOE COURT: Sir, on this chassis here you claim that no work was ever
done on that resistor?
TIM WITNESS: In this arca, yes.
THE COURT: That is the original resistor?
THE WITNESS: Right.

DIE COURT: Would you look at People's Exhibit I. pleasc.
THE WITNESS: Yo. 1 would like to compare it.

(Handing People's Exhibit Ito the witness.)
THE WITNESS: It is R259, and here it is R259.

Look at the color of this and look at the color of this one or this one.
the shininess of these two.
ME COURT: Which is the one in question?
THE WITNESS: Right here. This one and this one.

Now, look at the brilliancy and the reflection of light on this as compared to thew others. This has a higher gloss to it because this hadn't had
a chance to oxidize in the air as the others have.

N. What about the configuration of the solder on that particular resistor, does that indicate anything to you in making up your determ nation whether it was replaced or whether it was the original?
A. Well, this one on the bottom here has some resin. The solder we use
is a piccc of wire and it has a core inside with resin and alcohol. The
alcohol evaporates and resin remains. It forms a coating to present
oxidation.
When we're soldering the alcohol burns off and evaporates. and the
resin in most cases remains. This has a little speck of black on top. which
is the resin, and this has quite a bit of resin on the bottom.
N. Are those specks of resin found in the new installation?
A Well, there is no evidence in this area at all of resin.
O. What sloes this mean to you as to your judgment as to whether this
was replaced or whether this was the original?
A. This has been replaced.
O. I think you can resume the witness stand.
THE COURT: When you say this is replaced, what do you mean?
THE WITNESS: This resistor has been resoldered.
THE COURT You mean People's Exhibit I?

IL What criteria do you have, in your own mind; what do you use to
determine or form the opinion that this has been replaced?

A. The form of opinion that it has been replaced is the physical appearance, the solder of it. the way the things arc bent, the shinines cf
the solder and it is much cleaner than the rest.

t Is there any question in your mind, sir, as an expert. as to whether
that was replaced?

A No question at all.
O. Now, I would like to show you People's Exhibit number 4, and ask
you to look at that. ('an you identify that object, sir?
(Handing Exhrbit4 to witnels.1
A Yes, it is tine meg resistor. half wait, ten percent of accuracy.
IL How do you know that?
A Well, the brown band is one in our trade. The black band signifies
one zero, and the green band signifies five mows. The silver is the tolerance We buy thew in different tolerances.
O. In other words, someone skilled in your profession can look at that
resritor and tell us what it is from the colors on that resistor?

A Right
R. Is that the same kind of resistor you picked out on People's Exhibit
number I as having been replaced ... the same kind?
A Yes, it looks in better condition than this one.
R. That is my next question.
Could you tell the Court what your opinion is, sir, as to the nature of
that resistor, as to whether it is normal, abnormal, whether in gond working order or whether it is not?

A Well, there arc a number of factors. One of them, this is the controlling factor of a tube adjacent to it. The energy goes into the grid of
the next tube. That is a 17HE II tube. This is a thirty cent resistor.
IL I dim't think you got my question.
What about that resistor that rings a bell in your mind, based on all
your experience. insofar as it is not being normal is concerned?
A. The physical appearance.
0. What about it?
A It is bulging. It's not the same at one end. I know it has carbon in it.
And if carbon is put into a higher voltage or a surge of voltage, it has a
tendency to puff up.
t Can you see that with the naked eye?
A Yes, I can.
O. Is
have?

it better able to be visualized with the use of a glass that you

A No. If you compare it to another one you can see it.
D. Do you have another one with you?
A. Do you have one meg.? I don't have it. I have a half watt one.
0. I show you this and ask you to examine that.
A. One end of this ...
L Just identify that object I just handed to you.
A One end of this is very smooth and it looks original.

t You're ahead of me now. The one I just showed to you, is that a
similar resistor as to the one that is Peoples Exhibit number 4?
A Ycs. This ksoks good. This has no sign of rupture.
L By putting those next to each other, and by use of the glass, can one
see what you're talking about?
A You don't need the glass. One end is flatter than the other end I'm
sorry. I don't understand you.
MR. DIEBOLE: I'm asking the Court to put them together and to use the
glass to make sure we see what this gentleman is looking at.
TIM COUNT: You want me to do that, Mr. Dicdolf?
N I. MEOW: If you will.
THE WITNESS: The end towards you is normal, and the other end is
flatter.
THE COURT: All right.

IL Is the coloration of any significance to you, of People's Exhibit
number 4?

A The first band, the brown, has changed color. It doesn't have the
intensity of the brownness of the sample.

IL Now, as an expert. Mr. Wawryck, does this mean to you .. what
does this mean to you in the repairing of a television set? In other words,
if you were to come upon a resistor such as People's Exhibit 4 in a TV
set, which was delivered to your shop for rcpair, what would it mean to
you and what would you do as a consequence thereof?
A. I would believe that it was ruptured from previous experience, from
physical appearance. and I would change it.
.

O. Could you tell the Court what the value in dollars and cents is of
the resistor that we're talking about?
A Thirty cents plus taxes
t Now, if in fact you did remove that resistor because of that, because

of the things that you testified about, and if in fact that resistor would
test Ion an) ohmmeter to register a thousand ohms, what would that
mean, if anything?
A. It wouldn't mean anything, because a tester does not test resistors
under actual load. It checks them statistically. In other words, not in
actual rase.

0. What do you mean by that?

& This particular circuit happens to be in a circuit where there is a
fluctuation of electricity of 15,750 pulses. We call them spikes. It pulsates 15.750 times a second, to get the width of the picture on the
rcreen. Now, with undue spikes, it has been known in our industry.
wherever these spikes exist components are susceptible to breakdowns.
t Is it compatible. sir. to have a resistor such as the one in People's
Exhibit 4, and a resistor that would register to be good on an ohmmeter,
or some other testing device?
A. Yes, because-- itis hard to duplicate the same or exact conditions
in a TV set. Heat, physical layout. Sometimes this is soldered, and this
I have bulletins from General Electric that
borc..1 has been known
this board flexes, and we have had occasions where the undue pressure
of a hoard. if a resistor is put in and it is sturdy and that board flexes
.

.

a Iliac, in some cases there have been incidents where it would be intermittent in the end.

N. Would it mean anything to you, Mr. Wawryck. in finding such a
resistor, as People's Exhibit 4 in a TV set, if a TV net was a brand new
set? Would that change your opinion in any way whether you would femme that resistor or not?
A No I had brand new sets doing warranty work that had resistors
such as this, where sets I had sold. and I would unpack it out of a box
and sec it right before 1 delivered it to a customer. Ten to twenty percent
of the average TV repairs arc repaired on the pmduction line.

THE WITNESS: Right.

NH. 0112111f: No funher questions. your Honor.

And a you look at this resistor, it is duller, and the age of these re-

THE COURT: Mr. Danowski.

sistors is different from this.
(IVitneis resumes witneii wand.)

IL Now, Mr. Wawryck, I would like to ask you this question: Based
on your thirty-six years of experience in this business, and after your
examination of that People's Exhibit number I in evidence, can you form
an opinion. sir, as to whether that resistor that you just pointed out to the
Court, is replaced or whether it is the original?
A.

In my opinion ...

IL Can you form an opinion as to that?
A Yes It has been replaced.
O. If I may, just once again: Upon what do you base your opinion. sir?
A The circuit it is used in. the job it has to do; and the proximity of it.
And it has been a common resistor that has been replaced in a number
of our repairs.
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CROSS EXAMINATION BY MN. DANOWSII:

A Mr. Wawrsck, had sou known the defendant prior to coming in
today to testify?
A. I met him once.
O. When was that?
A I went to a meeting, a seminar it was, and it was brought up that he
was one of the men And that is all.
11. He was one of the men?

A No. no He went to the meeting and that's about the same time when
fellows that were involved
I don't recall
this business with the
in this at the time.
.

.

.

.

N. Have you offered your services to other people who had similar
problems?

A. No. Well, not directly I have been a consultant to Consumer Af-

fairs in Mineola. Better Business Bureau has called me. and Local Industry calls me.
A. Have you testified before in behalf of other defendants in court?

& No. this is the first time.
0. Did you know Mr. Died°If at all before this date?
A. No.

L Would you look at the TV component that you brought into court
today. and look at the resistors, and can you tell me if any of them are
had by visually looking at them?
A. Visually bad in what respect? Do you mean physical appearance?
0. Whatever respect you judge the resistor that was shown to you.
People's Exhibit 4. and I believe you testified there is a bulge in it and
you determined it to be bad.
A. Physical appearance, yes If we're referring to carbon resistors of
the same half watt value that is on the exhibit, I don't see any bad ones.
physically.

0. Now, physically or visually, what is your criteria in determining
visually that a resistor is bad?
A. If it has been overheated.
IL How do you determine this by visually looking at a resistor: how do
you determine it is a bad resistor?
A.

If I look at a number of these resistors I'm buying and they look

nice and smooth, and the color is nice and with depth to it, then it hasn't
been subjected to a surge or problems. where a resistor that has a tendency to discolor and it doesn't discolor completely. By the time it discolors completely, it will burn and just leave the two ends.
In regard to Exhibit 4 in evidence, this particular resistor, did you
determine this to be a bad resistor by looking at it now?
A Yes, from the physical appearance.
O. What was the criterion you determined it to be bad?
A. The physical appearance. the disfigurement. the bulging.

IL Arc you saying there are no resistors in the particular set you
brought in today that by color look like the resistor in evidence?
A. As far as I can see. no. I haven't got light, and I haven't taken every
resistor into consideration. You have, I think, 50 resistors in this set. I
counted them once.
11 But at this point you can state that you see a difference in color between the one that is in evidence and the ones that are in that set?
A. Yes.

O . How is it different in color'
A. The intensity of the brown. There arc a number of shades of brown.
And the shade of that brown does not correspond with the shade of this
brown. It is darker.
0. What, based on your experience, would be the cause of a bulge in
the resistor that is in evidence, Mr. Wawryck?
A Well, this tube feeds a circuit a minus 33 volts. You have a plate in
this circuit. Pin live, that happens to he nine and ten. Pin live has 450
volts on it.
could have been a plate....
O. Let me see if I can shorten the question.

Would you agree with men would be about 700 volts to close the

plastic was could have been a little oxidized. That is why you have a
silver band on the end of it, because it is not 100 percent accurate.
IL Let me ask you this question, Hose do you physically remove a resistor from a set? In other words, if you wanted to repair a bad one and
remove a bad one, how would you do it?
A. Number one, we use a special soldering iron that is of a low wattage.
and it has a pencil point tip on it, and we take a knife and you get the
solder just soft enough to find which way it is tipped, the resistor wire is
bent. If it is bent away from you. you soften up the solder enough and
bend this up straight so that the wire can be pulled out of the hok.
O. So, in other words, you would not use pliers on the end of the resistor; you would just melt the solder and more or less withdraw it from
the circuit?
A. In this wattage.
0. Would you agree that the cut of a wire on a resistor. when it coma

from a manufacturer. is not a diagonal cut, it is a cut straight acres
the wire?

& If it's from a manufacturer, yes.
G. Will you look at People's Inhibit 4 in evidence. You have it there

before you. You tell me the cut of the end of that particular exhibit.
Would you say that is a diagonal cut?
& One end is and one end isn't.
IL A resistor that comes from a manufacturer, in a new set, would you
agree with me that both ends arc straight cuts and not diagonal cuts?

If they're made on the automated line, yes. They haven't been

changed.

0. You would not look at the circuit of the set surroundirg that particular resistor?

I would look at it, if I found a bad resistor.
0. Other than visually, would you conduct any test to determine the
A.

voltage in the area surrounding that resistor?

A Not usually. If your width is there, you let it go. If the picture looks
good .
you put your finger on it to see if it gets hot, according to what
resistor. your linger should ... your finger should be able to 'told it. let's
put it that way. If it gets ho hot to handle, then we look for the trouble.
B. Would you be saying this then if you saw at first what might appear
to be a bad resistor, you would hold that particular resistor to determine
if it got hot before you replaced

A If it gives you the evidence that it overheats, it bulges or distorts
when it gets heated.

L Are you saying now that because a resistor is bulged I had to be
caused by an overheating n the set?

A No. The resistor itself is overworked, which caused it ter heat. Carbon gets hot when it gets an overload.

O. So, you're saying that any resistor that you see in a not that has a
bulge in it, you would not touch to hold it but you can automatically determine just by seeing the bulge that it could not withstald whatever
heat has been applied to it?
A The damage has bee done. Why waste more time? We already have
evidence the resistor was damaged.
O. And that is by a bulge?

A Yes. We don't buy them with a bulge.
O. Isn't it a fact that it is a good possibility that it could have been a

good resistor that was put into the set and because of a bad circuit it
the extra voTage goes into the set and caused the bulge?
A Then that set wouldn't operate.
0. I'm not saying if the circuit was inoperative. Wouldn't a bulged resistor, which you would say is bad automatically because it has a bulge.
wouldn't you feel that it is a good possibility that it was caused by something being wnmg with the circuitry that causes the bulge?
A In some circuits.
IL Therefore, wouldn't you, as far as a preventative measure. check out
the circuit?
A Yes. If I feel it doesn't get hot so it wouldn't bulge again If there
wasn't anything wrong ir the circuit, it wouldn't bulge.
you came into court?
& The attorney.

one?

A. Right.
O. Does there come a time. after a period of time, when all of them
do look alike?
A. Not for the duration of that set, unless the original was a month or
two away, or a week or two away. But some of these sets lay in warehouses unheated so oxidation takes place pretty fast, and you can keep

a set a number of years and still see the difference in the intensity of
color.
O. Well, by looking at what you referred to as the resistor that has been

replaced in the set, the new resistor, you have viewed the television set

in evidence....

minute, and I called the attorney outside and advised him that in my
opinion it was changed.

& Now, sir, is it a fact that the resistor in question, that that is rated at
half a watt' Did you testify to that?
& Yes. We buy it as s half watt resistor.
0. Doesn't that mean that you can apply 700 volts to the one meg resistor and not calico it io bulge?
A. Voltage means nothing. It's the amplitude of the signal. A pound
of feathers or a pound of gold 7101 volts id pure DC .
and 700 volts
with a 15.750 pulse in it is going to he more susceptible to breakdown
than a 700 volt pure DC current that is nit pulsating.
.

WL DANOWSOk I have so further question,
WOMECT EXAMINATION IT MO. MOW:

O. Mr. Wawryck, does it ever happen that in the manufacture tit a
printed board
printed circuit board
that after the manufacture is
finished as to that
. there's one end of the wire sticking too low or tic
far to have it lit into the cabinet?
A. Right.
IL What happen. in that event?
A It's cut off because it will hit the pit when it goes to be dipped to be
.

A. Are there girls on the assembly line that will do just that?
& They will cut it off

t Is

it possible there may be one end of a newly installed resistor cut
and one sheared because of that reason?

A Yes. Sometimes resistors are put in at the link of the production
line usually in seconds ten, twelve seconds, and the line mom: and if
there was something delased or the fellow was talking to another fellow
and he lost a couple oh second, that would TOW before the arm had a
chance to bend it so liefore this reaches the pia There is a little cam
attached to a switch; and if there is any protrusion, a little light goes off.
and a woman standing with a pair of cutters cuts it tiff before it goes to
the final soldering

Mt DOOM That is ell I have
DANOWSW Just one in re ercnce to the last question.
IMC11014 EXAMINATION BO Mk DANOWSAI:

A. Yet.

IL Would you say that one end of this...

you determined, by looking at it. that a resistor has been re-

placed; is that correct?
A. Right.
O. And one of the ways you determined it was replaced is by the shininess of the material?
A. Yes, the intensity of the solder.
0. ('an you tell us how much solder was used to completely oxidize?
A. I have no idea how long it is going to take. If it is in a damp location. it will go faster. It it is M a heated room, it will take longer. Atmospheric conditions mean a lot
0- Would it take a year or hundreds of years to oxidize?
A. No. You have to know the place it is stored in. A set stored in front
of a window will oxidize much faster than one in a corner.
THE COOT: May I sec both counsel, please.

A Was tapered and one square.
0. One is square?
& One has been sheared and the other looks like it war vol with a pair
of diagonals. You wan, the glass?
A. No.

A. Remember, there's solder on this that is not going to give you the

true value....
11. Mr Wawryck
A
unless smite familiar with them.

.. having looked at this exhibit ... if you want it again. you may
have it again ... is there solder on both ends?

it is alleged that the replacement of this

t Isn't it a fact that. as counsel has just alluded hi. it needed to be
snipped because it would not lit, that they would show copper and not
A. Ye, But this was done when the set was made. it has snipped Then

whoever is removing it's plltng it ihniugh a pucklk tt sokler upwards

IL By telling you that. is it not true that if there was .
if this in fact
was replaced and moldered a year ago, it no longer would differ in appearance as far as shininess is concerned from the other resistors and
.

and he's going to draw some of the tokler with it up to the hole
MIL OA/MS* Nothing further, piur honor.

DIE COUNT: I am prepared lit render a decision I am sure you genic.
mer haw noted that during the course of this three day trial I have taken

copious notes.

At the trial of this matter the following testimony was elicited: .A Mr.
Galati of the New York Testing Laboratory testified that he had been
contacted by rh: fraud Bureau cal the District Attorney's Office. who had
requested that we set up a program fur deliberately faulting 1V sets to
cheek the honesty of the IV repairmen in the community.

The IV set marked as People's Exhibit I was turned over to Mr.
Gaspar' by Detective Gokkehmidt. and Mr. Gaspar' in turn turned this
set over to a Mr. Kanner, who was engaged to tat the set and induce a
deliberate fault 'ism the audio tube. Aside from the deliberately induced
'ault in the audio tube, the set was presumably in perfect condition.
After the TV set was deliberately faulted, it was turned over to Detective Forrester of the Fraud Bureau who took it to the defendant's place

of nosiness, operating as A & M Flectronies. And on lune 17th he
turned this set over to the defendant and told him the sound was not
working. The defendant told him to leave the set, and that he in lion
world be called when it was ready.

On June It, 1971. Detective Forrester was called and told that the
set was repaired. Detective Forester then went to the defendant's place
of easiness On June 21st to pick up the set. The defendant proceeded to
give him a bill for some $25.00 and change as well as a tube and a re
sistor which had been replaced.
Detective Forrester paid the hill in cash and then returned the set to

Mr. Gaspari, who in turn turned ii over to Mr. Kanner to be menansined Mr. Kanner discovered that the audio tube had been replaced
bui found no widen.: that a mishit had been replaced. and that in his
opnion, the only service that was needed was
replacement of the
ambit tube Hs visually examined the chassis in Ilk six places where a
resistor of this type replaced would he found and he found no evidence
of soldering in moldering having taken place.
Upon cross esamination Mr. Kanner admitted that it was good rest:statist: maintenance to replace discolored or bulging resistors. and in
his opinion the resistor returned by the defendant was in plod condition.
Now, de 1111 that was presented by the defendant indicated the following items of labor: I. The cleaning and the lubricating of the tuner.
2. The checking of all tubes; 3. The replacing of the defective tube: 4.
TEe replacing of the defective resistor. and lastly. 5. adjusting the vertical parameters.

Mr. Kanner couldn't state that items I. 2. 3 and 5 were not in fact
performed. He could only state that item 4, namely the replacement of
the resistor, was not a necessary item of labor. He did admit, however.
rot CrOSS examinant''', that it was customary to charge a flat rate for
labor in the TV repair business.
rester gave him the set for repair but that the actual work done was by a

Mr. George Endres, who is not employed by Mr Sabato as an moiling:, does not work on a salary basis, but is in fact an independent
contractor who is paid for every set repaired at an agreed prier.
He further testified that it is his company's policy that when a set is
bought in to be repaired. a flat labor charge of SIR 00 for a black and
Witte set is to be charged, and as pan of this labor rate which is imposed.
this includes preventative maintenance, such as the checking of all tubes.
the cleaning and lubricating of the tuner and the setting of the vertical
parameters. As a matter of fact he has a sign which is posted in the shop
in plain view that lists his price for estimates and labor.
He testified he didn't repair the set and that the set in question was
repaired by Mr. Flukes, nor did he ever discuss this particular nib with
Mr. Endres. The wholesale price of the type resistor installed is fifteen
colts and thi retail cost is thirty cents.
He further testified that whether he did or did not install this resistor.
1'ne labor charge would nonetheless be exacted from the consumer.
Now. he himself examined the printed circuit of People's ExImbit I,
:end in his opiniim, bawd upon his expertise. R259, the mishit in quo,
ton. had in fact been replaced; and he could tell by examining this re Nn ,,,,, by its appearance. that in fact it was defective and needed replacing. and that. as a matter of fact, it would constitute good preventative
maintenance to do so . and that any other responsible repairman would
have done likewise And, furthermore. he examined the set. the printed
chassis, and from its appearance there was evidence that solilering-resoldering work had been done.
A Mr. Henry Wawryck. a radio -TV repairman of some thirty-six years
of experience. and who also happens to be the president of the 1 V Repair-

men's Guilt:, testified that a flat labor charge of S10.00 is fair and reaso nablee and ei ,,,,, mars in the trade, and in his opinion resistor R259 had
been in fad replaced, and he could tell this by its appearance.
Furthermore. in his opinion. the resistor in question was not normal.
it was bulging on one side. indicating n had been carbonired. and that
its color had been changed. and had he been the repairman. he would
have unhesitatingly replaced it.

Mr. End -e, then testified for the defendant and he essentially corroborated his testimony. He repaired the set. He computed the charges
fur the repeir job And the secretary accordingly prepared the bill. And
he testified that he replaced the resistor in question because he felt it was
in a state of disrepair. and in fact his bill would not have been affected
in any way by this additional work.
Now. based upon the foregoing testimony. the ('rain's compelled to
conclude that the essence of this indictment and prosecution is that it's
the People, convention that the defendant charged the alleged victim
thirty cents for a resistor he did not replace. and returned a good resistor
to the victim valued at fifteen cents wholesale. As a result of this grand'.
ow scheme, the defendant profited in the munificent sum Of fifteen cents.
.Aside trim the absurdity and lack of common sense
the People's
position. dn.. People haw even failed tit prose this charge. I hey have MA
proved the resistor was nut replaced nor haw they shown there was no
need to reinlace it. I here is absolutely no evidence in this record of the
intent to steal an the defendant's part In fact. to the contrary. the testimony indicates that the defendant himself did not esert do the work and

had no Lir...fledge 44 the rimmed:Inc, t4 the repair job besides what
Now.v,ether to replace the resistor or not was a question of judgment involving an item with a retail value of thirty cents And in this case

the Court cannot eriticite the exercise of that judgment by the defendant's independent contractor. and. certainly, to prow cute a peron
based on such circonimances is a travesty of justice. And if any one is to
be criticired in the exercise 14 judgment it should be proper]) the district
attorney's office. which sought and prosecitted this indictment.
Now, certainly. the district attorney should he lauded and should he

encouraged when he launches an iniestigatiim which is calculateil to
protect th.i consumers of this County. It is regrettable, however. that he
saw lit to launch this particular investigation during the ink's! oil a re

MN. MEOW: No more questions.
DIE COUNT: You may step down.

other bulges or solders?

& It still differs. This is still shiny.
O. So your testimony's that it could have been done a year ago and
still remain shiny?
A. Yes. Plus 'how two have a yellowish tinge to them that the others
don't Pave].

ty Judge-reads as follows:

was marked on the bill

A. Yes.

solder at one end?

(Co rder...me at the Bein.h. I

L Are you aware, sir, that

resistor took place over a year ape?
A. No.

by Hon. Ernest L. Signorelli, Coun-

Mr. Sabato, who testified in his own behalf, testified that Mr. For-

A. How about Mr. Sabi -woo?

A I just mentioned that that was changed, in my opinion when I looked
at the set yesterday.. In. Walt by 110.4' the 'mood dot in court.) Because
I was in doubt. I didn't know anything about this case uatil yesterday.
And I asked the attorney
he asked me if I would testify I said if I
could see the set and I 'save any evidence it was changed. I will testify
in his behalf. And if the res.
wasn't changed, then he would get hurt.
And yesterday, when the clerk took the back off, it trisik me a half

soldered.

G. Now, you testified, I believe that the solder that is applied in repair.
ing a particular resistor has a certain oxidation quotient, in other words,
something that has been applied recently would he shinier than an older

t

it. If the picture didn't look good, I would look for symptom,

L Did you talk about your testimony here today with anyone before

circuit?
A. Not necessarily. It all depends on the internal structure of the resistor. When items arc manufactured at the factory. certain components
develop air pockets. That particular wire that was embodied where the

A.

0. Now, which two are you referring to?
A. The ones I say that were soldered. If you look under a glass. they
arc radically different. Not radically, but there is a difference in intensity,
and they have son of a yellowish tint to them or coating on.
L let me ask you this, sir, II you were to replace a resistor in a televisio n set because you determined visually that it might be had, would
that end your repair of the -TV set, the mere substitution of a resistor?
A I would look at the picture. If the picture looked good, I would end

The official court transcript of the
final decision of the Court-as made

election campaign.
Accord ngly. the People have failed to prove the defendant's guilt be.
yond a reasonable doubt.

The Cain. accordingly. funk the defendant not godly.
Defendant is discharged
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Transistor IF Coupling Circuits
by Lambert C. Huneault, CET

figuration. Let's assume
1K in this article.
With such a low imped-

ance, it is obvious that the
transistor's input will "demand" some current from
the signal source that

it. In other words,
Did you ever look over a transistor radio or solid-state drives
a bipolar transistor is a

TV -set schematic and wonder why the coupling circuits

current -operated device
and, as such, its base -to emitter input consumes a
definite amount of power.
In order to achieve maximum power gain in
cascaded amplifiers, the
coupling circuits must
transfer as much signal

between IF amplifiers are usually not straightforward and
simple like those between vacuum -tube IF's? Why all those
tapped coils, capacitive voltage dividers and step-down
transformers? Impedance matching, bandwidth and
neutralization ... that's why! power as possible from

the output of the first

stage to the input of the

Remember the princi- put impedance. Virtually
ple of "maximum power
transfer" you learned in
electronics school or per- cuit (input); only signal
haps in a correspondence voltage is required to concourse? That was a long trol plate current and
time ago, you say! Well, achieve amplification. Belet's see if we can retrieve cause power is the prodno signal current flows in
the tube's control -grid cir-

tors Q1 and Q2. It is this

A bipolar transistor,
however, is a horse of a
different color. Before it

impedance -matching requirement that compli-

cates coupling circuits a

sumes no power. So we

flows, giving the transis-

output impedance being

needn't worry about trans-

tor's input a

amplifiers are normally connected in the

relatively

typically in the 10K to

ferring maximum power low impedance, typically
from the output of one around 50011 to 2K for
stage to the input of the small -signal amplifiers in

50K range; let's say 25K

next amplifier. In other

words, a vacuum tube is a
voltage -operated device. In

terms of coupling circuit-

T1

Fig. 1-Vacuum tubes feature simple coupling circuits.
I

former T1 or coil Ll.

The transfer of signal

common -emitter configuration, with the transistor's

A--Double-tuned transformer couplin.

36

sence of taps on trans-

power calls for impedance
matching between transis-

means that base current

from a source to a load

thus have a very high in-

(A and B). Notice the ab-

vacuum -tube's input con-

rent, it is obvious that

the load are the same, i.e.,
matched.
Vacuum -tube IF amplifiers operate Class A 1 and

next (Fig. 2).

with no signal current, a

cobwebs of memory: The
principle in question states
that maximum power can
be transferred (coupled)

of the source and that of

this means real simplicity, as seen in Fig. 1

can amplify,
"turned -on" by base -to emitter forward bias. This

this little

only when the impedance

ry,
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the common -emitter con-

for the purpose of this
article.

We have already seen

The author is Supervisor, Electronics Dept., Adult
Retraining Division, St. Clair College of Applied Arts and
Technology, Windsor, Ontario.

B-Single-tuned impedance coupling.

that the input impedance

pedance of transistor Q2

is much lower, at about were connected directly
1K. How then, in the face

across the tank circuit, or

of this 25:1 mismatch,

inductively

can impedance matching

means of a 1:1 turn ratio,

coupled

by

be achieved in order to it would be like slapping
satisfy the principle of a 1K resistor across the
maximum power transfer?

A variety of circuits can
come to our rescue, and
this article will examine

the nine coupling methods
most prevalent in radio
and TV IF's.
Single -Tuned

Transformer Coupling
A step-down trans-

tuned circuit. This severe
load on the resonant cir-

cuit would lower its Q
drastically, producing a
serious loss in gain and ex-

Z...t =
25K) and load (25K reflected Z) are matched,
and maximum power is
transferred from the output of Q1 to the input of

collector whose

Q2.

At this point, you'll
probably ask: "How about
bandwidth?" . . . Well,
since bandwidth depends

on the Q of the tank circessive bandwidth. How- cuit, let's take a look at
ever, with inductive cou- the resistances that damp
pling through a step-down the L -C circuit. Fig. 4
transformer, the low in- shows that the 25K output impedance of Q2 can
be made to reflect a much
higher impedance across
the T1 primary.

put impedance of 01, and

shown in Fig. 3. Its pri-

Assuming unity coupling, the reflected im-

mary is tuned, but the secondary isn't. Capacitor C1

pedance equals the load

action, are actually in
parallel with the tuned
circuit. If the unloaded

and the T1 primary form

ondary multiplied by the
square of the turns ratio.

former (T1) is used in
the single -tuned transformer coupling circuit

a parallel -resonant circuit
and, therefore, constitute

a very high impedance.
The actual amount of impedance depends on the Q

of the coil. To keep our
discussion simple, let's as-

impedance across the sec-

the 25K impedance reflected back across the
primary by transformer

tank has a theoretically
infinite Q (as previously
assumed), then the to-

a 5:1 step-down
turns ratio, transistor Q2's

tal

input reflects back 1K x
52 = 25K across the pri-

termining factor as far as
Q and bandwidth are con-

With

parallel

resistance

(12.5K) will be the de-

mary (tank circuit). In- cerned. Recalling that Q =
stead of the transistor Q1

parallel resistance
inductive reactance' if we

sume a perfect coil, i.e.,

collector

one having zero resistance.

loaded down by the 1K choose a coil with an ininput resistance of Q2, ductive reactance of, say
01 now "sees" as a load 500i1 at the resonant fre-

The Q of the unloaded
tank circuit will therefore
be infinitely high, and so
will its impedance.
If

the low input imz,= 25K
Q1

circuit

being

the 25K reflected impedance across its output terminals. Thus, source (Q1
2;= 1K

COUPLING
CIRCUIT

>Q2

Fig. 2-Transistor-amplifier coupling (note unequal output and input
impedances).

well-known formula:
Bandwidth =
resonant frequency
, if we

assume an IF frequency

of 455kHz, then bandwidth =
25

18kHz (approximately ) .

OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

OF Q1 (25K)

Fig. 3-Single-tuned transformer coupling.

12.5K

quency, then Q =
500,f/
= 25. Recalling another

ance

for

primary

the

winding and the proper
turns ratio for the IF

transformer, proper bandwidth and maximum power transfer can be achieved

nicely. The circuit is a
popular one, as you have
undoubtedly

noticed

in

many transistor radios.

But (some of you are
probably

saying),

isn't

18kHz a bit much band-

width in an AM radio?
You think so? Well, then
.
. . enter, another coupling method.
Single -Tuned,
Tapped -Primary,

Transformer Coupling
In this single -tuned,
tapped -primary,
transformer -coupled
circuit

(Fig. 5), the collector of
transistor Q1 is tapped
down instead of being

connected to the top of
the primary. Let's assume
that this tap is located
half -way down on the

coil; this need not neces-

sarily be the case, but it
will simplify our calculations here.

This gives

us a 2:1

turns ratio if you consider

the coil as an autotransformer whose primary is
the whole winding and
whose secondary

is the
lower portion loaded down

by the 25K output resistance of transistor Q 1 . It
becomes

obvious, then,

that the primary of T1
"sees" a reflected imped-

Q2's

'REFLECTED
)IMPEDANCE
(25K)

Fig. 4-Tank circuit damped by 12.5K parallel
resistance.

So we see that with the

proper choice of induct-

Fig. 5-Tapped primary reduces damping effect
of transistor 01's output resistance.
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ante of 25K x 22 =

in order to achieve opti-

100K across itself due to
this 2:1 turns -ratio auto transformer action; in ad-

mum results.

dition to the 25K reflected

tures of the circuits in Fig.

Single -Tuned,
Single -Tapped,

back from the input resistance of transistor Q2

Impedance Coupling

by virtue of the 5:1 turns ratio transformer action
discussed earlier.

gle -tapped,

Combining these two
parallel resistances, we
100K x 25K
get:
- 20K.
100K + 25K

is

5 (upper tap) and Fig. 6
(lower trap), achieving a
good impedance

455kHz
40
(approxi-

= 11.4kHz
mately). Better, isn't it!

Actually, the tap on the

primary throws our impedance match off a bit,
so that in practice the po-

sition of the tap, the inductance of the coil, the
turns ratio, the coefficient
of coupling (leakage flux
normally reduces it lower
than 1) and the actual re-

sistance of the primary

winding (which in reality
lowers the unloaded Q to
less than infinity) are all
factors which the designer must take into account

lower impedance tap on

Ll (as in Fig. 7) if the

impedance -

circuit sufficiently to pro-

loads the tank circuit too

duce the required Q and

much to achieve the proper selectivity.

coupled circuit (Fig. 6),
the base of transistor Q2

bandwidth.

connected (through
coupling capacitor C2,
which blocks dc) to a
correspondingly low -im-

transformer

now

also be connected to a
output resistance of Q1

50011

is

in this

coupling method the collector of transistor Q1 can

and unloading the tank

pedance tap on the tuned

width

match

Q2. Of course,

In the single -tuned, sin-

The 20K damping resistance now gives us a Q of
20K

- 40. The band -

coupled circuit in Fig. 7
simply combines the fea-

Double -Tuned

Single -Tuned

ImpedanceCoupling
with Tapped
Capacitance

The basic idea for the
inductance, Ll. The 1K
input impedance of Q2 single -tuned impedance
reflects back (by auto - coupling circuit using
much higher impedance

tapped capacitance (Fig.
8) is the same as for the

(e.g., 25K) across the
tuned circuit, thus providing a good impedance

pedance tap connected to

action)

a

circuit shown in Fig. 6except that the low -im-

match for the collector of
transistor Ql. It also

the base of transistor 02
is provided by a capaci-

loads down the tank circuit much less than if C2

tive voltage divider in-

were connected

stead of an inductive one.
With the capacitance of
C2 appreciably larger than

to the

high end of Ll, such as in
the vacuum tube circuit of
Fig. 1 (B), thus preserving
an adequate Q and achieving the proper bandwidth.

that of Cl, the Cl-C2

junction represents a low

Impedance Coupling

The single -tuned, double -tapped

impedance -

method (Fig. 9), a double -tuned

transformer

(T1) provides more ideal
bandpass characteristics,
the response curve having

a flatter top and steeper
skirts. While the collector

of transistor Q1 may or
may not, in practice, be
connected to a tap on the
T1 primary, a low -impedance tap on the secondary
is essential for connection
to the low -impedance base
input of transistor Q2.
Otherwise, the tuned sec-

impedance relative to
ground, hence a good

ondary would be damped
excessively (too much
bandwidth) and impedance matching would not
be achieved.

here a coupling capacitor
is not needed, the dc voltage of transistor Q1 being
blocked from the base of

Although all circuit diagrams discussed so far
showed power supply con-

match for the base of
transistor 02. Note that

Single -Tuned,
Double -Tapped,

Transformer Coupling
In another coupling

nections (V- and Vbb) at

2

CI

CI
2

C2

C2

Fig. 6-Tapped impedance

Fig. 7-Double-tapped

coupling.

impedance coupling.

CO

I

Fig. 9--Double-tuned transformer coupling.
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I

C2

ii

Fig. 10-Circuit equivalent to that in Fig. 9
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ca-

pacitance.

2

TI

CI

Fig. 8-Impedance coupling with tapped

Fig. 11-Transformer coupling with neutralization tap.

the bottom of the tank

not be said about bipolar

circuits,

transistors.
By now, most electronic technicians are familiar
with the fact that reverse -

tuning diodes), now finding widespread use in FM
tuner AFC, switchless
tuners for TV sets, as well

01 (as was the case in

as AFT and some TINT

whenever the signal volt-

CONTROL circuits in color -

age at the top of the pri-

TV sets.
But in transistors, junc-

tive direction relative to

tion capacitance can be

ground, the voltage at the

detrimental.

lows that the circuit in

of free charge carriers, it

Because of
the reverse -bias voltage

bottom of the primary
swings in a negative direc-

behaves as a dielectric be-

Fig. 10 provides the same

applied between base and

tween the carrier -rich P
and N crystals, the latter
acting as the plates of a
capacitor. The higher the

collector, the B -C junction
has a definite capacitance,
typically a few picofarads.
In some IF transistors

tion. These 180° out -of phase signals are both fed

reverse voltage applied
across a junction, the wider the depletion zone and,
therefore, the lower the
capacitance.
This junction capaci-

this Cc is large enough to

while

and/or base

collector
taps were

located higher up on the
coils, it should be pointed

out that in many cases

biased PN junctions ex-

these connections are re-

hibit capacitance; because
the depletion region in the
vicinity of the junction is
a "no man's land" devoid

versed, as illustrated in

Fig. 10. Because the power -supply terminals represent signal ground, it fol-

impedances and loading
effect as that of Fig. 9.
Neutralization

Vacuum -tube IF's normally feature pentodes,
with their well-known low
grid -to -plate capacitance.

Because of this low C..,
the IF amplifiers are sta-

ble and don't normally

tance can be either desir-

they do not normally require neutralization. Un-

able or troublesome. It
is put to good use in applications such as varactors (also called voltage

fortunately, the same can-

dependent capacitors or

tend to oscillate. Thus,

allow sufficient collector

output signal to feed back
to the base input and
cause regeneration, leading to amplifier instability
and oscillation. Neutralization is then necessary. At
the very high frequencies
of TV IF amplifiers, neutralization is quite common, although some tranmanage to get
along without it. The need
for neutralization is sometimes avoided by purposeimpedances between stages, but
sistors

is a compromise, at
best. Even in AM radio
this

receivers, with their relatively low IF frequency,
neutralization is often
necessary. To complete
our survey of coupling
methods, let's then have a
look at three popular
Fig. 12-Transformer coupling with capacitive voltage divider in timed
circuit for neutralization.

mary swings in a posi-

back to the base of Qlone through the Cb of the

transistor and the other
through neutralizing ca-

pacitor C.. They cancel
out at the base, leaving
only the actual input signal.

Single -Tuned

Transformer Coupling
with Capacitive
Neutralization Tap

A circuit consisting of
a single -tuned transformer
coupling with a capacitive
neutralization tap (Fig.

12) is basically similar to
that in Fig. 11, except
that here signal ground in

the tank circuit is at the
junction of capacitors C1

and C2, rather than at a
power supply tap on the
primary. Signals are still
out of phase at opposite
ends of the tank circuit,
however, and capacitor C.

coupling circuits that do
feature neutralization.
Single -Tuned
Transformer Coupling
with Inductive
Neutralization Tap

Just for the sake of variety, Fig. 12 shows the
base bias of transistor Q2
being shunt fed instead of

using

single -

tuned transformer coupling with an inductive
neutralization tap (Fig.
11), the step-down IF
transformer (T1) takes

care of matching transistor impedances. In addition, however, because the
power supply is connected

13-Base-to base
neutralization.

tap is at signal -ground
potential, it follows that

serves the same purpose
as in Fig. 11. Resistor R.
keeps the RF out of the

When

Fig

Fig. 10). Because the V-

to a tap on the T1 primary, only the upper portion
of the tank circuit impedance serves as a load for
the collector of transistor

power supply.

series fed as in the other
transformer -coupled circuits. This requires the use
of a coupling capacitor

(C3) to prevent shorting
the base bias to ground
through the secondary of
transformer Tl.
Base -to -Base

Neutralization
In the base -to -base neutralization circuit (Fig.

13), the neutralizing cacontinued on page 51
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Very

little
about

has been

troublewritten
shooting intermittents and

other faults of an elusive
or unconventional nature.
It seems that most technical writers choose to disregard this subject for
whatever reasons they may

methodical approach is
used in tracking them
down. The purpose of this

article is to explore some
of the ways and means of

coolants,

such as Zero

Mist, can be used. For
best results, treat only one
component at a time. This
technique is particularly

area. Although in this application we are primarily
concerned with the input
signal, much the same type

of thinking can also be

such an approach-par-

effective in weeding out

applied to the output sig-

ticularly the "bi-polar" approach to troubleshooting
intermittents. The term

marginal transistors, capacitors and resistors.

nal,

have. This is unfortunate

because more time has

"bi-polar" means exactly
what the name implies in

been wasted by more tech-

the practical application of

Line Voltage (High -Low)

Quite often intermittent
faults will not show up

nicians trying to resolve the techniques to follow. when a set is being opersuch problems than per- We simply subject the set ated at normal line volthaps in any other area of to various pre -determined age, but will when the set
their technical endeavors. "extreme" or "opposite" is subjected to either high
Few, if any, technicians modes of operation and or low line. In the appliwould venture the thought observe what changes, if cation of this technique,
that they have found ser- any, take place. Pro- the line voltage is set above
vicing intermittents profit- nounced changes from the and below normal line
able. One of the reasons for norm indicate a potential (120v) by approximately
this, and there are others, problem or problem area. 10 percent (108v and
132v). The set should be
is that the general apoperated at both voltage
proach to troubleshooting Temperature (Hot -Cold)
intermittents has for the
Many components that extremes for about 15
most part been "intermit- are on the verge of being minutes. Usually the fault
tent" also; sometimes con- defective become quite will show up by then, if
sensitive, its going to show up at all.
sisting of nothing more temperature
than trying to "out stare" much the same as a bad A variac, of course, is
the fault and hoping des- tooth. That being the case, necessary for providing
perately that it will go one of the quickest ways these voltages.
away, or present itself per- to spot them is to subject

e.g.,

VOLUME,

by

changing
or

CONTRAST,

any other control that affects the output signal
level. Needless to say, such
control change effects

should be observed under
both weak and strong input signal conditions to
make them meaningful. A
somewhat different application of this technique is

to observe the dc operation of various stages ON
and OFF signal, particular-

ly the plate/collector circuits. Nearly all plate/
collector circuits (except
"common" variety)
usually respond quite drathe

matically to changes in
signal level/strength.

Frequency (Up -Down)

To use a couple of examples in point: What
happens at the bottom

come more manageable.

them to the "hot -cold"
treatment. Heat can be ap-

Signal (Weak -Strong)
Changing the strength

the

plied with a low -wattage

of

component under test. To
cool the component, any
of the commercial spray

be operated on the weakest and then on the stron-

at low frequencies may not

gest signal available in the

frequencies. Checking the
operation of suspected sections/stages
throughout

manently so that it will bewish becomes

The

father of the thought.

Be that as it may, intermittents

are

never

"easy" to resolve. However, they can be made a
lot easier to resolve if a

end of the FM dial may
not be the equivalent of
soldering iron. The solder- sometimes present faults what happens at the top
ing iron should not make that would otherwise go end of the dial. How an
physical contact with the undetected. The set should audio amplifier responds
the input signal

will

How to Troubleshoot
Intermittents

by A. A. Kleeger

be the same as at high

their entire frequency
spectrum is another useful
technique that can be used
to uncover elusive faults.
One point not to overlook

in your checks is to take
into consideration all the
frequencies that the said
sections/stages

Some general tips for servicing all intermittent circuits

process.

Do not settle for the first
one that comes to mind. In
The author is technical
services co-ordinator of the
Consumer Service Division
of Electrohome Limited.
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some cases, signal substitution (variable or sweep)
may be necessary to carry
out such frequency checks
conclusively.

Mechanics
(Stable -Unstable)
Most sets in their normal environments are not

light sensitive, e.g., light
dependent resistors, various neon bulbs, some
transistors, etc. Although
these devices are not that
frequently encountered in
most sets, nevertheless

on the CRT screen. Many

they present a potential
problem area that should

the coin." This technique
is also very effective in

not be overlooked. Ob-

pin -pointing faults that re-

intermittents do not disrupt

any

dc

voltages,

therefore the need for a
piece of equipment that
lets you see what is happening on "both sides of

stresses, strains or distur-

serving how much devices
respond to light and dark-

late to "cold start" and

bances of any significance.
mechanical
However,

ness will pin point any

operation. A dc scope is
perhaps the best piece of

subjected to mechanical

problems that may exist.

faults can be the cause of
many intermittents, e.g.,
cold solder joints, unsoldered connections, poor

Controls
(Minimum -Maximum)

grounds, etc. A good visual
inspection plus tapping

point is simply how stages/
circuits respond when various service/customer con-

various components, terminals, sockets, connections, etc., will quickly uncover them. The tap test is

about the most effective
way there is of locating intermittent tubes. Needless

to say, this applies to picture tubes as well.
Environment (Dry -Damp)

A set in a dry environment may perform very
well, but not equally as
well in a damp environment or vice -versa. Always keep this in mind,

One often overlooked

trols are rotated throughout

their

range.

This

seems so obvious that its
hardly worth mentioning,
and that probably explains

why it is the most overlooked factor of all. Always make it a point to
check the circuit response
of all pertinent controls
and/or adjustments before bringing out the
"heavy artillery." In many
cases you will find your-

self sitting on top of the
problem at hand without

"hot

start"

modes

of

Last, but not least, there
nothing
is
absolutely

wrong with increasing or
decreasing the values of
certain key resistors and/

or capacitors on a trial
and error basis. For example, when dealing with
a general tolerance shift in
one direction or the other,
little is gained by replacing half

a dozen com-

ponents when changing
the value of one key component will usually do the
trick. If you stop and

ty area, such as a base-

to operate with the con-

are all about. It is true of

room.
Two handy service aids

trols/adjustments set at or
near mechanical center.

course,

recreation

to add to your list of "intermittent exterminators"

is a good spray mist dispenser (water) and a small
fan heater. With these aids

you can simulate either
condition in the shop or
home at will. This is a
very effective way to localize frequency
high -voltage arc

drift,
over,

corona problems, etc.
Lighting (Light -Dark)
This only applies to

those components that are

Metering (AC -DC)

A good way to localize
intermittents is to meter

said about such an ap-

come to grips with the

(Increase-Decreasa)

ment, that is what your socalled field modifications

ment

or "observation" while
operating under normal
shop conditions. About
the only thing that can be

RC Values

with a set that is being ment. Bear in mind that
most circuits are designed

to approach an intermittent problem is to leave a
set supposedly "on test"

proach is that it seems to
be an acceptable and usually an unchallenged way
of procrastination. But
sooner or later, you must

think about it for a mo-

operated in a high -humidi-

Conclusion
It should be mentioned
that one of the worst ways

equipment there is for
troubleshooting intermit tents, particularly if it is a
dual -trace instrument.

any further major involve-

particularly when dealing

box is another handy item
to add to your list.

that the initial

problem, whether you like
it or not, as the fault may
take hours/days/weeks to
show up if left on its own
wiles. Better tackle the
problem at once and
"brute force" the fault; as
something most surely has
to give, and usually it will.

Very seldom will you be
disappointed in this respect.
We now have 10

"tools" (and there are undoubtedly more) to cope
with

intermittents

and

other elusive and/or unconventional faults. They
can be used in any order
you wish, singly or in unison. The unison approach
is preferable in the more

values were chosen with
what appeared to be best
under the circumstances,

difficult cases as it in-

but that does not mean

the temperature and line -

that the choice was infalli-

creases your "fire power."

For example: combining

voltage checks can be a

the input and output circuits of various stages to

ble or irrevocable. One
word of caution: When

lot more effective

determine
where
the
breakdown is occuring. A

using this method, make

ually; and so with any of

VOM or a VTVM is a

sure that you do not introduce a second fault in
the course of correcting
the first one. If in doubt,
give the set the "bi-polar"
treatment in its entirety
after the modification has

the others. Any number
of checks can be used in
unison; the nature of the
fault and your expertise

poor second choice for
this

purpose. A better

choice is a scope with a dc

input so that both the ac
and dc components of any

signal or voltage can be
displayed

simultaneously

than
carrying them out individ-

will largely determine the
choice. The main thing to

remember when dealing

been carried out. A re- with such faults is: think
sistor/capacitor
decade "bi-polar."
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Simple Technique
Makes Inventory
Forecasting Easier
by Raymond E. Herzog

Dealers and servicers-Here's a simple
technique for better inventory control and more
efficient business operation
If forecasting the demand for one
of your sales or service items has got
you confused. . . . If you're tired of

having too many of an item, or too
few, too often. . . . You'll be interested in knowing about a simple way
to estimate demand-easily and
methodically.
Such a way for logical forecasts is
the exponential smoothing technique. It replaces mere guesswork so

thing, he mentally juggles these two
demand factors in deciding on a new
estimate. So this exponential
smoothing technique is really nothing new.

Take this alpha factor, for in-

further. The important things to
know about values of alpha are

stance; it is not used in one's mental
juggling. And so it is this alpha factor that becomes an important part
of our methodical forecasting tech-

zero or one are not valid in the

Or is it?

prevalent in forecasting. Although
not 100 percent accurate, this technique, nonetheless, should provide

nique.

meaningful information in:

Exponential Smoothing

Alpha, as we've said, is a "weighting factor." It determines how much
effort the difference between the actual demand and its corresponding
forecasted demand will have on defining the new forecast.
An important aspect of alpha is in
its origin. For indeed, it is from the

Technique Formula

alpha factor that the name "expo-

predicting the sales for a given
product

estimating the number of service
parts that will be needed

The basic concept of the exponential smoothing technique consid-

ers both what is forecasted to happen and what actually does happen.
The difference between the forecasted demand and the actual demand is then used in a simple formula along with a "weighting factor"
known as alpha (a). This factor
yields a number which then becomes
the forecast for the next time period:

as the number of time periods gets
greater and greater.
And with that mouthful of definition we've said enough, since it is a
complicated subject when pursued

Alpha Factor

nential" comes.
A mathematical function is expo-

summarized in Table I.
Values of alpha range from near
zero to near one. (Values of exactly

formula.) Typically, alpha ranges
from 0.1 to 0.5.
When demand patterns change
rapidly, it would be better to use a
higher value of alpha. However,
since a high alpha takes into account

only a few previous time periods,
there's a greater chance for less accuracy in such a forecast.
Example

Here's an example with two
values of alpha to show how the extechnique
smoothing
ponential

nential if, when plotted, its curve

works. The solid line in the chart

changes quite rapidly at its start and

plots a hypothetical actual demand

more gradually near the end of its
plot. When the alpha factor is plotted over a number of time periods,
its affective weighting on demand
decreases in an exponential manner

for an item over 12 time periods.
The dashed line plots the forecasted

demand for an alpha value of 0.5;
the dotted line, a forecasted demand
for a 0.2 alpha.

Table I-Effects of Alpha in Exponential Smoothing Formula

Item

High value
of Alpha

Low value
of Alpha

amount of weight that alpha has
rate of change
number of previous time periods considered

great
fast
few

moderate
slow
many

new forecast = old forecast + a
(actual demand-old forecast)

That the formula should take into

account the forecasted and the actual demands is understandable. Af-

ter all, when one estimates some 42
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Start at time To with a

forecast does not use the formula
since there's no past data. We simply
put down an estimate; recalling our
general assumption of a gradual increase in business. A good estimate

We'll plot some points, step-bystep, using the technique with an

known demand for the item of, say,
12 units. (This would be the amount
just sold or used.)
Step 2: Having the actual demand
of 12 units, we now forecast the anticipated demand for the next time

alpha of 0.5.

period at T1. Note that this

We'll assume that there'll be a
gradual increase in business. Our
job, then, is to accurately forecast

Step 1:

just how many units of our item we'll
need for each upcoming time period.

first

for Ti 's demand would be, say, 12
units.
Step 3: Now, using the formula,

we can forecast the demand expect-

ed at time T.. For our situation at
time T1 -forecasting for time T. -

Inventory Forecasting: R. E. Herzog
ACTUAL DEMAND VS. FORECASTED DEMAND
USING EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING TECHNIQUE

we have:
new forecast = old forecast + a (ac tut, demand -old forecast)
12)=
new forecast = 12 + 0.5 (13

16 -

12.5
actual demand

15-

Since we can't sell part of a unit,
that 12.5 units would become 13
units in practice. But for illustrating
the technique, we'll plot the fraction-

--- forecasted demand
for alpha = 0.5

al values.

forecasted demand

for alpha = 0.2

14--

Step 4: Continuing with the formula, we forecast successive time periods. At time T., the formula
would work out as:

0

0,,

start here with actual demand

-0 /

/
t]

in*

t

.

new forecast = 12.5 + 0.5 (13 -

.

12.5) = 12.8
Step 5: We'll

,A

go

through

one

more plot, which brings up a point
to remember. At time T2 :
new forecast = 12.8 + 0.5 (11 -

I.
7

12.8) = 11.9

Notice that the actual demand

0

11-

was less than the forecasted demand.

This requires that the alpha quantity be subtracted from the 12.8.
You may wish to study the calculations shown in Table II to see how

these steps can be carried out further -both with an alpha value of
0.5 and an alpha value of 0.2. This
data is graphed to form the curves

first forecasted demand using formula

first forecasted demand not using formula

I

To

I

I

11

T2

I

13

14

T5

T6

T7

Ts

T9

I

I

I

T10

T11

112

Time (weeks, months, quarters, etc.)
Fig.

shown in Fig. 1.
As indicated in the table, a smaller value of alpha produces a slower
change in the forecasted values. This

is evident in comparing the dashed

1 -Actual demand vs. forecasted demand using exponential smoothing technique.

line

(a = 0.5) and the dotted line

(a = 0.2).

And in comparing either of the

Table II -Data Points for Plotting the Chart

+ 0.5(13 - 12 ) = 12.5

T1

12

T2
T;

12.5 + 0.5(13

T4

T,;
T7

T,

T

T1
T11

-

12.5) = 12.8

12.8 + 0.5(11 - 12.8) = 11.9
11.9 + 0.5(13 - 11.9) = 12.5
12.5 + 0.5(10 - 12.5) = 11.2
0.5(14 - 11.2) = 12.6
11.2
12.6 + 0.5(13 - 12.6) = 12.8
12.8 + 0.5(14 - 12.8) = 13.4
13.4 + 0.5(13 - 13.4) = 13.2
13.2 + 0.5(13 - 13.2) = 13.1
13.1 + 0.5(15 - 13.1) = 14.1

+ 0.2(13 - 12 ) = 12.2
12.2 + 0.2(13 - 12.2) = 12.4

12

12.4 + 0.2(11

12.4) = 12.1

12.1 + 0.2(13 - 12.1) = 12.3
12.3 + 0.2(10 - 12.3) = 11.8
11.8 + 0.2(14 - 11.8) = 12.2
12.2 + 0.2(13 - 12.2) = 12.4
12.4 + 0.2(14 - 12.4) = 12.7
12.7 + 0.2(13 - 12.7) = 12.8
12.8 + 0.2(13 - 12.8) = 12.8
12.8 + 0.2(15 - 12.8) = 13.2

forecasted plots with the actual de-

mand (solid line), we see that the
net effect of the exponential smoothtechnique is a "smoothing"
(what else!) of the fluctuations.

ing

Now that you've seen how to
work the formula in this example,
why not give it a try in your own situation. Go back over your past rec-

ords and see how the technique
might have helped. Then, starting
today, use this technique for more
accurate forecasts tomorrow.
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Conway's Model 639
Multitestset
by Phillip Dahien

Has an input resistance of up to 100M

Conway's Model

639 Multitestset. For more
details, circle 900 on the Reader Service Card.

This is the first FET meter that

AC and DC Voltage
(full scale)

1.5mv, 5mv, 15mv, 50mv, 150mv, 500mv, 1.5v,
5v, 15v, 50v, 150v, 500v, 1500v (plus 5kv, 15kv,
50kv with accessory probe-although maximum
input should be limited to 30kv)

RF Voltage with
optional RF Probe
(full scale)

To 1000MHz
1.5v, 5v, 15v

an example, I have held the ground
lead between one pair of fingers and
the other test lead between another
pair of fingers, on the same hand,

AC and DC Current
(full scale)

0.15/2a, 1.5µa, 15µa, 150µa, 1.5ma, 15ma, .150ma,

and obtained voltage readings as

Resistance Ranges

have encountered that has
such an extremely low loading
we

effect on the circuitry under test. In

fact, for those few that are not familiar with such a high -impedance
instrument, the initial reaction may

be that there is something wrong
when first making measurements. As

high as 5v. Why? Because my hand
did not have a low enough resistance
to dissipate the static charges gen-

erated by my feet on the rug. (As
you will note in this month's cover

1.5a (plus 5a, 15a, 50a, 150a with accessory
shunt box)

DC Voltage and
Current Accuracy

0 to 10K, 0 to 1M, 0 to 100M, 0 to 10,000M.
1.5%

AC Voltage and
Current Accuracy

10Hz to 30Hz
30Hz to 10kHz
10kHz to 20kHz

± 3%
± 1.5%
-±3%

the static charges generated.
Having such an exceptional high

AC Voltage with
RF Probe

± 5%

impedance, the instrument is also
capable of making extremely low
current measurements-providing

1kHz to 300MHz
300MHz to 700MHz
700MHz to 1GHz

Input Impedance

photo, the company decided to car-

pet our electronics lab.) With the
two test leads shorted together, no
voltages were measured, whatever

full scale dc current readings as low
as 0.15p.a.
Unlike some instruments that

have so many meter scales that it
sometimes becomes difficult to lo-

cate the right one for the desired
measurement, this instrument has
but scales for battery check, decibel
measurement, and resistance measurement, plus two scales for all remaining functions.
Manufacturer specifications include some additional interesting information concerning this instrument:
44 I

DC Voltage
DC Voltage (with
high -voltage probe)
AC Millivolts
AC Volts

Voltage Drop for
AC and DC
Current Measurements

150mv

Ohmmeter
Open -Circuit
Conditions

Resistance Voltage
Range
Maximum
x 10
1.2v
x 1K
1.2v

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, AUGUST 1973

x 100K
x 10M

1.2v
1.2v

ldB

± 3dB

100M

1000M
10M, 60pf
100M, 20pf

Current
Maximum
12ma
120µ,a
1.2p.a
0.0121Aa

Power
Maximum
3.6mw
36.0pw

0.36µw
0.0036µw

Semiconductors
you can
depend on
for customers
who depend
on you.

We're in this business together.
Tube Produ:ts De3artmert, Owensboro, Ke -ducky 42301

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COLORFAX
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Heath generators
are your best buy

Color -TV Chassis K18-Two-Function Remote Control

The two -function remote control models, 18TS121C and
19TS341C, covered in Admiral's manual S1275C have an

outboard relay in addition to the re ays on the remote

kit only
RL101

6995:z

RELAY

IS4OINNV1770511100.

VIO.

RLIO
TERMINAL
VIEW OF RELAY

I

O

0

09

O

0 -0

Hiw

5

assembled just

0

9950:::

J107
*SOCKET

GRAY

WIRING

Now you can buy these Heath solid-state sine -square wave
generators as kits or factory -assembled & calibrated. Either

VIEW

way you get famous Heath quality and an essential piece
of service equipment at low cost. Use for testing audio
amplifiers for gain and frequency response...as a source

for harmonic distortion measurements...as an external

BRN

modulator for an RF generator. The square wave output is
ideal as a trigger for checking digital circuitry.
This generator provides sine wave output from 1 Hz to 100
kHz, with less than 0.1% distortion from 10 Hz to 100 kHz.

YEL.
2(

Eight switch -selected output ranges are available from

6)

are available from 5 Hz to 100 kHz at levels up to 10 V.
Both sine and square wave signals are available simultaneously. Other features include internal or external load...
front panel meter for monitoring sine wave output in volts
& dB...all solid-state design. Buy it in kit form and enjoy
maximum savings. Order it assembled and get it ready to
work. Either way, you get a versatile, quality generator..

.11111.111.

Mii MN

SOCKET
WIRING VIEW

control chassis. This relay, Power ON/OFF (83A56-1) is
mounted on a separate bracket and has Molex connectors
which plug into the remote amplifier and the tuner cluster.
The wiring diagram for the Power ON/OFF relay assembly, which is shown in illustration above, was not included
in the service manual.

I

$69.95'
$99.50*

GENERAL ELECTRIC

MOM= OM=

Heath Company
IDept. 181-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Color -TV Chassis C2/CD, 1.2/LB-Power-Supply Diode Failure

HEATH

Schlumberger

II Please send latest Heath catalog.
0 Enclosed is $
plus shipping.
Please send model(s)-

I

Repeated failure of power supply diodes Y402, Y403,
Y404 and Y405 may be caused by picture tube arcs, which
RED LEA

8557/
SYNC BOARD

Address
City

State

Zip

'Mad order prices: F.O.B. factory.

OM IM ME MI IMO

11111 Ell NM

... for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card

I

TO GREEN SCREEN GRID

RED LEAD

ARCS IN THIS AREA

Name

Title
Company/Institution

46

GRAY

J106

and substantial savings over comparable equipment through
Heath's low, direct -to -you prices. Order now... or send for
your FREE catalog below.
Kit IG-18, 12 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated, SG -18A, 10 lbs.

RED

VIHT.

0.003 to 10 V. Square wave signals with a rise time of 50 ns
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TE-284

R557

SCREEN CONTROLS

SYNC BOARD

SCREEN CONTR. LS

are coupled into the 8+ circuits through a secondary arc
from the picture -tube green -screen -grid copper pad to the

copper pad for the B+ end of resistor R557 (on sync
board) as shown in the illustration below.

Remove the B+ end of resistor R557 and the red B+
lead from the board and reconnect by means of a "flying
joint" covered with heat -shrinkable tubing (Cat. No.
EP9OXI ) .

Color -TV

The

Chassis MA-MOSFET Failure in Tuner No. EP86X19

symptom of a shorted MOSFET RF Amplifier

transistor in the tuner may be difficult to evaluate and lead

to unnecessary adjustments and improper repair unless
the following procedure is followed:
With the "Auto" button OFF (light out) and the receiver
properly fine tuned, an interference or slightly high noise
level may be observed on one or more channels. A weak
to moderate signal level may show little or no interference.
Retuning won't clear the problem. The stronger the signal,
the worse the condition. The interference may look similar
to mistuning into sound, as might occur with AFC misadjusted. Severe cases appear as streaks, like cross modula-

Heath VTVMs
are your best buy
kit only

2995::

tion.

Test the tuner to determine if the MOSFET is shorted.
This can be done by unsoldering the AGC lead from the
tuner, discharging the AGC tuner terminal to ground and
then measuring the voltage at the open AGC terminal. If
the voltage at this terminal is positive by more than a perceptible movement of the meter (the voltage should be
zero), the MOSFET is shorted or partially shorted and the

EP86X19 VHF TUNER - NEW CONNECTIONS

A.

ADD CHOKE
56.1.

-- -

72V 5, - RED LEAD IN CABLE TO I.F NODULE CONNECTOR

tuner should be replaced.
Another test is to adjust RF AGC. If the adjustment has

little effect and AGC voltage at the tuner with a strong
signal fails to drop below 9v positive, the MOSFET is defective and the tuner should be replaced.
To minimize a possible repeat of the problem, a small

encased type choke coil (56p.h EP36X33) should be

soldered to the 22v B+ terminal on the tuner and in series
with the red 22v B+ bus wire. This wire is the one in the
cable group going to the IF module connector as shown
in the illustration above.
New replacement tuners will have the choke coil and in-

structions included. Receivers manufactured with chassis
code 5D4P and later have the choke.
Color -TV Chassis MA-VOLUME Critical to Adjust

If the VOLUME control is critical to adjust with maximum audio attained within the first 30% of travel of the
VOLUME control arm, make the following changes:
On audio modules exhibiting this condition, with Date
Code before 5G2P, change resistor R508 from 51005/ to
62005I. Beginning with Date Code 5G2P, the VOLUME
control range has been optimized at the factory.
The position of the VOLUME control knob (slider) is determined by the audio output tolerance rating of IC501.
With nominal audio output from IC501, the VOLUME control will function through its normal range.

If the audio output from IC501 is near or at its maximum output tolerance rating, then the VOLUME control
must be retarded more than usual to attenuate the greater

assembled just

5595*

Now you can buy Heath's popular VTVMs as kits or factory -assembled & calibrated. Either way you get famous
Heath reliability and the features you want in a bench

VTVM...and a price you can afford. We've sold over
100,000 of these VTVMs...and the reasons are obvious.
Measures AC & DC voltage from 1.5 to 1500 V full scale in
seven ranges... measures AC P -P in seven full scale ranges

from 4 V to 4 kV...seven resistance ranges with 10 ohm
center scale, x1 to x1 megohm. Additional features include
single test probe for all measurements...big 41/2" meter...
11 megohm input impedance for minimum loading...25
Hz to 1 MHz response...120/240 VAC operation.
Buy it in kit form for maximum savings. Or order it factory
assembled and calibrated, ready to go to work for you.
Either way, you get a versatile, high quality service tool...
and enjoy substantial savings over comparable equipment
through Heath's low, direct -to -you prices. Order now...or
send for your FREE catalog below.
829.95'

Kit IM -18, 5 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated
SM-20A, 6 lbs.

Heath Company
Dept. 187-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

855.95*

HEATH

Schiumberger

0 Please send latest Heath catalog.
plus shipping.
Enclosed is $
Please send model(s)_
Name

Title
Company/Institution
Address

'Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

continued on page 48
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.

.

.

1

Zip

State

C,ty

or

7E-285 .4,4

for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX."

KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

continued from page 47

output. This places the slider in a position on the control
nearer to the left end, where a larger resistance change
occurs over a shorter mechanical path and the control becomes critical to adjust.

Heath DVMs
are your best buy

121EM3

133

kit only

7995'

20

haw

P

tif=

frX

504

S.

(503

.0./

Increasing the resistance of resistor R508 allows the
slider to be repositioned so that the VOLUME control will
operate over its normal range.
Color -TV Chassis MA-Circuit Breaker Tripping

Wait at least 45 sec. before resetting the circuit breaker.

By design, resistor R 1318 always heats prior to circuit
HIGH
VOLT.

RE G.

130V

assembled just

120 1405

120(x)*

P1301

6i307
5.5w
-VVs,

Now you can buy these Heath digital voltmeters as kits or
factory -assembled & calibrated. Either way you get that
famous Heath quality...and modern, accurate bench meas-

51318

9,4W
I

urement capability at the right price. Two and one-half
digit cold -cathode readout eliminates parallax and reading
errors. Measures positive or negative DC voltages from 10
mV to 1000 V with 10 mV resolution and automatic polarity

indication...handy front panel switch eliminates lead
switching. Measures AC voltages from 10 mV to 700 V with
10 mV resolution. Measures AC and DC current from 10 uA
to 2 A with resolution of 10 uA. Measures 1 ohm to 2 megohms with 1 ohm resolution. And the decimal is automatically placed correctly at all times.
Other features include overrange indication...non-blinking
display...dual primary transformer for 120/240 VAC opera-

tion...built-in calibration standards. Buy your new DVM in
kit form and get maximum savings. Or order it factory assembled and calibrated, ready to use. Either way, you get
that famous Heath quality and value through our low cost,
direct -to -you sales. Order yours now and enjoy accurate,
low cost measurements. Or use coupon below to get your
FREE Heath catalog.
Kit IM -1202, 6 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated
SM-600, 6 lbs.

I= EMI

579.95*
$120.00*

BIM Ell OM ME 11111 MI

Heath Company
IDept. 192-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

HEAT II

Schlumberger

II0 Please send latest Heath catalog.
0 Enclosed is S
plus shipping.
Please send model(s)
Title
ICompany/Institution

Zip

State

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

*II MI NI In III

7E-286

ME Mil Ell MIME 11111w
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111308
271(
H. V.

sell

51.1`g
302

71303

0306

(1305

10741

ICRET

25v,.r

25v

ADJ.

b.

81315

Mr
200V

100

.

Illlll

I

21(

81310

750

ERROR
AMP

Aft
I

Y I 3 01

22 v

TP1303

22v

(1303
,00047

81309

6.24

81313

0.47

2r

I_

81316
100

--(1702E1

20081f
200V

breaker tripping. Quick resetting or holding the circuit
breaker will damage this resistor on the high -voltage regulator module. Tripping can be caused by control misadjustment, allowing the receiver to operate from a few minutes
to many hours before tripping.
High -voltage Setting: Adjust BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST
controls fully counterclockwise (CCW). Adjust HIGH VOLTAGE control R 1315 on the high -voltage module for
26.5kv at the picture tube anode. This is at minimum beam
current (black screen).

Be sure to let us know your new address.

Address
City

Of

RI70?

400

R 131 2

OVERLOAD

-÷-"`

(1702A

150v,IW,3%

01304

MOVING?

Name

IN

71302

C1301

Too-
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Please enclose a complete address label from
one of your recent issues.

TECHNICAL DIGEST

KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

EMERSON
Radio Model 31P86-Excessive Hum When Operating from AC Power

If you encounter excessive audio hum at minimum voL-

control settings when operated from ac power, the
probable cause could be a ground loop condition.
UME

To correct this problem, change the grounding of resistor R42 from its printed circuit board connection to the
ground lug of the VOLUME control, R37. This wiring change
can be made without removing the print circuit board, as
shown in illustration.
If resistor R42 is wired in the print -circuit board, clip

Heath scopes
are your best buy
:it only

329

the ground lead of the resistor and, using an additional
lead, connect it to the ground lug of resistor R37. Or you
can clip out the resistor and wire in a new 10011 resistor
between original resistor lead at transistor Q7 and the resistor R37 ground lug.
R42

CLIP

e

*1*

ee

R

R 38

mire

C32

LP

\ TO GND
EMITTER

TO

PCB

EMITTER
Q7

R42

R42

CLIP

assembled jus..

47500*

TO

GND

TO

EMITTER

07

TO

GND
PCB

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Now you can buy these new Heath solid-state 15 MHz
triggered sweep scopes as kits or factory assembled &

TV Chassis SF-Vertical Buzz

calibrated. Either way you get famous Heath quality and a

Vertical buzz can be caused by the heat from resistor
R404, causing the temperature of the vertical output transformer to rise sufficiently to soften the transformer wax.
This allows the transformer laminations to vibrate, causing
buzz.

To correct the problem remove resistor R404 from its
bracket. Remove one screw and disassemble the bracket
from the transformer and electrolytic capacitor. Then bend
bracket 90' as shown in illustration and reassemble bracket
and resistor. Allow transformer about one hour to cool off
before applying power. This allows the wax to harden.
Maintain the following dimensions for the indicated receiver: In the SF 1600 Series receivers, slide resistor R404
down in the clip to create at least a 1/2 -in. space between it

and the bottom of the VHF tuner cover. In the SF2200
Series receivers, maintain at least a 1 -in. space between the
resistor and the antenna terminal assembly.
ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITOR

scope that delivers everything you need in a service instrument at a price you can afford to pay. Check out the
features: DC -15 MHz vertical bandwidth with fast 24 ns
risetime...10 mV input sensitivity... 12 calibrated vertical
attenuator positions up to 50 V/cm...1 megohm/40 pf input impedance for low circuit loading...600 VDC maximum
input voltage...22 calibrated sweep rates from 2 seconds/
cm to 0.2 microseconds/cm... x5 magnifier for maximum

sweep of 40 ns/cm ...positive & negative slope triggering...auto or normal modes...AC/DC coupling...provision for external triggering .._built-in calibrator...regulated
power supply for high stability...big 6 x 10 cm screen.
Buy this new solid-state scope in kit form for maximum
savings. Or order it factory assembled and calibrated.
ready to use. Either way, you enjoy famous Heath quality
and value... and you save substantially over comparable
equipment through Heath's low, direct -to -you prices. Order

now...or send for your FREE Heath catalog below.
$329.95*

Kit 10-104, 44 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated SO -106A,
40 lbs.

pim

$475.00*

NI

Heath Company
Dept. 199-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

HEATH

Schlumberger

Please send latest Heath catalog.
Ei Enclosed is S
Please send model(s)

plus shipping.

Name

Title
Company/Institution

CIRCUIT
BOARD

Address

VERTICAL
TRANSFORMER

continued on page 50

City

*MI

Zip

State

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

7E-287 AP
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TECHNICAL DIGEST...
continued from page 49

The reason
a Platt tool case
won't fall apart
at the seams
is because there
are no seams.

MAGNAVOX
Record Changer Model W832-Binding When Turned ON

Reports have been encountered on several Model W832
Record changers that bound when an attempt was made to

turn them ON. The binding was caused by the Rest Release Lever, item 85 in the accompanying sketch, binding
against the Tone Arm Rest Lever, Item 9-3. When the

DIRECTION OF MOTION

1811

REST RELEASE LINK

185)

REST RELEASE LEVER
19-31

TONE ARM
REST LEVER

(87)

SAFETY SLIDE
WITHDRAW BAR

In a 5 -year period, with most other tool cases, you'll
go through about 3 pallets.
The reason ? Since the pockets on conventional pallets
are stitched and riveted, they eventually tear loose at the
seams. The pockets on a Platt pallet are molded without

any seams, stitches or rivets to form a one-piece unit.
They are practically indestructible.
The case itself is that same rugged one-piece molded

plied to the under side of Lip "A" in an effort to reduce
the friction between the two parts. When this failed, the
lip angle was increased slightly, i.e., bent away from the
baseplate. A very slight bending was all that was required
to reduce the friction and correct the problem.

construction. It's made of tough, lightweight, ABS

Desoldering Aid

Thermoplastic.
And besides being stronger than other cases, a Platt
tool case is much lighter.
Also on a Platt tool case there's an aluminum rim for
extra strength.
A heavy-duty, steel core handle.
And positive closure drawbolt locks.
A Platt tool case is as practical as it is strong. There

The ever-increasing use of printed -circuit boards and
modules requires that a solder -sucker or desoldering device of some type be made a part of the technician's tool

are compartments for extra tools and equipment and
multiple lid pockets for papers and order books.
To sum up a Platt tool case: Strong, lightweight,
practical, good looking, plus a 5 -year guarantee on the
case and pallets.
It all equals an unequalled tool case.

Platt

LUGGAGE

2301 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago, III. 60616

(312) 225-6670

... for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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FUNCTION selector is turned to the ON position, the Rest
Release Link (81) moves in the direction shown, pivoting
the Rest Release Lever. Additional lubricant was first ap-

I
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kit. The occasion still arises from time to time when a
tube 'or IC socket or some other multi -contact device must

be replaced on a printed circuit and the desoldering aid
isn't readily available.

The next time this happens to you, try this trick. Take
a piece of braided copper from a coaxial or shielded cable
4- to 6 -in. long and flatten it between your fingers. Im-

pregnate the braid with flux by either dipping it into a
liquid -type or rubbing it with a paste -type flux.

Lay the end of the prepared braid on one of the terminals to be desoldered and apply heat from a low -wattage
soldering iron or gun. With a slight pressure, you will feel
the solder connection liquefy, and the braid will move toward the board as the molten solder is "wicked" into the
braid. Lift the iron and braid at this time. Usually all of
the excess solder will have been removed from the con-

nection. Repeat the process using a new section of the

treated braid if some solder remains at the connection.
Handle each remaining connection in the manner just
described, remembering that excessive heat lifts the foil
and damages the board. After all connections have been
desoldered, the device being removed will usually drop
free of the board or perhaps dangle by a thin thread or
two of solder. Just a touch of the iron will complete the

NO RESIDUE NON-FLAMMABLE
NON-TOXIC NON-CONDUCTOR

job.

A couple of points of caution. Don't allow the contaminated end of the braid to get too long. Clip it off with a
pair of diagonals to prevent its sticking to nearby points.
Hold the braid a couple of inches back from the point of
iron contact or wear some kind of protection on the hand.

A CHEMICALLY PURE (LEANING AGENT

WITH:

ITS

1. SELECTIVE CLEANING POWER
- removes greases, oils, dirt

The braid does get excessively warm. Use rosin base flux.
Combination Radio/TV Models 108017, 108019, 1C8021-Continuous
VHF Search, Radio Search or Record Reject

A Model 1C8017, 1C8019 or 1C8021 vertical three-way
TV console may, depending upon the position of the func-

tion selector switch, search continuously on VHF TV or
radio or reject records repeatedly. The fault lies in a .1/2.f
capacitor soldered across the record reject solenoid beneath the record changer baseplate.
The problem can be eliminated by removing the capacitor, without replacement. After the capacitor has been removed, a reed relay K1 on the remote receiver may have
to be gently tapped to free its contacts.

and organic soils with no effect
on the article being cleaned.
2. EXCELLENT PENETRATING

INSTANT
`ONTAC.f

AND WETTING ACTION - Its
high density and low surface

1.-EANE"

tension permits maximum pen-

iihZ_9 Residue
L'hnont

etration of most minute crev-

..... se, "r

ices where its superior wetting
action then cleans even most
difficult materials.

TWITCHES PETE
isor HEADS TU../11:10

...055 INSTAW..'"

"INTED CIACW.

3. PURITY - evaporates com-

TEL C TEL EGO

pletely - leaves NO residue.
4. SAFETY - Non -explosive, nonflammable, non-toxic.

5. STABILITY - does not react
chemically with other materials.
SEND FOR

Available in 7 & 16 oz. aerosols

FREE SAMPLE

with "Snorkel Tubes"

LPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.

TRANSISTOR IF...

2050 COTNER AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025

PHONE: (213)478 0095

continued from page 39
.

pacitor is connected between the bases of tran-

sistors Q2 and 01, the
usual phase reversal provided by transformer Ti

ods not covered in this article, such as R -C coupling

instead of tuned circuits
between stages-such as

being used to feed back to

featured in General Electric's U-1 chassis (TEK-

a signal of opposite phase
to that feeding back to the

tuned coupling, such as
between the second and

same point from the col-

third IF's in Zenith's
19CC19 chassis (TEKFAX 1397); to mention a

the base of 01 (via CO

lector

of 01

(through
Neutralization is
therefore achieved.

0.).

Conclusion

To wrap things up, it
might be a good idea,
while these nine popular
coupling methods are still
fresh on your mind, to examine schematic diagrams
of actual receivers, and
take a good look at those
transistorized IF circuits.
And TEKFAX schematics

might not be a bad place
to start!
The majority of the coupling circuits will probably

FAX 1398); or

series -

couple of marked departures from our circuit survey. Also, many modifications and/or combinations

of the nine basic circuits
presented here are likely
to be encountered.
By and large, however,

the writer hopes that this
review of coupling methods has helped to remove
some of the mystery sometimes associated with these

transistor IF circuits. Understanding circuitry usually leads to more efficient
troubleshooting, and, in

now look familiar. Occa-

the final analysis, that is

sionally, however, you will
find some coupling meth -

what all technicians should

hope to achieve.

.

.
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Put it to
Work!
NEW AND ONLY

FRM SCONUMESE
INDUFPRSTRY'S

ICED
PROFESSIONAL

FERVM.
Model

KI*323.935
Use the battery powered Solid State EICO 239 on your
bench or n the field. Check semiconductor and vacuum
tube circuits. 11 Megohm DC input impedance. Read AC
rms and DC voltages in seven steps from 1 to 1000 volts
on large 41/2" meter. Measure and read peak -to -peak AC

to 2800 volts. Check resistance from 0.2? to 1000W on
seven ranges. Provides a total of 28 useful ranges on 12
accurate scales. Automatic battery check. Includes exclu-

sive DC/AC ohms UniprobeTM. Factory Assembled, $64.95.

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG

For latest catalog on EICO Test Instruments, Stereo, EICOCRAFT

Projects, Environmental Lighting, Burglar/Fire Alarm Systems,
and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check Reader Service
Card.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

EICO

.. for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products
desc-ibed in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

VOM

dial controllable range from 1Hz to

low as 0.3v full scale to 1200v; and
ac, 5 steps, to 600v. DC current is
from 0.3ma full scale to 300ma. Re-

2MHz, the unit can reportedly supply

sistance is in 4 steps from R X 111 to
R X 1M. Dual scale output readings

are from -20 to +17dB; +15 to
+31dB. Leader.
703

Features dual FET

FUNCTION GENERATOR

704

Designed to internally sweep
extremely large frequency range

amplifier circuit
Battery operated portability and
VTVM accuracy are the principal features of the new solid-state Model

LV-71 FET Volt/

Ohm meter. The

The Model 750 Function Generator
with internal sweep is designed to of-

of

search Corp.

Complete audio test set
designed to sweep four decades

ferential) amplifier
circuitry in addition to a POLARITY
77,47:7

overload meter

protection. Rated dc impedance is
10M, with ac impedance to 1M. There

is a zero center scale on a large 41/2 in. meter with taut band construction.
Other features reportedly include 12

triggered from an external source.
CLARKE-HESS Communications Re-

HI-FI ANALYZER

a dual FET (dif-

REVERSAL Switch,
BATTERY
CONDITION switch, and diode

4MHz. The internal RAMP generator
is variable in frequency from 1 kHz
down to 1MHz (periods from 1ms to
1000sec) in four ranges. The internal
sweep may free run, single shot, or be

fer all standard Function Generator

Synchronization capabilities. In addi-

operational convenience and features

swept frequencies from below 1/10
of the lowest dial setting up to twice
the upper dial setting. Overall operation is thus possible from 0.01Hz to

outputs, plus an easily adjustable, wide

range RAMP generator, plus Tone
Burst, external FM and Phase Lock

unit is said to offer

a wide range

voltage ranges: dc, 7 steps drawn to as

-eit-

705

Introduced is the Model BKF 10
Automatic Distortion Analyzer. The
instrument is reportedly a complete
audio performance test set that incorporates a distortion meter, a sweep able AF oscillator, an amplitude response meter, and a frequency indicator-all of which operate automat-

ically. This equipment simultaneously

determines both the distortion factor
and frequency response, while the in-

4,

tion to providing high quality sine,
square or triangular outputs over the

put signal is swept through four
frequency decades from 20Hz to

PS910A

"FLAT -PACK"

Mat
H
20M
enough to fit in your brief case!

...andZ small

Mini -portable Oscilloscope Battery or AC powered
DC -20 MHz bandwidth 10 mV, div sensitivity

Recharging circuitry Rack mountable Laboratory Quality
The PS900's are the first mini -portable scopes to bring lab -quality to
"on -site" DC to 20 MHz test and measurement applications. These are "true"
portables, since they are of rugged construction, small size (will fit into
your tool kit or brief case) and light weight (only 7 pounds with batteries).
and since they will operate from internal batteries for up to 5 hours.
Recharging circuitry is included, and standard "C" size cells can be used ...
nickel -cadmium, alkaline or in a pinch, even common flashlight batteries!
Interested? Call Bill Kraus at (714) 279-6572, or write us at
7170

PS920A

Convoy Court. San Diego. California
AVAILABLE NOW FROM

"STACK -

PACK"
Two configurations
are available ..
"FLAT-PACK"-

.13/4" H x 8ii" W x 12" D

"STACK -PACK" -

3W Hx 41,11"W x12"D

595

From the leader in Multi -Channel Monitor Oscilloscopes

VU -DATA
CORPORATION'

... for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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20kHz. The results are continuously
displayed on the front panel meters.
In addition, recorder output signals
allow both the distortion factor and
the overall amplitude response to be
plotted as a function of frequency.
Use of dual channel or X, Y, Y' type
recorders permits the plots to be developed simultaneously. The result is
a complete, hard copy, dual performance signature with one sweep of the
frequency spectrum. Total harmonic
distortion is reportedly maintained at
less than 0.01% throughout its frequency range. Dynamic range of the
oscillator signal level reportedly exceeds 60dB, from less than 1 my to
more than 1 v rms. The London Co.
PARTS PAK
Compact R/C substitutor
compact for the tube caddy

706

An updated R -C substitution unit,
Model RC24, is designed to be easily
carried in the electronic technician's
tube caddy. The unit is called the
"Parts Pak" because it employs a full
range of resistors, capacitors and

electrolytics to substitute on the spot.
New features, over the company's
previous models, include electrolytics
up to 1000µf for capacitor substitution

probing or three clip leads. The unit
is ac operated and weighs 3 lb. Wayne
Electronics.

COLOR TUBE REPLACEMENTS
Fitted with pre -assembled and
708
pre -mounted straps and hardware

Introduced is a new series of color picture tubes, fitted with pre -assembled
and pre -mounted straps and hard-

ware to reduce rein solid-state receivers. Surge protection reportedly prevents the electrolytic from being healed or shocking the
operator. A second protective device
is the surge protector light that glows
if excessive voltage is about to be applied to the lower voltage (75v)
electrolytic. It also prevents applying
voltage when the surge protector
switch is pushed. Sencore, Inc.
TRANSISTOR TESTER
Capable of both in -circuit

707

and out -of -circuit testing
A

transistor -diode

tester,

Model

WT2, is said to be capable of both in circuit and out -of -circuit testing. It is
designed to speed up servicing of transistorized units without the need for a
set-up hook. Only four simple -to -operate switches are reportedly required to
allow the rapid analysis of a transistor
or diode. The tester does not measure
gain or leakage characteristics, instead, it reportedly tests for leakage,
and base -to -collector
diode characteristics; emitter -to -colemitter -to -base

placement
time.
Designated "Speed
Fit," the picture
are designed

DIAL

101)II1tubes

to replace tubes in
Motorola.
RCA,
and Zenith chassis.

& CODER

.

All mounting hardware is reportedly
factory -positioned in place, assuring

the technician that the tube will be
perfectly aligned within the cabinet.
No separate hardware has to be purchased or transferred from the dud.
"Speed Fits" are now available for

Delta's Instant
Emergency
Telephone
Warning System.

Motorola Chassis 908, 914, and 9I4A;

all RCA 25 in. (23V) chassis; and 9
Zenith chassis from 20 to 25 in. The
company's "Speed Fit" CRT's for
Zenith chassis have a pre -mounted
one-piece shield, built-in degaussing
coil, pre -mounted pads for repositioning the yoke, and pre -assembled strap

and corner brackets. Channel Master.

Dial & Coder guards you around -

WIRE REMOVAL TOOL

709

the -clock, signaling alarm for any emergency condition where a simple contact
clos _ire activates the system. Completely

Introduced is a "quick disconnect"

latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the

Quickly disconnects
quick -connect terminals
tool

No. N -724A (Aeco. #10731-

CHECK THESE FEATURES!

lector shorts; determines PNP or NPN
types; and identifies the type of material, silicon or germanium, used in the

Dial any phone number up to eight
digits.
Change numbers in ten seconds.
Over 100 different code combinations
allow multi -phone connections.
Works with any direct contact switch.

PNP

o®

Unlimited applications. Use with inII'I 11

IRANSIST

It MUM

A)

for

quick -connect

trusion detectors, fire & smoke detectors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handicapped to call for help.

terminal

blocks. The tool slot width is .050/
.053 and has a red plastic coated, in-

Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

sulated handle. P.K. Neuses, Inc.

Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

Self-contained power supply. Once

TEST

el

L

10 NI
POWER

AC/DC MULTI -TESTER

4,02

N OUT
IN
CIRCUIT

Made in U.S.A.

Write or Call today for free sales details!

A portable electrical AC/DC
Multi -Tester, Model SP -I60, report-

rh

edly features a full -view window, easy
reading two-color scale, safety -designed front panel, diode -protected

MODEL WT2

Three

tripped, unit cannot be stopped.
This one's really priced right!

The compact instrument is
designed for field service

SETUP

transistor.

710

in -circuit

finger

probes may be used for one -hand

DATA PRODUCTS, K.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,
Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

meter, overload fuse, polarity switch,

Superior Products At Sensible Prices

continued on page 54
.

.

.
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NEW PRODUCTS

...

12; dc a, 12; dc ma, 60/120; dc ;La,
resistance, 2K/ 20K/ 200K/
2M1-1. The unit is powered by two
"C" cells. A. W. Sperry Instruments

providing two separate signal paths.
One reportedly passes the entire FM
band and attenuates all other fre-

Inc.

other path passes all UHF and VHF

12/ 30;

continued from page 53

and heavy-duty leads. The sensitivity

quencies by about 20dB while the
channels, and attenuates the FM band

is reportedly 100K/v dc and 10K/v
ANTENNA COUPLER

711

Combines TV and
FM antennas

by about 10dB. They are said to be
in weather proof housings

encased

and supplied complete with straps and
thumbscrews for easy mast mounting.
Jerrold Electronics Corp.

A new Yagi coupler has been designed to combine the output of an

FM antenna with the output of a

broadband TV antenna. Matched to
the 7511 Model YC-75-FM, it is said

to be ideal for Master Antenna TV
using broadband head -end
amplifiers. The couplers can be used
systems

to couple both a TV set and an FM

SCOPE

712

Vertical bandwidth dc to 15MHz
for contemporary electronics
Introduced is a service bench scope

Model 10-104 designed to meet the
needs of contemporary electronics .

at a kit -form mail
order price. The
scope, with a rated

vertical bandwidth

of dc to 15MHz,
reportedly has vertical sensitivity of
10 my/cm, and 12
calibrated vertical attenuator positions

up to 50 v/cm to accommodate a

ac. The ranges are said to include ac
v,

12/30/120/300/600/1200; dc v,

tuner to a common coaxial feed with
minimal loss to either receiver while

12/60/300/600; dc my, 60/300; ac a,

broad range of input signals. Any one
continued on page 56

9

ELECTRONIC

TrophyYear
Thanks. Every year that goes by
proves we have the best competitive team going. You, the independent serviceman, and Raytheon, the largest independent
tube supplier. In 1972, we put to gether the best tube year in a lot
.

54

I

of years. It didn't just happen.
Raytheon worked hard to give
you more dependability. You
worked hard to stay ahead of the
competition. Teamwork like
that makes trophy years, every
year. For both of us.

for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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"PEOPLE STILL HAVE THE YELLOW PAGES
OPEN TO MY AD
WHEN I ARRIVE TO FIX THEIR SETS:'
William Early. Aida TV. Sales & Service. Washington, D.C.

"We try to service calls within
an hour of receiving them;' stressed
Mr. Early. "To achieve this, we have a
serviceman on the street at all times.
Quite often when he arrives, the
Yellow Pages will still be open, with
my ad right there.
The most frequent call we
get is for a set wth a loss of picture.
It could be a fuse, the picture tube,
the high voltage transformer, or a faulty condenser. We do all
repairs here, where we have the equipment.
A year after I started this business, I went into the
Yellow Pages. Why? Where else could I get this much
exposure for the money? I usually ask people how they found
me. Sixty percent of my customers
still say, 'In the Yellow Pages:"
3 OUT OF 4 PROSPECTS LET THEIR FINGERS DO THE WALKING.
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...

continued from page 54

ferences-reducing ghosts and noise
in picture and sound. Each antenna

2150MHz or in the 2500MHz Instructional TV hand. The unit may also be

has a built-in ferrite impedance stabi-

lizer which reportedly gives an increase in gain of 10% with an auto-

of 22 calibrated time bases from 2
s/cm to 0.2 µs/cm (x 5 magnifier for
maximum sweep of 40 ns/cm) can
reportedly be selected to provide accurate frequency measurements. The
horizontal amplifier accepts external
inputs from dc to 1MHz. A triggering
circuit is designed to provide solid
waveform displays. Heath Co.
ANTENNA

713

matic match at 30011. It also includes
a three-way (VHF -UHF -FM) band

separator for dividing signals at the
TV set, and a built-in enclosed down lead

cartridge which accepts either

30011 twinlead or 7512 coaxial cable.
Winegard Co.
714
MICROWAVE TV SURVEY
INSTRUMENT
Monitors 2150MHz and 2500MHz

Features extra
UHF elements

TV transmission Signals

Introduced is a new 82 -channel antenna, Model SC -790U, that reportedly features extra UHF elements
(desirable in many
reception areas),
high uniform gain,

vey instrument, Model MDS-1, contains a 5 -in. TV set for observation of
picture quality and a large meter for
reading signal strength. Nickel cadmium batteries and a built-in charger

and pin -point di-

roof -top measurements

rectivity for sharp,

alignment, plus ac operation in a TV
studio for continuous power and pic-

A portable microwave TV field sur-

clear color and high
black
resolution
and white. A high front -to -back ratio
rejects unwanted signals and inter-

provide

convenient

portability for
or antenna

ture monitoring. A dc -to -dc converter
is also included for powering a microwave down -converter operating at

used on TV channels 2-13 for CATV

and MATV system checks. Varian
Micro -Link.

FREQUENCY COUNTER
A low cost instrument
with six digit display

715

Introduced is the Model CM50
Frequency Counter, which will not
only measure frequency, frequency
ratio, single and multiple periods, but
can also be used as an event totalizer.
Sensitivity of the 1M input is said to
be 50mv over the entire frequency
range of 5Hz to 50MHz. The input
is reportedly fully overload protected

Fastest gun tester...
and rejuvenator... only $169*
It's the new RCA WT -333A Television Picture
Rejuvenator that:

Tube Tester/

Tests red, blue and green color guns simultaneously with
RCA's unique CR III "SIMUL-TEST" 3 -meter system.

Provides new, more effective 3 -step rejuvenation function
and newly designed "no -delay" G1 shorts removal function.
Reveals H -K leakage other testers may miss, with special
high -voltage surge circuit.

Performs "brightness," "life" and other evaluation -type tests.

Tests over 1800 TV picture tubes - including RCA's new
"Precision In -Line" and other in -line types.
Includes built-in socket plus four socket adapters at no extra
charge to cover most of today's picture tubes.
To buy: order the WT -333A from any one of the more than
1,000 Authorized RCA Distributors worldwide. For more information, write RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters

Harrison, N.J. 07029.
'Optional Distributor Resale Price

RCA
56

I

Electronic
Instruments

for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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and equipped with a slide -switch attenuator. Specifications indicate that
the six digit LED display uses seven
segment display chips which incorporate an on -board counter, quad

latch and decoder driver. Because of
the 100% solid-state design the unit
will operate from either 115v ac or an
external 12v dc source. Analog Digital
Research, Inc.

CAUTION

We just made
Zenith Replacement
Semiconductors a
local buy...
pverywhere:
4

...

continued from page 26

Keep putting questions to the customer. If he is kept busy answering
your questions, he usually becomes
less and less aggressive. He is also
much more prone to understand the
firm's side of the dispute where such
an approach is used.
Try for a "cooling off" period by
postponing your decision or action
on the matter with the excuse that
it must be checked into thoroughly.

A customer's attitude can change
greatly in 24 hours.
His individual demands will also

be reduced considerably upon the
second meeting than they were at
first, since emotional feelings have
been expended and his satisfaction
in doing so completed.

Be sure that both you and the
customer are as comfortable and relaxed as possible while the matter is
being handled. This is always a sure

avenue to smoother approaches in
handling these disputes.

No matter how many threats the
customer presents in the discussion,
avoid accepting any of them or giv-

ing them importance in your own
mind. Disregard such threats completely and the end result in handling every customer dispute will always be a better one.

Above all, try to understand the
dispute from the customer's viewpoint in each specific case. Your
own handling of it will become
much

easier

without

exception.

Good solutions to customer problems are seldom achieved to everyone's satisfaction unless the position
of one is understood by the other.

Now you can buy replacements for the most popular
Zenith semiconductors right at your local International

Rectifier distributor. Besides cutting days from the
usual ordering -shipping cycle, they're priced locally

too - 40% off the Zenith list price.
Like everyone, we recognize Zenith's equipment is
top quality, and we're not about to compromise their
name, or ours. We analyzed circuits and devices for
five months before we guaranteed that these units will
match and meet or exceed Zenith's electrical and physical parameters in all applications.
Right now you can pick up an IR kit of 23 guaranteed
Zenith replacement semiconductors*, and save an additional 10%.
Add it all up: Local availability. Local price. Guaranteed Zenith replacements. You can't lose.
*13 -Transistors; 5 -ICs; 3 -Rectifiers; 1 -Diode; 1 -Crystal.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Division

IOR

233 Kansas St., El Segundo, California 90245 (213) 678-6281
... for more details circle 113 ON Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

STEREO CABLE COVER

speaker for convenient pillow listening,
Speed -O -Vision, VHF Dipole and

Consolidates and covers
the tangle of wires

UHF antennas, and three IF stages.
The TV set is available in a rosewood
color cabinet. Panasonic.

716

STEREO HEADPHONE

metal cabinet. It features a remote

Ultra -thin high polymer
film diaphragm speakers

VHF/UHF MONITOR
SCANNER RECEIVER

718

The Model HP -11X, lightweight
stereo headphone reportedly offers exceptional sound dispersion and vividness. Its features reportedly include:

A new product called "Zippertube"
is designed to consolidate and coverup the tangle of wires leading to your
stereo components by placing them
into a single Vs in. cable without disconnecting any wires. Made of flexible, walnut -tone

Monitors any eight VHF

719

plastic,

it

forms

channels simultaneously

The Cheyenne 8 Marine Monitor
Scanner is designed for adding flexibility to any marine communications
system. The VHF/FM receiver will
monitor any eight VHF channels, simultaneously. Its circuit scans across
the band, sampling any eight crystal
controlled

frequencies

you

select,

stopping to listen only when a signal
is present. It is necessary only to plug
in crystals for any channels you want
to listen to. A typical setup would be

to put Channel 16 in Position One,
the priority position on the receiver.

around the wires and reportedly "zips"
together in minutes using only finger

pressure. The cover comes in 6 ft.
lengths and can be cut -to -size with
21/4 -in.

holds up to six cables and

ultra -thin high polymer film

can be easily reopened to remove

diaphragm speakers, 10 -ft coiled cord,

wires. Pfanstiehl.

and black/chrome frame ear cups.

1

The frequency response is reportedly
20Hz t o 24kHz. RMS Electronics,

11

Inc.

B/W PORTABLE TV SET

717

:1

L

MOBILE RADIO
Compact unit designed for

At your command, the unit will revert to this channel any time a signal

Has metal cabinet
with matching stand

is present even if it's receiving something else at the time. Each position

The Model AN269A 19 -in. B/W
portable, the Putnam, is said to come
with matching stand in a vinyl -clad

want to temporarily cut out any channel, just flick a switch. Pearce -Simp-

has a bypass switch so that if you
son.

720

needs of cost-conscious users

A compact solid-state radio has
been customized to fit the basic communication needs of cost-conscious
users who require utility, serviceability and maximum reliability in
an uncomplicated radio system.

LCORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
4213N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
THE ORIGINAL
HOME OF

Same Low Price
East or West Coast!

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

SPECIAL
OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER
100 TUBES Oa MOH
33c rim TUBE

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE

OVER $10.00

NEW 48 PAGE

25

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors---Kits
* Tube Cartons

j

FROM THIS LIST

6AG5
6AU6
6AX4

6C86
6J6
6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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Custom brackets are designed to facilitate installation over the transmission "hump" in most passenger cars,
and the equipment is reportedly easily
mounted under the dash of trucks. A
compact, tight fitting enclosure helps
protect against dust, dirt, and moisture. It is designed to dissipate heat
quickly to protect components. The
radio is reportedly on frequency and

ready to operate the moment it

is

turned oN. Low battery drain is said
to allow the radio to be left oN so that
no important calls will be missed.

specifying the addition or deletion of
components as required to meet special conditions. Components reported-

General Electric Communications Systems Div.

ly

include weatherproof housings,
selection of vidicon or silicon pickup

tubes, automatic light -level compensation module, camera drive options
(random interlace, crystal -controlled

INDOOR ANTENNA

721

Features dynamic
appeal box

The Tele-Vue indoor antenna, No.
6040, is a combination of sophisticated engineering and decorator in r
spired styling. The

horizontal drive, 2:1 interlace and external drive), housing heater, sun
douser, automatic -iris module, selection of lenses, variety of camera control units (controls remote cameras,
lenses and pan and tilt), sunshade and
monitors. Dage Television.

"You say you tested the tubes at the corner
delicatessen? That explains the garlic smell
when the tubes heat up."

antenna is packaged in a self displayed, colored

t\/

carton with a full
size picture of the
antenna, with its
features printed on

A

CT

BE

the box. The an-

tenna is engineered for UHF/ VHF/
FM with one lead-in wire for UHF
and one for VHF. The unit also features a 12 position switch. iE Manu-

CJ 175

95

facturing.

less picture tube

FOUR -CHANNEL COMPONENTS
System comes complete

722

with plexiglass dust cover

Introduced is a set of modern components that includes a Model
SQR4201 amplifier that reportedly

has 300w of music power, built -in -

A

Modernize your shop to speed color TV
Consists of:
Compact metal case
Universal Yoke
Convergence Yoke
Blue Lateral Magnet
Solid State Transverter with Adaptors

__111111.
four -channel C.B.S. SQ matrix circuitry, illuminated pointers and dial

illk

table with plexiglass dust cover. The
two

MAP 3500

DA 133

4.1.et

speakers.

Value
$119.10
NET COST

$39.75
TV CAMERA SYSTEM

SERVICE SOLID STATE
WITH ANY TEST RIG

723

Telematic Transverter will match Solid
State TV to any Test Rig

Provides a complete
security package

plus:
Four Adaptors to Motorola. RCA, Zenith,
Sylvania

The Model RGS-50 Television
Camera System is specifically designed

SERVICE ADDITIONAL
SOLID STATE TV

for any application or environment in
your security or surveillance installa-

tion. Each of the components in the
system has been designed to add a
specific capability. The modular system design enables the system to meet
many different requirements. Standard

models can be revised by simply

I

UPGRADE ALL MAKES TEST RIGS

and SPEAKER
BALANCING controls, plus a Dual turnwith

Included at NO Charge:
4' Anode Extension
4' 90 degree CRT Extension
4' Yoke Extension
Convergence Load for rapid
static service

I.

Scales, FILTER, CONTOUR

system comes
Electrohome.

service-with a Telematic CJ 175

L

$99.10
BE PREPARED WITH AN
ASSOR-MENT OF ADAPTORS
FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE

DA 133 includes 18 Yoke Adaptors and
10 Convergence Loads for most Tube
Type TV. Two pegboards complete with
labels and hooks.

Adaptors for RCA. PHILCO GE MAG-

Use with Telematic Transverter. Four

NAVOX
YAK 3200

$24.70
.4

2245 PITKIN AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11207
Write us, Free subscription for current :ross-reference charts
... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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A

UTTIE
stops
all the
noise.

OUIE

TEST

AT&T

B&K Div., Dynascan Corp.

102
103
104
105
106
107
108

Book Club-Tab Books
Cornell Electronics
Delta Products, Inc.

TRal

LUBRI-CLEANER
:

109
110

servicemen everywhere.

111

Also available in bottles,

112
113

and the new silicone"Silitron."

114
115
116
117
118

Product of

QUIETROLE

.

58
53
51
28
60

.

EICO Electronic Instruments Co., Inc.
Finney Company, The
Fordham Radio Supply
GC Electronics
General Electric
TV Product Service
Tube Division
Consumer Renewal
Consumer Renewal
Heath Company
Heath Company ...
Heath Company
Heath Company

119
120

Spartanburg, South Carolina

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

121
122

123

REBUILD
YOUR OWN
PICTURE TUBES?

.

.

picture

tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any picture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolutionequipment of our modern times.
unit is easy to operate and requires
ized

This

only

4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
approx. $6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and
white tube is approx. $1.85.
Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00

each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.

Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.

Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.
For further information, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, Inc., 3520
West Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phone:
(312) 342-3399.

P.S. No salesman will call.

.

LPS Research Labs
Mountain West Alarm
Panasonic

57
60
Cover 2
60
51

.

Platt Luggage
Precision Tuner Service
Quietrole Company

60
Cover 3
50
3

60
54
23
56
8

Raytheon Company ...
RCA Parts and Accessories

Sprague Products Company

Tektronix, Inc. Mfg.

131

... for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Company, Inc

jot 558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.
Tel: (212i 585.0330
RCA

Triplett Corp.
Tuner Service

15

Vu -Data Corp.

52

Winegard Company
Workman Electronic Products

10

Telematic

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
.

for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG

TOOLS

HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,

relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

.TENSEN TOOLS
4117 N. 44111 Street,

850,8

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

9

25
59
Cover 4

12-13

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and supplies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off the shelf delivery, quantity
prices.

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85 16
... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card

Wireless Microphone
Diamond Needle Lock

11

Fire Detector

11

VOM

52
52
52
52
53
53

11

Function Generator
Hi-Fi Analyzer
Parts Pak
.

Transistor Tester
Color Tube Replacements
Wire Removal Tool
AC/DC Multi -Tester
Antenna Coupler
Scope
Antenna

Microwave TV Survey Instrument
Frequency Counter
Stereo Headphone

B/W Portable TV Set
VHF/UHF Monitor Scanner Receiver
Stereo Cable Cover
.

Mobile Radio
Indoor Antenna
Four Channel Components
TV Camera System

53
53
54
54
56
56

56
58
58
58
58
58
59

.59
59

TEST INSTRUMENT
900

FORDHAM Radio Supply

..49

International Rectifier Corp.
Jensen Tools & Alloys
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Lakeside Industries

126
127
128
129
130

702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723

Catalog & Prices on Request

48

125

701

Inc.

ICC/Mullard Tubes Specials

27
5
46

.47

RCA Electronic Instruments
RCA Electronic Components

700

Industries,

Laadari

45

NEW PRODUCTS

Lakeside

SENCCID1=t

17

.

124

132

the

462

16

.

.

COMPANY

With

EQUIPMENT

7

18-21

GTE Sylvania

3/20a.cic
. rno+.^I

55

101

Sprssy
'^t

PRICES

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

SQUIRT
A squirt of Quietrole
from the handy Spray Pack
silences any moving T.V.
part. Cleans as it
lubricates, too. Guarantees
quiet, trouble -free
operation. Absolutely safe
for any black and white or
color set. Try it and see
why it's preferred by top

DISCOUNT

SERVICE
INDEX

Conway's Model 639 Multitestset

44
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060G-

){0

TO

111 0112(1

3574
011604

5 60

4103

V

5,11;30.

21

2204

TO

HORIZ OSC

1304

1N1

PW900 MAH0024

25002,

11:0,

L-05

20

0201

3640

00)3
-16 0104

Y

AN,
11226

0022

0220

MAO=

3648

20M

1.01112

OUTPUT

3560

1

19

3

P0400 -)18 -CI

5.61

REGULATOR

COI,

CIII
100

C10

110

-

12-61

0112,0

2920

POLY v.

cm _I
cooze,e

9

71

01112 HOLD

100 or' ci;.

13A

(7.01

C

0

0

c

0001

l0

0

000l

C

0201 .0202

0351. 0332 .0602
0603.0901.0102

0

C

Co

0

0353.0903

0

C

E

000

O

E

0
0101

0

0
0

eC

8

C

C

000

000

0
0354

1226

1

0
E

211

V

0 00

C

To

140100- 4

2111

111-0

Lzot

S000m

V41

ESC

E SC

TO

I1001,
c14203

75201

$00

1100

0OT
0-M
L20.

T rsn

P TO 111500-10 12.01 6

to

me

014

0 21

r-4(

6

905

40112

.i1W

220

0.10
00.

IC111.

220
502
0902

050
I

2902

0.05

RIM 5.5vs.
501111

0104

V DUMP

20v

,T,%7' -'7I

c002

100303T 25.0 0002

0104
001

OAR

N615

220

(20

E207

40141I

1910

010

C 104

3 507

/AI 111-5.11;-'

1202

00j

ROMS

0042T

sex

5"

470

010,

3569

C1105

21105

VERT WE

01613

ERROR 110.

, , 1 00

.6OP

U

$0011

Ills

IN:

01190,

100K

VERT SOLD

42115

SELECTED

0601

C1208

c/902

E

1223

351

1701

PAC TORT

-.1

27011

12114

£201
1112

1111-470

2

C225

I

.C20392

22

1101.

K

4-

300

C402

C402

001

mi..

219

5200

(418:27-751040

C224

f3S3

C120

011vitm

PW6OO

001

C102

520

5.550.
1624

3628-2

7g

121

71 1

1

-3 20

VERTICAL
POWER SUPPLY

m TO 2130
C1212

O

3574
SYNC
40(1T(1

2

5 50
1603

1417
52 2

1/1010

To

1.

o,

7V

29211

''112

f2137

10
12-1,

120

LPW200

2110

20.150 v

01101

PW400

"1"
0224

1340

3,00

TO T202-5
(en

I °°'

0404

3337

411

140225 >9_

13404

-9V

04010

1,2.4,10 1225

1 30 68v 40

4212

TO

*lay
44,

3574

LIN CL141

0101

IC°

Ara

1011

0406

"44

124

0

L203

IC123

42

11423/41 .o

all
212.

134113[1

J

3.

1

0

28

ov400.3

101

11507
ISOM

I.210

1.14120

001

240112111

L

=111419=11MIO

COM

)90

ISO00. :I001

1173

/0022
R{11

2101.111
111

017

412

01,112

an

0101

0110E1 0047

RIO

C40,

,

1;

0

, - L404.

01403

SYNC

.145

>7071221

A -r0:7411011°''

IA Tv

5

10.

0401

2402

1

1120SS

C411
10

4r-10

04I ANT TERM

M

021017,1r1 irut

1

240 IF

0

1429

1114

3676

2 7004

IT401

3.0

2403

L40

10000

2

TrKE 401

1000

0502

R

PW500

110300-1,2

047T
101

0603

357 7 081

12410

1202.
>4414.1

.

C30301

SOUND

1 5VPP VERT RATE

PW900 PIN -3
9VPP HORZ RATE

113351779:3

111.11

BASE 0202

PW900 PIN -2
25 VPP HORZ RATE

135746

L204
1.07,50

L351

I

COLL 0202
60VPP VERT RATE

R2Il control, vert hold, size/bias
T202-xformer, high voltage

0353
3615

I It

L_J

I

-<

128154
128153
135812
132554

r"

2101

5;

PW900 PIN -11
150VPP HORZ RATE

1

174
11271

.0. TOM *NT

RCA PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

R101 -control, brim
R105- control. volume w/s101
1.101 -power xformer
R207 -control, contrast
yoke deflect
1C301-cpcult, integ
1902 xformer sound output

.11c).
01/014,111

0.704110
7147.40.11211

44

1, 410010 TO=i.1

-L.

PW600 PIN -12
7VPP VERT RATE

772

7.-77=r

41

111PP VERT RATE

MONT"

Color -TV Chassis E05

.V12.3

EIS

AUGUST 1973

0401.0402.0403

0404,0405.0504
0502,0503.0605

COPYRIGHT 1973 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER 1 EAST FIRST STREET, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802

006

E

C

0504

0601.0604

1483

21-1/-w=

ELECTRONIC

RCA CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC62

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

AUGUST 1973
SPEAKER

84011

PART OF

54213

TO PV/ 300- 21

[IF]

32/AN

n> P4001-8

ImPEDENCE

3

7

R201
VOLUME

3000

COLOR LEVEL
OH 5-1/1.,0-111 CH

CO

V

1

1MA 002A

ION

MA001A

,S1e

7)541-1W

Pm 200

,,

C314

50v/
25v
mac 002 A

10

3

.1
4

17

CHROMA 1

I/5.61/
OUTPUT

>I2>"V

R347

4/0

,5
.--.----;0r1*

820

C313
4

2>-

itj-

.1.3300
BA NO PASS
AMP

3<
24V

8 we

6

-11

* 6346

-0

3301

TYM

C302 1

I

835 0

NC

330

11351
3

KILLER

ACC

1

C310
.018

3.55

101

111147

I

.11V

-s

T

_1111111

EV

PIX IF 8 AFT

4,

4,

I

10

a

\ /-6.5V

TO

OSC. TRIM

TEN

7

ASSEMBLY .F T

4 2 //IV

cs

10315

T

.1.147

iI:1332
300

3.5811Hr
REFERENCE OSC

BURST
AMP

,.;Ftlii'.7:

TO TUNER MOUNTING

KILLER
THRESH

RI
ACC. CONT

AUDIO

R342
100

8311

IT

TP2

TPI

8345

SOUND

1125 500

F,1,4),!

SOUND OUTPUT

IV TOSIV

30V

3

PW300

8323

PW3CO-r

P4001-7

TO 1-26V
P

Re

>

'OFF"

40K

TO

50

.ses-

01;_'-4> P4001-9

4,

I

5V

TO PW 300F

VIDEO
DE T

*

VIDEO
PRE AMPS

C 23

IC3011

1820

C312

8327

2700

10K

141

..41/

T"

AFT

CR3011

.01

R326
650

8318

ON TUNER

[5-04.30%,

4700
1321

MA

CR305

330

O

TP6

C311 -I-

1 27001

L.wwwwwa

TO

SOUND IF

C24

TO J1
vHF
TUNER
OUTPuT

A

*_124

ag.--)
Pf07-

15 6V

TO PW 3001

AGC NEVER

15v [36]

AND

16

<

AMPLIFIERS

I. F
MARL !S PE R

'V

SPEAKER

[3 A]

R3011
R303
GRN

TO

R4001

N./

N.,

NI/

IS

14

11

100K

180 K

<4

15V [311]

8324
2200

sisv ro ry

R302
470K

3300

SYNC
SE PE R AT OR

.12
Cil5I

6V
70

PEAKING

"43;7

CR302

CR305

8353
1201

0

1301

1301
2200

TO

PW 3001

15V

CSH3

R305
278

vERT BLANKING

C4

[7f]

CR303
I

V

NO

mme

3

\/5J V
C3I7

1C3111

I'"

17
mr--- CInoel

11000
SS
It- 6666861

PART OF 54201
TO

C 1048
B
1151

R104
AGG

row- WI
"t61
3

2

#14

E6 -

T

PWIOON
03-H3

0043

5W

SW

C.03A

Oil -

5001

TO 1102-

tI-

C1038

7W

Tv F r
vp,11,2 HA'1,

ANSVIWrt 4100.4

AL

A

X

Ca -t]

KAY

PART OF

5 4213

'OFF.
P4001 -1f

26v

P4001-21

P4001-20

270
SW
/8124[4-AJ

R127

500111

RI181 2

1 s

i

40V

40v

I

Ow 400 SS
3-E3

1

251

TO PS/400-11P

RI5O 2

11326

690

TO R148

TO

RI13
120

68

DELAY

TO

10

....CONTRAST
N.,

IV TO 141,/

216

15

sl,

2.. 151",
8NIX12

NV

F0301

R309
270

TO 1329

4.

224

67301

8132

AGC

15.51, /VW

> 6)

PULSE

Vi DEO

SOK

TUNER

HOR12.
BLANKING

0

VIDEO -0-

PI 304
1.5 MEG

4

ST

VIDEO

0 F9302

TO PW 300 N

03

LINE

DELAY

[3G]

Z6V

S.OV

1310
121

H

TO PV/ 300-F

30v

70

4111114110414114/.

MAL 0018

rVIDEO SYNC

AMP

ON TUNER

C307

_L

TP5

MAK 0019

T

I

CO NTRAST
ST V

LEVEL

TO

PW 400-J
Os

C104A-...

100001T
7511

T

1136

135

560
100
TO PVT 30011
w-nn:-A-A
115V

0-.3
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CHASSIS LAYOUT

RCA CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC62

1.4006A

MMODA

90/40 DM,

1KMIZ COC

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

RCA PART NO.

C103 3 section elect
C104 3 section elect
C8101 breaker circuit
1TR1O1 thyristor
1711IO2 thyristor
R104 control noise
R110 control focus

138011

.. 138012
138017
138032
138033
138021
135696
138026
138156
138155
138154
138027
138025
138020
116109
137240
138164
130751
130121
130120
132170
132170
132137

8118 control vert height
R125 control. color level
R126 -control. brim level
R127- control, contrast level

R4205 control horiz hold

MSS

NOTES,

COLON LAW,

I. RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS 41000
2 CAPACITANCE VALUES 1.0 AND ABOVE ARE IN el, LESS THAN
1.0 ARE IN *1, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
3.9 INDICATES 5% TOLERANCE.

114206 -control vent hold
R4707. rnntr rI rontrmt

R7301 therm
RT401- therm
1401-xformer, high voltage

MEW wen/1KM

1C299- circuit integ

SHAMS COISPOsawYs HAVE 1191113101014ARAC-

CIE INDICATES 2% TOLERANCE.

L299 coil discrim
7299-xformer sound
RI- control ACC MI
R7 control killer
Ll - cod

111WSTICII IMPORTANT TO SAFETY. WM!

5. VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO CHASSIS GROUND WITH AVOLTONMYST.
I NO SIGNAL APPLIED 1 AND SHOULD HOLD WITHIN
20% AT RATED
SUPPLY VOLTAGE
VOLTAGES SHOULD HAVE A POSITIVE POTENTIAL
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

ForuCeal AMY OF 1141.21E COMPONENTS RIAD
OMMPULLY THE PIKOUCT SAFETY NOTICE OM

PAM S OF TKO SERVICE DATA. DONT LEM=

1.103

THE SAFETY OF THE ENT THROUGH IMPROPER
EIRVICEEL

{.WAVEFORMS TAKEN WITH COLOR SARI DOT SARI GENERATOR

MD
001
MD., ON eW

0001.M.
UWL

Mt

SIGNAL APPLIED AT 100% MODULATION.

Can W,

MD
MMOD

131

.A4

11.00

etv W mom
MOo

411.

Sett

YC
OMM

rINI,C114.

rl et

a, Dm

L2- cod

OCs.s.a SCID

.

132821

.

L4 --cod

M.

.136692
126834
132170
126729
132136
132839
132157

L2 -cod

MDff

R15 control horiz adi
T1 xformer driver
L7- chroma takeoff
71- xformer trap
T2 xformer trap

ON/Of F SWITCH 154201) 91 OFF POSITION.

KRK 199, KRK 207 TUNER SCHEMATIC
P16

820K

AN`

05

RTIO3
TO

4104

V.4201-1.4

P104

/5LK

165V

C23 -H]

65V

CI9

0 1000 OSTAND OFF TERMINAL

L109

=4;1

O CI4

C16

KRK199- moo

DEGAUSSING
CR40i

Q\i21:1

R17

AOC No -0-0--A10TO SCREEN CONTROL

C17

047

0291
2 -or

1000

[1,4]

CIS

INV
IC402

OCI3

067/-

02

3524
r /Si

FERMI
READ

-

.06V

24
C6

47
IF
OUTPUT

V18

101K

.50

3822 A L27
33,

01

3524

R

Riif2701

133

1206
RT

3900

47

1000
415V

12

0

r

T

110

T401

00

TO PICTURE TUBE ULTOR ANODE

TRIPLE1h:

1

OUT

ST14101

25 KV 125.5KV MEASURED WITH
ELECTROSTATIC

DC

L4

90

L8
OT

1.0

05

I SAND
COUPL ING

05

[124]

10.

C12

47

1500"

10

a

15
I
0
541EG.
EP

TO PW300-C 4

R11 3

Cp-0

A

a

390

11 0

h u(;U

a

TO K101-1

IS

[m -s]

U

2

0122

IT MEG,I

e

a

I.

a

F]

R14
2711

100

1 C404

12)

;:;40 S7.9

R144

L111

C11,03

51 ,L26

T1000

53 -Lli REAR

C120

470

49 TO PW4(10-CF

L

1KV

04-e3
140V

IF .03

L103

CR101

RT101

$101
017E10.00R

02

:2

ri11011
TA

21111/

42

IF OUTPUT

L101

-

52-L6 FRONT

015/668

GATE 2

*400...?

8

200V

TO

E.
SOURCE

[111-10

4460481'

RVIOI

IIM! 12

TO R1103
D3' CU

60

TO 4102-3

[is -A]

0121

C24

C23

1000

CIO
82

.1000
56

GATE i
CO

105-

-

TRANSISTOR BASING DIAGRAM

C13C

t20v

1500

®u7.1°

EKV

Per 300- 11
CB

a

.01

TO

LI

"3pt
RI

cDo

C1011

FI5402

212

J

SW

a
a

I

R2

7 VI FRONT

I-- TO PW400-H
04-H3

2634

3V

DJ

06

C34
45
1,470

PART OF S4501
7511 VHF
INPUT
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TO AFC
CONTROL
VOLTAGE

Not USED ON KRK199K,L

3 9 ON KRK 199L

TO

REMOTE
AMP

RCA CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC62

TO

Pi-VERTICAL
MAGOO 44

HEAT SINK

\........

I

-1

04

06

DRIVER

OUTPUT

PW400

01

02,09

OS
CROSSOVER

PRE AMP

SW

I

0105

+

LIMITER
010Lii

4700,0
40V

C411

2 VV P -P
VERT RATE

35V

20V P -P

VERT RATE

Y1

CR28

Y2

CR1

R40911
39

07
SYNC
BLANKER

YOKE SOCKET

YOKE SOCKET
4

C23443

R31
S27

VERT

P102

,J102

2

[ma

54201-0 10t

03

20107 *

5427 II

21,11

OS

DRIVER

10

TO

10

ppm

OUTPUT

L403
LINEARITY

T403

U11-

TOP SOT

Vs

PIN

1.5V

R420

R413

1101(

1502

e

2

G

ITV

- 45V

D9-0

I

WOO-%
243

IaX

"- .0022

PV/ 400- TS

[I9 -o]

11

,

6--

CI4007

Rai%

rang

07 -1

VERTRATE

220
CS

DU

a. TO T405 TERN NO 5

Ie VP-P

11421

r II

4

2W

\%tNAt

TO

O

11 4.

";'4°

:7$12(3

1C420

11

C

It a

1

R422
2 2 MEG.

L II

NIII w
II .0

awl

1000

140V

Pw400-IV

C423

.45V

TO

TO

I

ir

I

3.9

TO DII4001

III 4, Cli0
/Side, 29).1

WART Or

(Ai

:....._114001

2711,

TO

CR405
27V

0415
1000

II

1

PIN PHASE

2 211EG

2200
0414

Hi RA -E

TO

P1300-1111

[5-40

g

r

\..

VS

1/11

R420

2200

RIII

R4206

VERT.
HEIGHT
S0

HOLD

VERT

549-1

BLANKING

TO P111300 -AL

CII 0

TO JUNCTION

Ir

SOK

5112 C104 A

TO

[4-H]

ro499-

R146
22K

260v P -P
HORIZ RATE

zo-q

R149

P1300- /
[3-14]

I

P8101
COMM.

CRI - CR2

I

02
HORIZ BLOCKING
OSCILLATOR

HORIZ
AFC

SPLITTER

R13

Ca

tIV

SW

390
C116
I

C112

.0033

1000

IK V
(

//)

0405
2.2

F9401

51Y.WW

21305 P -P

ZC

Noma

Z CHER

FRED.

r-

5000

1100
-r

P71400 -2C
011 -43

www, 1
L. TO 140V
PW 400 - X2

3

.7/V

TRAcE

8564-

A
II

15 V P -P
110512 RATE

1

1

I

04611'

WV/

150
2W

L401

470 K

TG

400V
i

-IOM/ MAIr
426

412

S1

470

330
avi

CI

.°

Lir

R42

I19.5V

14

'1 -MEAT SINK

i---D

0421 1.-

C119

=1000

.711-1a

I4

si

8406
150K

DI -H3

j0415

TO TERM. 5
H

TO

TO

8419

C11

12

\

J

C412

I,7,6

I

20V P -P
NOR11 RATE

T402
SI

CR7 33V

.1

0Tv -OFF

HORIZ RATE
0 TV -OFF

HEAT SINK

L

03

V -4 IV

0 TA

L--

120
C113

1.110_

1

< 2 4-

II

MORI Z RATE

C413A
091

P

/

ITRIO2

8564-2

PHASE

8L

400v P.

[5-0]

TO

I

SAWTOOTH
-70V

10K

r

01

R430

2700

S

INPUT REACTOR

dat-

RI40

CR102 00-10

MA HOO IA

TO

R147

504]

HORIZONTAL

"v <to<

CR104

500

J

zv

0

L

305 v P
HCR.Z RA'r

PIN
AMP

C406-1
.39

0101

R411

J

CO -13

t9v P -P
VERT RATE

RT401

CR404

111VD

PW500 NY

L402

R424

R425

ISOK

61(26

HP

8402

I. C411;

220K

1

1.200V

DI

IC 401

111151

1300-H

TItX10.
04

.HORIZ. HOL
10K

Tox

45VL
C

6?Ci

eR13i221

2.7
IOW

C1048

CPI105

0114

1000

*1000*1
275V

1/K

1

01

I .2081 v

a- TXII Ka

DO - oa
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34001 0..

T 1mA

RCA CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC62

040011

-OFF"

10K

ir4 ))P4001-

PART
OF

P4001-12

54213

<4A ."ON"

P4001-11 (t

5

G

fir1

))P40011-5

"011"

4W

NOTES
PART
OF

IN PF LESS THAN 1.0 ARE IN UP. UNLESS

"OFT "

3900

OTRERRISE SPECIFIED.

"le6Ne
V

FKINE DRIVE RED mA77:07-1*

(

MAE 0011

/G1411...101,0,

411
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ELECTRONIC

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

TV Chassis R-1

AUGUST 1973
37V0 0

1 400 p 6Orli

304 P 60H/

1 7Vp p 60H.

AI 4

WI 3

WF2

...

1

6Vp p 15 73014

10 4Vp p 60611

\

*3

111111111111111

5

1

WI 10

WI II

WF .12

5 5Vp p IS.7501-1,

3Vp J. 15.75011,

85Vp p 13,750Hr

WF 9

VW 8

3.4. p 60H,

10Vp p 6011.

asp p 13.75014/

5,7301.4

111WW.0

WF 7

WF 6

WF .5

TRANSISTOR
BASE DIAGRAMS

1

%

-

-

C

PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE

PRODUCT SAFETY SHOULD SE CONSIDERED WHEN A COM-

11305

imam

e
1

304
120

13 Sr;

=MUM'

0--41

USE OF SUBSTITUTE REPLACEMENT PARTS WHICH DO NOT

303

_J

SOO

HAVE THE SAME SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS AS RECOM-

320

100

fa

rpI

C307
300

0120

EARPHONE JACK

P3

0121

0320
os

0311

I

1

I

3.4

IWO

r_1

SAFETY CAN BE OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE. IT .111 PARTICULARLY RECOMMENDED THAT GENERAL ELECTRIC
CATALOGED PARTS SE USED FOR COMPONENT REPLACEMENT IN THE SHADED AREAS OF THIS SCHEMATIC.

Sa

3.0

1C3111

SW

7"1 ANY

GRAM AND PARTS LIST DESIGNATE COMPONENTS IN WHICH

0105, 0108, 0109, 0112
0113, 0116, 0117, 0119

CIRCUIT BOARD
0- 9061-32370

R 12

0109 25822

0107 25C536

Di. 02 15188.2

250300PUT

AUDIO008

F.7010 AMP

SOUND DET.

rSIF AMP
0106 25C544

PONENT REPLACEMENT IS MADE IN ANY AREA OF A RECEIVER. THE SHADED AREAS OP THIS SCHEMATIC DIA-

8
SPEAKER

0312

10.4

C311

Cli
304e

36S

3010 SW

3030

I C303
0.

03, 0103, 0104, 0106,
0107, 0110, 0111, 0114,
0115, 0118, 0122

4'

2

GO AA
C31S+

220..'

11,

144

MENDED IN FACTORY SERVICE INFORMATION MAY CREATE
SHOCK, FIRE OR OTHER HAZARDS.

PICTURE TUBE
140T84
V1

r-OI

FROM "IF OUTPUT -TERMINAL

POUT TRANS

v.

,oz

I 124
:&31

-

L103
4, mos.
TRIP

/-

TRAP

C.14

I

C103

AGC KEYER

2700

ON VHF TUNER
.

al

TO - AGC - TERMINAL

ON VHF TUNER

C

C1 30

I

L2,'3'

.1.
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22C..

'"

0

t-1-1
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N

L
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V
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0011
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SCON

C 206

10.4.

5,3
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27004I

C204

220.4

1,013

1

4 SW.,

saw
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SO IMO

I C207

V204

r

L .06

f ofli

NM
,
4704

Ram

607

TRAP

,.2t 1C :..2200"

TP 0

02011

1420S

NOTES:

1.2

1.

22

1.L1
44102

VEWF.I.JT

VERT. DRIVER

Unless otherwise noted in sche-

3.

matic. all capacitors less than
are expressed in mfd and the
values larger than 1 are in pF.
Voltage reading taken with

0116 25072
0117 258405

0115 25C536

0114 25C536

144 RS I3

1

ra,1.;

820

r

Dr

8407
1,1127

* 1.12]n'ft
6030

SN

00

'I w.

"VTVM" from point indicated
to chassis ground, Tuner on

r

MOOS

unused channel.contrast at max-

220

5.

imum. AGC at fully clockwise,
other controls at normal, line
voltage 120 volts.
All waveforms measured with
strong signal input, contrast
set to give normal picture and
AGC line operating normally.
Voltage reading may vary + 2('.

6.

If picture is too wide. clip the

111504

70
S3

FROM 04

CIRCUIT BOARD

C\FROM 05

0-9061-32670

of 1

20

4.

PHASE INVERTER

HORIZ OSC.

0118 2%536

0119 25C933

140R IZ OUTPUT

0120 258375A

car,

PHASE DETECTOR

07.08 15188.2

COIS

..7

24

I

COON
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C41.02
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Ti0i
1./0RIZ OSC TRANS (, 12)
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Coil
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4.

010 00-13

I" 4.1

I
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120V

wire near C613 by using a nip403

CG1S

::.
i:1,1i1ji:Ha,..V.2HT.:C7
4,0
a....,a, - c

DI

3E0_,0-.2

oi

1,Ocvs)

..

We

per.

This wire may have been opened in some chassis as a resu,
It of factory adjustment.

II

°

04 _

, .11...
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o.2

1,

II

os

0161,

301411

.04
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CIRCUIT BOARD
0- 906 I -32370

TO 510

H s613,21 %I 3
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7.--;

4.
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n
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;,.,,
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i
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T
V

022

M=1.000,000.

2.

1

D.
SV 36

All resistance values in ohms
K - 1,000

1.
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L -- - -J
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S17
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-
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I

I
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II
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PW, 7114wS

I

I
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rp.s

03
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1.24

4 20 PP
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0101

01210
1.1011

10.6,

6003

0105 25C65Y

0104 25C715

I N60

C

S.0

VIDEO OUTPUT

VIDEO AMP.

018 15188.
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an

To

"31
021

47 MLM.

fl

_t .
T

PS 2
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5,
SA

L 104
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IOI
GO

ON VHF TUNER

3RD PIF AMP
0103 25C705
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2ND PIF AMP
0102 25C927

1ST PIF AMP.
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I

CIRCUIT BOARD
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"R" CHASSIS
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Announcing
the Panasonic Parts Hot Line.
In 48 hours we can ship you anything we've got.
The Nev, Panes )nic

Hct

48 -Kurs,ycur order is D- its \A wr.' be- for your particular --egion.
Ar I we can make th s ororri
01,e'll also sent you an .--7,asy24-hci --a-day, 7 -clay -a -week
with conficence, becaJse ou
reference bocklet that gives ycu
service. Now, if yOL f ave a prob- warehouses are now fully auto`
the names of authorized Pane lem getting the Dart yot, reed,
Eon c parts distributors in your
mated. We v. -e, got the 2,D00 fast-

Line is a perfornarc? premise:

just call one central number.
Then things star- f appening
fast: we' I ask ou- co-nputer to
locate your part (or parts) by
searching all five regional Panasonic parts depots. In jus- seconds. Electronically. Then we'll
telex an order to the depot which
has the part you need alc within

est -moving parts on ele,iDtroni3,

area, and info,mation of other

order pickers At the touch of a

Pa --s Division services.
We know that your business
depends upon having the right

butt:: 1 any Di these higl traffic
parts is at ot_r fingertips.
-3 become a membe- of the
Panasonic Parts Hot L ne. call
the toll -free lumber below. We'll
send you a bright red emblem
impr -tied with the hot line nu -n -

Panasonic

just slightly ahead cf our time
Call toll -free anywhere in the L.S. 800-523-5335% (in Pa. 800-562-5395)
'01 course we cannot ship or weekends and holidays.

pals at the right time - when
you" custome- needs them. Our
bus ness is standing right behind
you- business, with quality parts
for over 1,000 products.

If your problem
burned -out
V -O -M's...
Solve it with
Triplett's 630-PLK
is

moo,'

630 - PLK
$113

1. Burnout -proof solid-state overload protection.
2. Single range switch minimizes error; DC polarity -reversing switch.
3. 4 ohmmeter ranges with 4.4 ohms center scale.

Its exclusive, patented, transis-

630-APLK,

offers exactly the

type meter) at$8 3. See all four

torized switching circuit gives

same ranges and protection cir-

models at your local Triplett dis-

the Model 630-PLK virtually fail -

cuit plus 1 1/2% DC accuracy (vs.

tributor. For a free demonstra-

proof protection against over-

2% for the

a mirrored

tion see him or your Triplett

loads. Result: fewer repair bills,

scale and a rugged suspension -

representative. Triplett Corpo-

less down -time for service, no

type meter and sells forsi 2 3. If

ration, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

more bent pointers, damaged

you feel you can do without the

pivots or burned -out com-

overload protection, ask for

ponents.

Triplett's Model

Triplett's Model 630-PLK is yours

630 -APL

for $113

Its

630-PLK),

630 -PL

a t $73 Of

(with 11/2% accuracy,

mirrored scale and suspension -

twin, the Model

For full details, Dial Toll -Free 800-645-9200 for nearest Triplett
Representative. New York State-Call Collect 516-294-0990
.

for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

111. TRIPLET T
The Worlds most complete line of V -0 -M's
choose the one that's lust right for you

